Service Date:
30 December, 2012
Why do we tell every year of a young unmarried mother and her scandal-defying fiancé?
Why do we tell every year of a people under foreign occupation but still hoping to be
saved?
Why do we tell every year of poor shepherds made joyful and wealthy sages humbling
themselves? Why do we tell every year of homelessness and the massacre of infants?
Why do we tell every year of Emmanuel – ‘God with us’ – not in power but in utter
vulnerability?
Preacher, Robert Beard, explores the relevance of the Christmas story to all of us. His full
sermon can be downloaded above (PDF format).
Hymns:
Information unavailable.
Sermon:
Over the course of my adult life, and especially during my fourteen years of parish ministry, I
have been told repeatedly that Christmas is a time for children.
Now I’m a big fan of children. Children don’t have all the ridiculous expectations of me that
so many adults cling to: they don’t demand that I’m dignified or respectable, nor that I fulfil
their stereotypes of priest or policy officer or even parent. There are few things I enjoy more
than playing absurd, important games with younger children and having absurd, important
discussions with older children.
At Christmas, the giggly, shiny faces of children wildly tearing open presents, or carefully
cradling Christingles, make me feel giggly and shiny too. Even the tears and the tantrums of
children who have been subjected to too much ghastly shopping, or who have defied every
reasonable instruction to go to bed, bring out all my most sentimental parenting instincts.
But despite the parties, the presents, the visits to Santa in his grotty grotto, the real live
reindeer on The Moor and the not-quite-so real live Dalek in the Peace Gardens (yup, I’m
still trying to get my head round the Christmas connection there, too!), I do not accept in
any simplistic way the bland assertion that Christmas is a time for children...
Christmas Day
Service Date:
25 December, 2012
On Christmas day, we hear from the Gospel of Luke how shepherds watching over their
sheep became witnesses to the first Christmas.
Hymns:
R&S 160: O come, all ye faithful
R&S 155: While shepherds watched (tune: Ilkley Moor)
R&S 151: See him lying on a bed of straw
R&S 149: Infant holy
R&S 59: Hark the herald angels sing
Sermon:
Not available.
Fourth Sunday in Advent: A Loving Mother
Service Date:
23 December, 2012

Following Mary's response to Gabriel's proposal, this Sunday we attempt to read the
Christmas story forwards, remembering that she did not yet know the end.
Annunciation (Luke 1:26-38)
I wonder what your favourite Christmas carol is? There are so many to choose from –
yesterday morning with a group from Churches Together in Broomhill and Broomhall Aileen
and I took an hour to sing through 20 of them, and we'd by no means exhausted all the
carols there are. We started this morning with In the bleak midwinter – and though there
may not be snow on the ground, the weather certainly counts as bleak, doesn't it? Christina
Rossetti's poem is one of my favourite carols, for two reasons. First, it takes our winter
weather into the Christmas story; it helps us imagine ourselves there in the stable, stamping
our feet to keep warm on the iron-hard frosty ground. And secondly, it keeps that difficult
balance between heaven and earth, between what God does and what we do.
According to Christina Rossetti, there may have been angels and archangels, cherubim and
seraphim – the whole angelic choir – hovering around that stable. There may be angels and
archangels hovering around our Christmas dining table this year, too. We won't be able to
see them, but we may notice a pause in the conversation as they pass by. Or, more likely, no
one may notice their passing, but they'll leave us a gift: the ability to be patient with Auntie
Maude, who's in her late nineties and needs everything repeated twice, or with that young
whippersnapper who reckons anyone over the age of 20 is past it, or even with ourselves, as
we try to carve the turkey fairly, with every eye on us.
There may have been angels and archangels there in the stable, but what there
certainly was, without any shadow of doubt – as well as the animals, of course – was a
young woman breastfeeding her new baby, kissing him welcome into this world, delighted
at his arrival. For without an earthly mother to nourish and protect him, Jesus could not
have come into this world as a human being.
So for the rest of this service, let's restrain our impatience just a little bit longer, and before
we enter fully into the joy of Christmas Day, let's rewind the film to remind ourselves how
this could have happened, how heaven could have come to earth through Mary preparing a
home for Jesus inside herself. And in this story angels are there from the beginning – or
rather, one particular angel, Gabriel.
I always like the way in this story Mary doesn't just say 'Yes' straight away. To begin with,
she's not sure what Gabriel is getting at – so instead of worrying about looking stupid, she
asks. What is all this about? How could it possibly happen to me? And the angel gives her
just enough information to be getting on with. Not the whole story – not the whole way
Jesus' life will turn out. But just enough for her to be able to take the next step – if she
chooses.
Some of our ancestors in the faith believed that Mary had no choice about saying 'Yes'. They
thought once the almighty God has decided something, that's it. Because we're human
beings and not God, we have no say in the matter. But I don't agree. For if Mary had already
been reluctant at the beginning of the story, when having a baby without being married was
dangerous for a woman in her time, how could she have coped later on, when it came to
Golgotha? No. When God wanted Mary, when God wants us to make a home for Jesus, God
gives us the option to say yes or no, and the ability to follow through. One step at a time.
Hymns:
R&S 162: In the bleak midwinter (music: Gustav Holst; words: Christina Rossetti.)
R&S 139: The Angel Gabriel (a traditional Basque carol, translated by Sabine Baring-Gould.)
Oh, Sarah she was ninety, and I am scarce nineteen (tune: Bonnie Boy; Words: John Bell.)

R&S 170: What child is this? (Tune: Greensleeves; words: William Chatterton Dix.)
Long ago, prophets knew (Theodoric, R&S 274; Words: Fred Pratt Green (1903-2000).)
Sermon:
Part I: Mary visits Elizabeth (Luke 1:39-45)
While I've been talking these last four weeks about preparing a home for Jesus, some of us
have been rushing around like mad, especially these last few days, trying to get our presents
bought, our food prepared, our last cards sent out before Christmas begins. The list may
seem endless! But I hope that you've not been the only person having to do all this work.
Because if you can share it out between you – work out who will be doing what, or just talk
your responsibilities over together – even a big to-do list can be a lot easier to manage.
And that's what Mary's doing here. She's received this amazing news – that she is going to
have a baby, God’s child. But people are not going to be happy about this. So instinctively
she turns to someone who will understand and support her: Elizabeth, her cousin.
Elizabeth's a lot older than Mary, but that doesn't matter. Because Elizabeth too is awaiting
a baby – and tongues have been wagging about her, too. Not because she's unmarried – she
and Zechariah have been a couple for years – but because it's taken so long for her to
conceive. And when it did happen, Gabriel was involved here too. You'll remember the
story:
Zechariah, who's a priest, is on incense duty in the Temple when Gabriel turns up and tells
him that his wife is pregnant. Zechariah doesn't believe him; Gabriel gets miffed and strikes
him dumb until the child is born. So Elizabeth is going through pregnancy at an advanced
age without the support – verbal, at any rate – of her husband. She'll have been glad to see
Mary – someone who's not suddenly much too busy to talk to her.
Mary may have been dreading opening the subject. After all, Elizabeth's story is a bit
unusual, but a lot more respectable. Will she understand, or look down her nose at Mary?
Will she say, ‘I know just what you're going through' when she really doesn't? Will she try to
patronise her with sympathy? Will she take over Mary's life and try to make all her
decisions? Will she pretend out of sheer embarrassment that none of this has happened?
As it turns out, none of Mary's potential fears are warranted. As we heard just now,
Elizabeth's God-inspired reaction to the news isn't to change the subject rapidly and talk
about the weather, but one of sheer delight, and support. And I guess that may partly have
been because there's a tradition in the Hebrew Scriptures, before Mary ever came on the
scene, of God bringing new life under unlikely circumstances. Just think of Sarah, having her
promised son Isaac in her old age – and after she’d laughed at the very idea, too!
I wonder, do we ever dare to set aside time and reflect on the meaning of Christmas? Or
have we found ourselves just too busy with all the preparations to consider the amazing fact
that, this very Christmas, God loves us enough to want to be our guest? We can do it in
different ways: through careful listening to the readings we hear and the carols we sing; or
through the joyful way we welcome family and friends and strangers to our feast. But can
we also make just a little time to reflect on these things with those we know and trust, or in
the quietness of our own hearts? I hope so. For wouldn't it be a pity if we fell into the trap
of being so busy getting ready for Christmas that we missed the unique joy of it – the joy
that Mary and Elizabeth shared with each other and are now sharing with us?
Part II: Magnificat (Luke 1:46-55)
Joyful praise is the first theme of Mary's song – her poem is given a Latin name, Magnificat,
from its first line: my soul praises God. But if you look a bit deeper into her words, the good
news of this song is good precisely for people who are currently, as Mary was, in

a bad position. She speaks of herself as lowly, hungry and poor. As a pregnant and
unmarried young woman and a member of a conquered people in an occupied society,
that's not mock-humility or even poetic license, but accurate. It's to people like Mary,
people in need of hope and joy and peace, to whom God comes at Christmas. And
sometimes I wonder if that tends to get forgotten as shops and TV and even Christmas
music put pressure on us all to have a non-stop 'wonderful Christmas time'.
Yesterday I was waiting at the bus-stop with a man I'd not met before, and we got talking.
He's awaiting medical test results, and is in pain much of the time. He won't be able to
spend Christmas with his family, because the in-laws on the other side are in a worse state,
so his son feels the need to support them instead. And his own wife died not that long ago. I
listened for a while, till our bus came. And when I got onto the bus I went on reflecting on
what he had said. What, I wondered, might Christmas mean to him this year? What good
news could a Christian offer to someone in his position?
It's so hard for us to read the Christmas story forwards. We know the punchline, the happy
ending: the baby in the manger, surrounded by his loving family and admiring shepherds,
with angels in the background and the wise men on their way. That's what we've been
preparing ourselves for, all this Advent: the star to signal journey's beginning; palm leaves to
symbolise what we can bring to care for the child; a sheltering stable, not forgetting the
animals, all ready to become his neighbours; a loving mother. But that's not the
way Mary can have experienced it at the time. All through her pregnancy, she was living
with the certainty of shame and a strong possibility of death, either through stoning or
through the risks of childbirth in first-century Palestine. And yet she sings Magnificat!
Is she whistling in the dark to keep her spirits up? Or is her joy in the middle of uncertainty
and pain the superhuman result of her angelic visitation, something we ordinary mortals can
never aspire to share?
I think not. I think that in her song Mary is joyful because she is describing who our God is by
what God does: raising up those who are down; satisfying those who are hungry; helping
those who are trusting enough, or desperate enough, to ask for help: bringing both justice
and peace to our needy world. And we know what Mary does not yet know. Because of
Christmas we believe God knows about hard times from personal experience. And because
of Easter we believe that suffering and death do not have the last word. Like the pain of
labour – so I’m told – when we look back from the very end of the story, we, like Mary, will
consider it all to have been worthwhile, to bring God's new life, God’s eternal life, into our
world.
So like Mary, let us sing for joy: praising God, who has chosen to enter humanity so
that we can live God’s life of love, forgiveness and reconciliation, here and now – even at
the weary end of the pre-Christmas rush.
Let us hail the Word made flesh: the babe, the son of Mary!
[Preacher: Sarah Hall.]
Third Sunday in Advent: Shelter for All
Service Date:
16 December, 2012
When I first met Japhet, Daddy wasn’t sure whether he was the right man for me. Nothing
but the best for my little girl! he said. But I was in love, and I just ignored Daddy, the way I
usually do. And to start with, everything was lovely. Well, almost. My in-laws were – not

quite, you know? – but Noah was well-respected in his way, and Daddy still gave me lots of
lovely money to shop with.
But since the rain started – well, it’s been horrid. Cooped up with Mrs Noah, trying to give
me her mother’s recipes and hints on housework. Stuck with Shem’s wife and Ham’s wife –
we didn’t go to the same school, and we don’t have a thing in common.
And now, just to put the icing on the cake, Father-in-law is going crazy. He’s hearing the
voice of God! My family respects religion. In its right place. Festivals and official occasions,
nothing wrong with that. But what God’s asking him to do! Even the neighbours are starting
to notice, and they’re laughing at us – at me! Just because Noah stopped us wives going out
to parties, he’s really unpopular.
But now? This latest building project’s more than a hobby – it’s an obsession! Day and night,
nothing but technical talk about cubits and gopher wood and money poured into it till I
wonder if there’s going to be any left. And do you know what God wants him to do with this
great monstrosity – he calls it an ark? Put animals inside!
I went straight to Japhet. Your father’s gone mad! I said. I usually try to put things gently to
Japhet, because frankly, he’s not that bright, but this was an emergency. And I could tell I
was getting through to him, because he was nodding and scratching his head.
It turns out that Japhet and the other two brothers have been put on animal finding duty –
to go out and get a pair of every sort of animal there is, to go into this peculiar private zoo. I
don’t understand it at all. After all, they aren’t endangered. Not unless the water gets any
higher, and I don’t see why it should. It never has before.
But that didn’t stop Noah. He said God wants there to be shelter for every animal there is,
and the only way to do it with the flood coming is to build this – ark. What? I almost
screamed. You think there’s really going to be a flood? What about us, then? What about
Japhet and me? What are you going to do about it?
You can come too, he said. God wants all of us on board. God needs people to look after the
animals, he explained as though I was the idiot. After all, elephants can’t muck out
themselves, can they? However intelligent they are. And if we don’t feed and clean them –
well, the smell’s going to be pretty bad. You’ll enjoy the company! he said. The more the
merrier! But I know I’ll hate every moment of it. I hate to say it, but Daddy was right after
all.
Genesis 6:13-22
Hymns:
CG 4: Let us build a house where love can dwell
The Lord said to Noah: 'There's gonna be a floody, floody.'
As once for you, Lord Christ, there was no room, (Tune: Chilton Foliat)
R&S 489: Be thou my vision
Sermon:
Genesis 6:13-22; Psalm 91; John 10:1-10; Revelation 21:1-3, 5-7
If Mrs Japhet was anything like the way I’ve pictured her in our theme introduction, the
voyage of the ark may have been even more of a nightmare for the animals, with her
begrudgingly looking after them, than for her, Daddy’s little girl, being faced for the first
time with the reality that not all problems can be fixed by money and that sometimes you
have to get your hands dirty. Of course, maybe I’m doing her wrong – after all, I did make up
her character out of whole cloth. Perhaps that long journey in close proximity to the rest of
the animal kingdom gave her a new perspective on the beauty, the intelligence and the

kindness sometimes shown by our neighbours on planet earth, and our relations too; maybe
after 40 days at sea she came out a committed environmentalist.
Perhaps.
There are a lot of people these days looking hard for shelter from storms, literally and
metaphorically. People in places as far apart as Haiti and Bangladesh, the US and Australia,
trying to rebuild their lives after natural disasters. People in Greece, Spain, Italy, even the
UK, who have lost jobs or benefits because of austerity measures. People in the developing
world, fleeing conflict, trying desperately to find somewhere safer for them and their
families to live. And from the news, it seems that the threat of more storms is by no means
past, whether we're talking an environmental or military or financial crisis. So shelter from
the storm is a very real question today.
But, of course, for most people it wasn't a bed of roses to be living in first-century Palestine
either, as Mary and Joseph would have known full well – or why weren't they paying over
the odds to stay at the Bethlehem Hilton and grumbling about how the streets were full of
poor people, rather than being reduced to stable squatting? Our traditional ways of retelling
the nativity story may over-egg the pudding a little bit; it's possible that Joseph, having
family in Bethlehem, may have taken up the offer of an overspill room where the family's
animals also lived – after all, our ancestors were happy to stable beasts in their hut to
provide extra heat. The point remains, however, that Mary and Joseph – particularly Mary,
in advanced pregnancy – were grateful for the stable's shelter. This unexpected refuge must
have felt like an answer to prayer. In spite of their not-very-compatible neighbours.
Nowadays too, the question of who gets to shelter where also arises. On a very local level,
do we give house room to Cousin Thingummy, given how badly he behaved last year when
we left him alone with the sherry for just five minutes? Do we invite Mrs So-and-so whose
husband died last year, even though she's as deaf as a post? Do we agree to go to the inlaws, no matter how they spoil the grandchildren and undo all the good work our own
offspring put into them the rest of the year? And on a larger scale, whose children will find
Christmas a haven of peace and security this year? We are shocked and dismayed by news
from Newtown, Connecticutt of young children gunned down in school. But in other parts of
the world children die daily of hunger, of disease, in war; and we shake our heads sadly, but
reckon immigration quotas should be kept down, in case 'they' take advantage of our overwelcoming systems. Everyone understands the need for shelter against life's storms; but it's
difficult to feel that need for other people as much as for us.
The writer of our psalm this morning, or his first readers, may have taken his prayer as a
way to ensure protection against anything bad happening to them – a little like a magic
spell. But if they did so, they must have been disappointed; for plague and arrows, not to
mention psychological terrors, came to the Israelites just as they did to other nations; and
defeat and exile came more to them than to many others. While the devil tried to confound
Jesus and shake his faith in God's care for him, Jesus, in his wilderness temptations, took a
very different line on its message. If we will only believe in God while God stops bad things
happening to us, he reckoned – as if God were a layer of divine bubblewrap surrounding the
believer – we are not trusting in God, but merely testing out the divine insurance package to
see if it works. And putting someone to the test is no way of building a relationship with
them – just think of the line 'If you really loved me, you'd...' and you'll see it for the
emotional blackmail it is.
It's as if the sheep in our reading from John's Gospel today were to get a notion of
wandering into wolf-ridden areas just to see if their shepherd is up to the task of protecting

them. On the other hand, a good shepherd doesn't protect his flock by penning them in the
sheepfold 24/7 just in case anything might befall them. The offer of shelter shouldn't imply
total control: it's being able to go in and out, to try out different forms of food and see what
nourishes; to live life to the full. And that's how life should be in churches, too.
[Preacher: Sarah Hall]
In previous generations of my home congregation, the church was the hub of social life.
There were amateur dramatics, badminton, the ladies sewing circle, the choir, the young
people's fellowship (or matchmaking organisation), not to mention all the committee
meetings. There was scarcely a night of the week when church people weren't involved with
each other. And they had a whale of a time, by all accounts. But when that generation
started to look around for others to take on their work, they realised they had hardly any
non-church friends they could invite to join them. And somehow a gulf had opened up
between the shelter of church and everyday life outside it.
But whether we're queuing to get into some shelter or stuck inside the sheepfold wondering
how to get out, there will be good news for us this Christmas. For, as we hear in our reading
from Revelation, God has chosen to come and live with us, as one of us, in this world. This
world where disasters happen; where Jesus – as a baby or as a man – will not have complete
control over what happens to him; where he will not be able to force or manipulate people
into welcoming or liking him, or even listening to what he has to say; where he can't choose
his neighbours. God is in it with us.
It's not always easy for us to offer shelter to one another. Immediately after our reading in
Revelation, there's an opt-out clause: this does not apply to those who are cowards,
faithless, polluted, murderers, fornicators, sorcerers, idolaters or liars. Mrs Japhet might
add: those who hear God's voice and zoo keepers. We all know who to let into our shelter
and who to keep out. Except Jesus. And if we want to make a home for him, we'll have to
allow all the others in too.
9th December 2012: Second Sunday in Advent
Service Date:
9 December, 2012
The first Sunday in Advent saw the arrival of a simple desert-like backdrop, complete with
bright morning star - ready to lead us to where Jesus will be born. On this, the second
Sunday in Advent, palm trees appeared in the landscape.
But how can the humble Palm Tree help us to prepare for Jesus' coming?
Now this may look just like a bit of scene-setting, to remind us that we’re in the Middle East,
where there are plenty of palm trees. But our first reading this morning gives us a hint that
there’s more to the humble palm tree than just a bit of scenery.
What can you use a palm tree for? Well, we can use its leaves as shade from the sun, to
make hats and baskets, to feed animals; depending on the variety, palm trees provide nuts
or dates to eat; its wood and leaves may be burnt for fire; its oil can be found in lots of
cooking products (and soap!).
So if you were getting ready to welcome a new baby in the time of Jesus, you could do
worse than bring a little palm tree to the baby shower – he or she would be bound to need
some of its products!
But what about the trees in the reading we’ve just heard? It’s for a special time of year for
Jewish people, when they remember how God looked after them in the wilderness. They
take the sorts of trees and fruits you’d find in desert oases, where there’s enough water to

keep them alive, and they build shelters called Succoth. And still every year Jews make little
shelters out of tree branches and live in them for a week. Why do they use their time and
effort this way? To remind themselves that even in the desert where there was nothing to
eat and nowhere to shelter, God looked after them.
What’s this got to do with Advent, and us getting ready for Jesus to come? When a baby is
going to be born, the parents to be will get lots of presents: tiny knitted jackets and socks
and other clothes for the baby to wear; a carry-cot for the baby to sleep in; toys for the baby
to play with. The baby’s friends and family don’t yet know exactly what this baby will like,
but they want to look after him or her as well as they can, so they make things and buy
things that the baby is going to need.
Mary and Joseph will have prepared as well as they can for the birth of Jesus – the first
child, so no hand-downs for him! But travelling to Bethlehem as they are, they can’t carry
many things with them. When they arrive, they will have to rely on the kindness of strangers
for many of the things they need to keep Jesus warm and safe and happy.
Isn’t that strange? We believe Jesus is God in human form. The whole world belongs to him
– he could have chosen to be born into a life of luxury. But he chooses to rely on the
kindness, the generosity of other people, to give him what belongs to him by right. In the
desert, God looked after God’s people. Now, God needs others to look after him.
But how can we do that? When Jesus grows up, he’s going to tell his friends: whatever you
do for the least important people in the world, you’re doing it for me. So as we prepare for
Christmas, as we get ready to give our families and friends lots of presents to make them
happy, let’s not forget people in need, in Sheffield and all over the world, and give them
presents too, as good as the ones we give each other. For that’s how we get ready to
welcome the baby Jesus into our lives.
Hymns:
R&S 48: Praise and Thanksgiving, written by the Anglican minister Albert Bayley in 1961, is
frequently sung as a harvest hymn, but the thankfulness it expresses is not limited to
autumn days. The tune Bunessan was noted down by Alexander Fraser from the singing of a
wandering Scottish Highlander, and named after a village on the Isle of Mull.
R&S 618: We give thee but thine own by Bishop W.W How is designed as an offertory
hymn; putting Christian giving into a wider context than the gift of money alone. The
tune Narenza was adapted by W.H. Havergal from the Catholicum Hymnologium
Germanicum of 1584.
R&S 471: Bless and keep us Lord, words and tune, is by Dieter Trautwein, a German
Protestant theologian and writer of numerous hymns. It was used in the World Council of
Churches Assembly in Vancouver of 1983. This English translation is by the URC minister
Fred Kaan.
R&S 72: Now thank we all our God, also from Germany, was written by the minister Martin
Rinkart in 1648 at the end of the Thirty Years War and translated into English by Catherine
Winkworth in 1858. The tune Nun danket ('Now thank we...') by Johann Crüger has been
used for this hymn since its first publication.
The choir sang "Jesus Christ the Apple Tree" to a setting by our organist, Douglas Jones.
Sermon:
Leviticus 23:39-43; Luke 1:68-79; Luke 13:6-9; Romans 15:25-29
Have you noticed? Well, I guess you can’t have avoided noticing: every advert on television
at the moment is about Christmas presents. The latest books; the classiest perfume; the
biggest televisions; the newest i-product, whatever that is; the most delicious food; the best

games; we’re being urged to get them all for each other – and even for ourselves. But to
counterbalance that, there are also some of the other sort of ad. The Salvation Army, Crisis
at Christmas, Save the Children and other charities tug at our heartstrings with sad music
and tragic pictures, demanding that we should remember all those for whom, without our
contribution, Christmas will be a nightmare.
Part of me is glad that if money is going into persuading us to consume, money is also going
into persuading us to be generous. But those charity ads leave a nasty taste in my mouth, as
though we have to be manipulated through guilt into doing the right thing. Yet if I’m not
careful, this morning I’ll be joining the ranks of those charity advertisers: trying to persuade
you to be generous to others over Christmas by making you feel guilty if you’re not. Where’s
the good news, where’s the Gospel there?
And yet; and yet I believe that what I said in our theme introduction is true: that we as
Christians, Christ-followers, are called to serve Christ in those who have little or nothing; to
love not only those who love and are generous to us, but those who know little love or
generosity in their lives. And what I’m saying isn’t news to you. Some of you have been
coming to this church for thirty, forty, fifty years, to hear sermons from this pulpit. Heaven
help you, you’ve been listening to me more than seven years. You know what we as
Christians are about: passing on the love of God to others because we have ourselves
received it. But it’s hard, isn’t it, to keep our focus on love, on generosity, on the needs of
others, when so many voices are telling us to go out and spend, spend, spend? I hope you’re
less susceptible to all this pressure to be greedy than I am, for before I know it, I find myself
wondering if I can afford a new tablet computer for Christmas – and I don’t even need one!
These days, it may feel a bit of a financial struggle just to do right by those we love, even if
it’s purely a matter of feeding the family at Christmas; what with fuel bills going up in this
cold weather and interest rates on savings still at rock bottom. And it’s not just the outlay of
money we have to take into account. Opening heart and hearth can also be costly in terms
of energy, as those with young children in the house can testify. Moreover, any family
difficulty we are used to shouldering the rest of the year can feel twice as bad at Christmas.
Yet in spite of all the time and money and effort we have to spend preparing for Christmas,
we would never side with Scrooge in Dickens’ A Christmas Carol and say dismissively of the
whole thing: Bah, humbug!
I went to hear a reading of A Christmas Carol last week, at Upper Chapel, the Unitarian
Church in town. It was a long time since I’d heard the story as Dickens wrote it, free of the
sugar coating some film versions have given it. And one aspect of the story particularly
struck me. While Scrooge, the old miser who thinks Christmas is a waste of time and money,
has isolated himself from the needs of others, he can easily point to prisons and workhouses
and hospitals, and consign anyone who cannot make a living to those institutions. When,
however, he sees in a vision the family of his downtrodden clerk Bob Crachit at home,
enjoying their Christmas – including Tiny Tim, who is seriously disabled but cannot afford
treatment because Scrooge does not pay Bob enough – he can no longer brush them off as
statistics. Instead he is forced to see them as human beings, worthy of his help.
Scrooge’s change of heart begins when his dead partner, Jacob Marley, visits him as a ghost
to warn him of his doom should he not change his ways. And our Gospel passage this
morning strikes a similar note of warning. On his way to Jerusalem, Jesus uses a metaphor
of gardening to warn his hearers of God’s judgment on those who refuse to do what God
requires. A tree has disappointed its owner for years by bearing no fruit. He wants to have it

cut down. But the gardener advises him to give it one more chance: to manure and tend it
well for one more year and then, if it is still without fruit, to get rid of it.
As Christians, our whole purpose in life is to love God, our neighbours and ourselves. If we
ignore that, we are not being the people God made us to be. But because this is our
vocation, just as in the desert God did not leave the Israelites without food or shelter, God
does not leave us without resources to follow it through, but connects us with others so we
can see them as real people to love and serve, not as theoretical drains on our resources.
Take the church in Rome, for example, a long way away from the origins of Christianity in
Palestine: a different country, a different cultural background. What could educated Gentile
followers of Jesus have in common with poor Jewish Christians? Yet through the good
offices of Paul, a bridge between Gentile and Jew, Christians in Greece whom he had
already met were able and willing to send money for the support of Christian widows with
no financial resources in Jerusalem. And though Paul has never yet met members of the
church in Rome, in this letter he drops a broad hint that they, too, should be ready to help
their fellows in Jerusalem. For if Gentiles have come to share in the spiritual blessings
brought them through Judaism, they should be ready to share their material blessings in
return.
And that is indeed how it works. Through his visions Scrooge is blessed by his contact with
the Cratchits and others, so that for the first time in many years he can really enjoy
Christmas – and that makes him able to be financially generous. The same will apply to
those of you who have volunteered in different projects over the years which help others;
my guess is that you’ll have got more out of the experience than you put into it, which
stimulates your further efforts. Maybe that’s what Jesus meant when, according to Paul, he
said it was more blessed to give than to receive. For it is God’s inexhaustible resources we
are sharing with others.
So when we see yet more ads urging us to greed and selfishness or to guilt and reparation,
let’s ignore them. Instead, this Christmas, let’s look out for chances to share what we have –
whether time, effort, or money – willingly with others in need. For in this way too we will be
preparing a home for Jesus.
[Preacher: Sarah Hall]
2nd December 2012: First Sunday in Advent
Service Date:
2 December, 2012
Celebrating Communion, marking the first Sunday of Advent and of the new Church Year,
Morning Worship followed the magi's example in studying the night sky and looking for
hope to the Morning Star.
We’ve had clear, cold skies these last few nights. Someone told me recently of getting up
early and seeing the full moon shining in one window while the sun was preparing to rise at
another. But just before sunrise comes something else: the morning star.
We know now that the morning star is actually the same as the evening star, and it’s not a
star at all, but the planet Venus, our neighbour in the solar system. But for thousands of
years it’s been known as the herald of dawn, the star that would shine in the darkness to
remind all those who saw it that the sun would rise again.

For thousands of years human beings have gazed at the sky and wondered at what they
found there. Once people used to worship the sun, as well as the moon and stars. And I’m
not surprised – for the sun gives life to everything on this planet, including us. In the winter,
many of us suffer from SAD – seasonally affective disorder – we’re sad because we’re not
getting enough sunlight. And everyone who takes a winter holiday to enjoy warmer parts of
the world than Sheffield is paying homage to the sun too, though they may not see it that
way!
When the book of Genesis was written, its writer may not have known that the stars,
including our sun, were great balls of fire, or that we human beings, made of carbon, had
the vital elements of our bodies cooked in those great furnaces. But what he did know was
that the sun, the moon and the stars are not gods. For, as our reading this morning reminds
us, they were created by our God, who is greater and more wonderful than all the stars of
the universe put together.
You may be wondering why we’re thinking of stars this morning, the first Sunday in Advent
as we’re starting to get ready for Christmas. But stars are connected with the Christmas
story – or one special star. According to the story, why did that particular star shine? How is
it connected with the story of Jesus’ birth...? We usually think of the star shining over the
stable where Jesus was born – and we’re not going to get to that part of the story for over a
month. But for the wise men, the star began to shine a long time before they reached Jesus’
home in Bethlehem.
You may be wondering what this is doing behind me [a four-panelled display, propped on
two tables, with a star]. Well, every week this Advent, we are going to be using a new
symbol to help us in preparing a home for Jesus. Don’t worry – he won’t be born on two
tables in St Andrew’s Church! In fact, as we all know, he’s already been born – for more than

2000 years now. But each and every Christmas we can choose to welcome him again into
our hearts and our lives. So this year too, we need to prepare a home for him.
And this week in Advent, we’re thinking not just of the time when Jesus lived, when there
was mass unemployment, political oppression, great indebtedness, people sick in mind and
body and spirit. We’re thinking too of our own times, which sometimes seem just as dark to
us.
We’re looking for the morning star, shining in the dark before the dawn.
Hymns:
Behold the mountain of the Lord (R&S 130) first appeared, anonymously, in Scottish
Translations and Paraphrases (1745). In a revised form it passed into common use in the
Church of Scotland, and thence into other hymnbooks. The tune Glasgow may have been
written by Thomas Moore, a music teacher and publisher in Glasgow, who certainly edited
The Psalm-singers’ Delightful Pocket Companion, in which it first appeared in c.1756. The
dotted rhythms are typically Scottish.
Brightest and best of the sons of the morning (R&S 183) by Bishop Reginald Heber is
normally sung as an Epiphany hymn, first published in the Christian Observer in 1811. The
‘Sons of the Morning’ should, according to the Companion to Rejoice and Sing, be
understood as ‘a poetic and literary title, not a reference to some unidentifiable family of
gifted boys’. The tune Epiphany Hymn was written for this hymn in 1848 by J. F. Thrupp.
How brightly beams the morning star (R&S 137) is by the English Nonconformist hymnodist
Philip Doddridge, dated ‘Dec. 28, 1735’. It looks forward to Jesus’ message of liberation and
transformation in Luke’s Gospel. The hymn was soon incorporated into the Scottish
Translations and Paraphrases already mentioned. The tune Bristol comes from Thomas
Ravenscroft’s The Whole Booke of Psalmes (1621).
The voice of God goes out to all the world (R&S 131) is our most recent hymn this morning,
first appearing in Sing a New Song to the Lord (1970). The Catholic author, Luke
Connaughton, bases his text on the prophecy of Isaiah, but connects this with the same
message of hope and transformation reflected by Doddridge in the previous hymn. The tune
Blackbird Leys is named after a poor Oxford housing estate.
Sermon:
Genesis 1:14-18; Luke 21:25-28
The morning star is not the only star in the Bible, and not even the most mysterious. When
we see it, we know just what to expect: the rising sun. But when we see stars in the book of
Revelation, or even in our passage from Luke’s Gospel – and by the way, welcome to the
new year of Luke’s Gospel, starting this Sunday! – they are vaguer but more threatening
portents of something dreadful, whether they remain in the sky or start falling in showers
onto the earth.
From ancient times, people have tried to read their present and their future in the stars.
Even now, with modern experimental science firmly at the helm of human knowledge,
enough people must still read their horoscope in the paper for it to be worth the papers
giving it room. The urge to know and therefore in some measure to control what will
happen to us beforehand is very strong indeed, even when it is based on such flimsy
evidence as the patterning of stars, based in its interpretation on such ancient days that the
constellations to be seen in the night sky then were at quite different points from their
current positions now.

It is quite understandable that we would like to know what lies ahead of us. Wouldn’t we
prepare ourselves for horrors to come! Wouldn’t we make sure to choose the right path on
every occasion! Wouldn’t we make good use of our knowledge!
Would we? Well, maybe. But imagine the following scenario. We consult the stars
accurately – and we find out which the happiest day of our life will be. Well, we can look
forward to it for so long, as we look forward to the coming of Christmas. But sooner or later
all the presents are opened, the family leaves, normal life resumes – and then for the rest of
our lives we’re forced to live with the knowledge that things will never be so good again. Or
imagine foreknowledge of the exact day and hour of your death! Would you ever be able to
enjoy anything again, as the calendar marched relentlessly on and the second hand ticked
away the time you had left?
No, while both anticipation and preparation are good gifts which this congregation knows
well how to put into effect, I am glad that neither by the stars nor by any other means of
prediction can we tell exactly how our lives are going to turn out. It’s a divine mercy.
But if, on the other hand, the world is totally unpredictable, it’s a frightening place to live in.
From one day to the next, your life may be turned upside down by news of war or famine,
unemployment or illness or bereavement, and without any warning the dark and chill of
winter may unseasonably descend on you. The stars are beautiful to behold, but not if
you’re out in the cold, wondering what went wrong, what you may have done wrong, that
such things can be happening to you or those you love.
In the creation story of Genesis 1, God makes the stars and planets to ‘be for signs and for
seasons and for days and years’. In more recent centuries, astronomers such as Laplace in
the eighteenth-century decided that they had no need of God to explain their discoveries.
Yet on the galactic scale, though many mysteries remain, the universe appears to function
with reassuring regularity, in which even atheistic scientists can have faith. It is on the
smaller, human scale that we struggle to make sense of apparently random catastrophe.
And struggle we do. My grandmother probably died of lung cancer because she smoked a
lot – in her heyday, medical opinion held tobacco to be good for your health. The AIDS virus
kills those who are promiscuous. But such explanations don’t always hold water. Some
heavy smokers live to a ripe old age. And often it is faithful wives of men who take many
sexual partners who become HIV+ve.
So how do we live well, we Christians, in a world where we cannot predict or control our
own future, where the guilty are not always punished, nor the innocent always spared?
The answer is obvious: I’m sure you’re expecting me to give it. We look to Jesus, of course.
That’s what Christians do.
And the next question is, ah yes, but how does that help us here?
John’s Gospel uses the benefit of hindsight to give Jesus 20-20 vision, but if Jesus was truly
human, I don’t reckon he can have known beforehand all the events of his life. He wasn’t
just playing at being human, acting out surprise, anger, joy for our benefit. He could tell
when his future started looking cross-shaped, but as we saw in Hebrews a few weeks ago,
his faith in God was learned the hard way: through accepting the uncertainty, the
possibilities of suffering that human life entails.
But there’s good news too. At this time of year, we think not only of Jesus coming into our
world as a baby, but also of his coming again at the end of time. That’s the event our
reading in Luke is anticipating: chaos in the stars prophesying the end of the world as we
know it.
Good news, did I say? Yes!

For the prophets of Israel didn’t just tell their hearers what a terrible place the world can be
– we know that. They pointed to the time when darkness would turn to light, when God
would finally bring justice to the world. Hear the prophecy of Isaiah: The light of the moon
will be like the light of the sun, and the light of the sun will be sevenfold, like the light of
seven days, on the day when the Lord binds up the injuries of his people.
That process has already begun. It started 2000 years ago, when a particular star began to
shine. It came to a point when Jesus took Isaiah’s prophecy as his manifesto: to bring good
news to the poor, to proclaim release to the captives and recovery of sight to the blind, to let
the oppressed go free, to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favour.’ Ever since then Jesus has
been binding up his people’s injuries with God’s justice, God’s forgiveness. So when you
read the news, or receive a phone call that darkens your world, look for the morning star,
shining in the dark before the dawn. Look to God shining in the face of Jesus, who from his
birth went through the worst that could be thrown at him, who is there in our troubles too.
When we eat and drink with him, remember not only his sorrows but the joy of his
resurrection.
And then you will be making a home for him.
[Preacher: Sarah Hall]
Sunday Next Before Advent: Christ the King
Service Date:
25 November, 2012
Morning worship included the annual celebrations of Sheffield's Caledonian Society; the
society exists to foster relationships between those of Scots descent and others with an
interest in Scottish culture, and many of its members worship at St Andrews.
Preaching, the Reverend Dr Leslie Green drew on examples from Isaiah, Luke and Paul's
letter to the Romans to encourage interaction with the world at large and an awareness of
interdependence.
Hymns:
R&S 727: I joy'd when to the house of God. The words are taken from Psalms 122 and 133
in the Scottish Metrical Psalter. They express a confidence in the presence of God and pray
for peace and unity. Today we sing it to the tune Martyrdom, composed originally in 1800
for the use of teachers of music classes in Fenwick, Ayrshire.
R&S 86: God who stretched the spangled heavens. Catherine Cameron's hymn takes
seriously the wonder of human inventiveness and the sin of its misuse, setting them in a
context of praise and penitence combined. CCH Parry's tune Rustington was written for the
Westminster Abbey Hymn Book in 1897.
R&S 647: In Christ there is no east or west. In 1908, "John Oxenham" (William Dunkley)
collaborated in writing a pageant extolling missionaries' work in proclaiming the Christian
gospel. This, the closing hymn, remains widely known. The tune is derived from a hymn to
the Virgin Mary published in Cologne in 1741.
R&S 601: Christ is the world's true light. This is one of a collection of hymns published by
the author in 1945. It reminds us that our own renewal as well as that of the rest of the
world is vital in bringing about the Lordship of Christ. Briggs wrote it for the tune by JS Bach.
R&S 603: Lord, for the years. Dudley-Smith's hymn was first sung in St. Paul's Cathedral in
1967 to celebrate the centenary of the Scripture Union. The tune was written specially for it.
Sermon:
Such a one will not use his reason. He cannot recover his senses to say, This thing I am
holding is a sham. Isaiah 44:19-20

This has been a difficult, even tragic, week for the Anglican Church. And by association it has
affected every Christian congregation. It has prompted people of no faith to wonder what
actually goes on in the minds of all people of faith. As he reflected on his community and his
culture, the stinging words of Isaiah come as a warning: ‘Such a one will not use his reason.’
‘He cannot recover his senses to say, This thing I am holding is a sham.’ Ill-considered faith is
dangerous. It is wise for us to reflect constantly on how faith is shaping our lives, our habits
and our culture.
It was in late September sixty-five years ago that early in the morning I boarded the train in
Norfolk and travelled for over twelve hours, to arrive at my destination. Suddenly I became
aware for the first time of what it means to be in a different country. Initially it was the
strange speech of those I passed on the slope out of Waverley Station Edinburgh. That first
experience of national identity has for me been underlined and felt many times since. For
good and ill, national consciousness and religious heritage have been intertwined. Religious
faith presents us with demands if we are to cherish difference and identify what is
significant. We have only to reflect on the presence of mosques within Sheffield to realise
how national consciousness and religious tradition have an influence which shapes not only
our lives but also the lives of others.
Isaiah speaks with harsh scorn of those who will not think about their faith and culture, and
its practice. Those who will not consider the significance of how they see the world and the
consequences where faiths and cultures engage with their common life.
Many of you work hard to preserve aspects of Scottish culture and traditions. But some of
the most significant aspects of the culture may not be immediately apparent. What
happened this week in Church House Westminster is not just a domestic issue for the
Anglican tradition. The urgent questions raised in the House of Commons on Thursday made
plain that the effect of what too easily may seem to be a peripheral ecclesiastical domestic
matter has wider significance. There was a story current when the so-called Bishops Report
was published concerning relations between the Anglican Church and the Church of
Scotland. A Scottish journalist in London fulminated daily against the proposals. So fiercely
he provoked an English colleague to enquire why being an atheist he was so concerned, only
to get the reply, ‘An atheist maybe, but a Presbyterian atheist.’
Studying at New College, it was impossible to mistake the significance of the General
Assembly in May. To hear students engaging in excited debate about the report of the
Church and Nation Committee made plain the significance wherever there is a theological
critique of national culture. This was an experience to question the often English
insensitivity to the distinctiveness of faith and culture. The international significance of
national traits is too easily ignored. Behind the more ephemeral aspects of Church and State
there are other qualities, much more significant. You have only to have a roll call of Scots
achievements, not only in these islands but beyond, to realise that those national qualities
of moral sensitivity, public service, and intellectual achievement bear no relation to size
when it comes to influence.
Isaiah was right to pour scorn on those who had no sense of reflecting on the values of the
nation, who could see no difference between firewood and an idol. But there is more to
national culture than a commitment to preserve it.
The distinctive qualities of a nation are to be understood and where valued shared with
others, our differences and our distinctive qualities make us what we are but not for
ourselves alone.

We heard earlier the story of the Good Samaritan: a reminder of how national boundaries
are to be transcended. He set aside the national apartheid which made him an outcast in
Jewish society, and in response to need set aside his feelings of isolation and hostility.
It is these qualities which are reflected in St Paul's words to the church in Rome. He is
careful not to make insensitive claims to their attention. He had not been to Rome. He had
no direct responsibility for the Christian community there. He makes no claim to superior
faith. But there is a deep sense of obligation to the community in Rome. ‘I have an
obligation to Greek and non-Greek, to learned and simple.’ (Romans 1:14)
In our bitterly divided world, where national pride is the source of hostility and conflict, St
Paul affirms his sense of obligation to others who were not of his nation, culture, or faith.
And this is a challenge we all have to face.
How are our national values and habits to serve the international community? How are
cherished traditions to be more than just idiosyncratic convictions of limited value and that
value only for ourselves? It is a matter of some consequence that much of the foundations
of some significant national cultures owe much to three cities: Rome, for civic order, Athens,
for philosophy and science and Jerusalem for faith.
On this day, when we celebrate the inheritance which has come through the national life of
Scotland, let us not mistake how that inheritance reflects aspects of those three cities. The
first time I travelled from Britain I met a Swedish engineer in the buffet of Turin railway
station. Not surprisingly we shared aspects of our life, and the reasons for being there. His
response to my vocation was simple. ‘I envy you your faith.’ Like St Paul we have an
obligation to others in our communities not only to share our culture and values, but to
reflect on what we ourselves can receive from the inheritance of those who share this
divided world.
Second Sunday before Advent: Music Sunday
Service Date:
18 November, 2012
On Music Sunday, Sarah and Sheila tackle the interpretation of Colossians 3 from a teacher's
perspective, learning something about harmony, metaphor and patience along the way.
Sheila reads Colossians 3:12-17:
As God’s chosen ones, holy and beloved, clothe yourselves with compassion, kindness,
humility, meekness, and patience. Bear with one another and, if anyone has a complaint
against another, forgive each other; just as the Lord has forgiven you, so you also must
forgive. Above all, clothe yourselves with love, which binds everything together in perfect
harmony. And let the peace of Christ rule in your hearts, to which indeed you were called in
the one body. And be thankful. Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly; teach and admonish
one another in all wisdom; and with gratitude in your hearts sing psalms, hymns, and
spiritual songs to God. And whatever you do, in word or deed, do everything in the name of
the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God the Father through him.
Sarah (sings plainsong): Thank you very much for that reading.
Sheila: You’re welcome, Sarah. Why are you singing?
Sarah: Didn’t you hear what you were reading? It said, ‘Teach and admonish one another in
all wisdom’ – by the way, Sheila, you’re a teacher: what does it mean by ‘admonish’?
Sheila: I think it means, ‘tell off’.

Sarah: That’s what I’d thought, but I wasn’t certain. Interesting that we’re all meant to
teach one another, isn’t it? Not just the people like you and me who are actually trained to
teach – everyone!
Sheila: Well, I think that makes sense. After all, in the choir we’re not all trained singers. But
we can still all contribute our different voices to everything we sing. So why shouldn’t we
learn from each other’s contributions in the rest of our life together too?
Sarah: And given the rest of this reading, we need all the help we can get. Just listen: we’re
to clothe ourselves with compassion, kindness, humility, meekness and patience.
Sheila: Sarah, I try hard to have patience with everyone.
Sarah: I know you do!
Sheila: Don’t get me wrong, but just now I’m finding your continual singing very annoying!
Sarah: Why? Am I singing flat?
Sheila: I still don’t know why you think you have to sing at all!
Sarah: Well, it’s Music Sunday today.
Sheila: Yes.
Sarah: And it says in your reading that while we’re teaching and admonishing each other in
all wisdom, we’re to sing.
Sheila: It says, ‘Sing psalms, hymns and spiritual songs to God’ – not ‘Sing everything to
everyone.’ You’ll end up with a sore throat, and we’ll end up with earache listening to you!
Sarah [speaking] All right, all right, I’ll stop.
Sheila: But it’s not just that. Sarah, can I ask you something? Do you know what a metaphor
is?
Sarah: Ah, something I can teach you, Sheila! A metaphor is a way to explain one thing in
terms of another. So if I said, Douglas will kill you if you miss choir practice, what would you
think I meant?
Sheila: You’d mean he’d get very cross with me. Not that he’d literally beat me to death
with his conductor’s baton. That’s right, Sarah. That’s what a metaphor is. And in this
reading, the writer is using music as a metaphor for how we’re to behave to each other as
Christians.
Sarah: Oh!
Sheila: So when he talks about love binding everything in harmony, he isn’t talking about
barbershop quartets. He’s talking about how much easier it is for us to get on, to work well
together, to show all those good qualities you were talking about, when we listen to and
appreciate each other’s voices – even when someone’s telling us we’re not doing it quite
right –
Sarah: That’s how it works in music, certainly. It’s always helpful when someone has a quiet
word if you’ve got your part wrong, even if it is a bit embarrassing.
Sheila: – in other words, listening to others’ point of view.
Sarah: Sorry, I don’t think I got my timing quite right there. But Sheila, it’s not all
metaphorical, is it, what he says about music? After all, when he’s talking about the word of
Christ dwelling in us richly, a lot of the Bible I know by heart has stuck just because I
remember the words with music attached. Just think of Psalm 23 to Crimond.
Sheila: Or coming up towards Christmas, think of all the bible passages in Handel’s Messiah!
You’re right, psalms and hymns and spiritual songs can literally help us get God’s words by
heart, as well as metaphorically helping us to stay in tune with each other.
Sarah: And whether we’re musicians or singers ourselves or not, Jesus is always our home
note – the one that keeps everything else in our lives right.

Sheila: Sarah, I agree with you, but I do think you can push a metaphor too far. Let’s sing
again instead!
Hymns:
Come down, O Love divine (R&S 294) is a translation of part of a hymn by Bianco da Siena,
an Italian lay member of a 14th-century religious order, of whom very little is known beyond
a collection of 90 hymns of which this is now the best known. R.F. Littledale translated
verses 1, 3, 4 and 8. Combined with Vaughan Williams’ tune Down Ampney, it provides an
expressive description of the inexpressible love of God.
Rejoice, the Lord is king (R&S 657) comes from the pen of Charles Wesley, first published in
a collection of over 1000 pages, published by his brother John in 1744, entitled A Collection
of Moral and Sacred Poems. The tune Gopsal is by Handel, discovered in 1826 by Charles
Wesley’s son Samuel in the library of the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, written in
Handel’s hand and entitled ‘On the Resurrection’.
Crown him with many crowns (R&S 262) is a more recent hymn, written by two authors of
the nineteenth century of different theological persuasions, Matthew Bridges and Godfrey
Thring, who could yet unite in their praise of Christ as Lord. The tune Diademata by George
G Elvey was composed for Matthew Bridges’ original words.
Guide me, O thou great Jehovah (R&S 345) began life as a Welsh hymn by William Williams,
translated by Peter and John Williams (no relation to the original poet) into English. The
translation is not word-for-word, but retains the original metaphor of the Exodus for our
pilgrimage through life and death. The tune Cwm Rhondda was composed for the annual
Baptist singing festival at Pontypridd in 1905.
Sermon:
Amos 5:21-24; Psalm 150; Luke 15:25-32; Colossians 3:12-17
Music provides some wonderfully rich metaphors for our lives, doesn’t it? But of course if
we’re not singing from the same hymn-sheet, it can cause all sorts of problems,
metaphorically as well as literally. Difference in musical taste is one major factor separating
churches from one another. It can also separate people within the same congregation and
even – dare I suggest it – cause strife between minister and congregation. What,
you don’t like Iona music? Or you don’t love psalms sung in Anglican chant, as we have done
this morning? Or you can’t stand choruses? Well, it’s obvious then that we don’t have much
in common. I can feel free to write you off as musical and theological ignoramuses, who
don’t understand the first thing about God’s musical tastes – compatible, obviously, with my
own! And yet: the people we are tempted to dismiss in this cavalier fashion are our
Christian sisters and brothers.
Musical taste is a very personal thing. Our recent group looking at choosing music for
worship gave us some guidelines for what not to choose – tunes that all sound much the
same; words which the congregation can’t understand, don’t know, or wouldn’t agree with
if they didn’t love the tune – but there are still bound to be subjective differences of
opinion, arising from personality or upbringing, which cause one person to love a song and
another to loathe it. Such personal feelings cannot always be defended or even explained to
others. However, it is unsafe to assume God shares our tastes.
Consider our reading from Amos. It may at first seem a little perverse to put into a service
giving God thanks and praise for the gift of music a reading which casts into question the
very idea of using music in worship. Listen again: Take away from me the noise of your
songs, God says through Amos. I will not listen to the melody of your harps. Given that some
of our ancestors in the faith referred to the organ as the Devil’s kist o’whistles, I hate to

think what Amos might have made of Douglas’ performance, if that’s how he reacts to harps
– which are, after all, traditionally supposed to be angelic instruments, played upon the
clouds of heaven.
But of course that’s a mischievous interpretation of mine. Amos is not taking issue with any
particular form of music, but with the whole idea of worship so focussed on itself that it
drowns the lament of those who suffer injustice. Whether it’s the latest line in choruses
from Spring Harvest or the most traditional Scottish metrical psalm, unless we allow our
worship – including the musical elements – to open us to the world’s need, it is a solipsistic
performance done for our own self-satisfaction, with no connection to our God, who looks
for justice.
St Cecilia, the patron saint of music whose day we are very nearly marking – her festival day
is 22nd November – could not have ignored the suffering of the world. She lived in the days
of the Roman Emperor Marcus Aurelius: a noble lady whose husband, and brother, were
also Christians. And she was musical: apparently, as the musicians played at her wedding
she ‘sang in her heart to the Lord’. But the Roman prefect Turcius Almachius arranged to
have both her husband and her brother killed for their Christian beliefs. The officers of the
prefect sought to have Cecilia killed as well, by smothering her by steam. However, the
attempt failed. They tried to have her head chopped off, but were three times unsuccessful,
and she refused to die until, three days later, she had received the sacrament of Holy
Communion.
Whatever the precise facts underlying the story of Cecilia – who, I was delighted to discover
in the course of my research, is frequently portrayed in medieval times as playing the organ
– she was evidently not someone who closed her eyes to the troubles of the world. In our
age, and in our part of the world, practising Christian faith is less hazardous, leading only to
the possibility of a raised eyebrow if our friends discover that we attend church. Yet in other
parts of the world Christians still use music to encourage them in the struggle against
injustice, and those songs from the world church which have reached our shores, sung to
vigorous folk melodies, remind us of Amos’ call for just worship. Such a song is one from
Zimbabwe we have sung a few times in St Andrew’s, to be found in Common Ground:
If I believe and you believe and we together pray,
The Holy Spirit must come down and set God’s people free.
And set God’s people free; and set God’s people free;
The Holy Spirit must come down and set God’s people free.
The tune of that song, The Lincolnshire Poacher, may not initially seem very appropriate for
use in the worship of God. Yet like Cecilia at her wedding, singing to God in her heart, we
may discover that music firmly rooted in the context of this world can also speak to us of
God.
Our Gospel reading this morning may also seem a strange choice in a service about music.
We don’t hear much about Jesus and his friends making music, though at the end of the Last
Supper they sing a hymn together before going out to the Mount of Olives. But in the wellloved story of the Prodigal Son – or the Forgiving Father, or even the Unforgiving Brother,
depending on whose point of view you take into account – near the end, it is music and
dancing in the house, heard by the elder son, that brings him in to discover his brother’s
return. The story ends at the end of our reading, so we never find out whether he decides to

stomp off back to the fields, or whether he lets go of his self-righteousness, comes in and
takes up an instrument himself.
Jesus’ whole story has no hint of church in it. And yet that party can be seen as a description
of worship. Someone whose life has taken a wrong turn comes to his senses, and is restored
to the community, to be received with rejoicing. Someone else, who has always lived
a good life, is challenged to extend forgiveness and to join in. That music is the backdrop to
God’s amazingly good news; that all have gone wrong, but that all who turn around can be
restored to each other and to God. And in our own lives beyond church, if we have ears to
hear, that self-same music is playing: for us, for our relatives and friends. So at your
celebration, with your favourite music playing in the background – whether classical, jazz or
punk – you too, like Cecilia, can sing to the Lord in your heart, rehearsing for the heavenly
choir where everyone has the voice of a diva. You might even use Psalm 150 for the
purpose, Anglican chant or otherwise!
Third Sunday before Advent: Remembrance Sunday
Service Date:
11 November, 2012
Marking the national day of Remembrance, the lighting of a peace candle was followed by
the act of commemoration, culminating in two minutes' silence at 11am.
Prior to this silence, the names of those inscribed on St Andrew's War Memorial were read
in the form that was known to their families and friends:
1914-1918
Andrew Briggs
John Brunton
James Cumming
Bernard Duke
Charlie Goodsir
Roy Harrow
Charles Henderson
Frank Mastin
Bruce Mathews
Farquahar Nicolson
Harry Pilcher-Clayton
Ross Simpson
1939-1945
David Colquhoun
Tom Colquhoun
Sydney Hyde
George MacBeth
Ian Meldrum
Bob Tilsley
Ann Cathels read the words of the Tryst:
They shall not grow old, as we that are left grow old;
Age shall not weary them, nor the years condemn.
At the going down of the sun and in the morning
We will remember them.

All: We will remember them.
When you go home tell them of us and say:
for your tomorrow we gave our today.
Hymns:
Hymn: God, as with silent hearts we bring to mind
(Words by Fred Kaan; tune Farley Castle by Henry Lawes.)
R&S762 The National Anthem:
God save our gracious Queen
CG141 What shall we pray for those who died?
(John L Bell and Carnwadric Parish; tune Kingston.)
Anthem: So they gave their bodies to the commonwealth
(Words from a funeral oration by the ancient Greek poet Pericles; arrangement by Peter
Aston.)
R&S 620: For the healing of the nations
(Words by Fred Kaan.)
Sermon:
Micah 4:1-4; Mark 12:38-44
This year marks the 70th anniversary of the second battle of El Alamein.
A few days ago I heard the recollections of someone in St Andrew’s who was a child then,
hearing her mother repeat delightedly when the news broke: ‘Rommel’s on the run!
Rommel’s on the run!’ For thatfamily, as for many others where one member is away
fighting, and the outcome is in doubt, the news of victory could not have been more
welcome. Many families – from the Axis and the Allies – were to receive less welcome news:
of the desert death of someone they loved. And others would receive their loved ones back;
but not as they had known them.
For those of us who have not lived through battle, the experience is almost impossible to
comprehend. Part of a poem written about El Alamein by John Jarmain, a British officer who
served there and died in the Normandy landings, may give us some small clue:
They rang the bells for us and Alamein,
Bells which we could not hear.
And to those that heard the bells, what could it mean,
The name of loss and pride, El Alamein?
Not the murk and harm of war.
But their hope, their own warm prayer.
It will become a staid historic name,
That crazy sea of sand!
Like Troy or Agincourt, its single fame
Will be the garland for our brow, our claim,
On us a fleck of glory to the end;
And there our dead will keep their holy ground.
But this is not the place that we recall –
The crowded desert crossed with foaming tracks,
The one blotched building, lacking half a wall,
The grey-faced men, sand-powdered over all;

The tanks, the guns, the trucks,
The black, dark-smoking wrecks...
So be it; none but us has known that land:
El Alamein will still be only ours,
And those ten days of chaos in the sand.
Others will come who cannot understand,
Will halt beside the rusty minefield wires
and find there, flowers.
The flowers to be found flourishing on old battlegrounds, especially of course the poppies,
have become almost a cliché, marking both the horrors of war and nature’s regenerative
powers. Yet still today those making pilgrimage to El Alamein will discover not just flowers.
About three hours' drive west of Cairo, south from Egypt's Mediterranean coast, is a vast
expanse once called the Devil's Garden. Laced with millions of unexploded bombs, it is one
of the world's biggest minefields. Since 1942, hundreds of Bedouin have been killed and
thousands injured by some of the 16 million shells and landmines dotted around the
desert. Official figures point to a total of more than 8,000 casualties, though this is a
conservative estimate, given that records began only in 1982. And the number of victims
rises every year.
"A lot of people think World War Two is still being fought," says Mr Salah, a father of three,
who was blinded in one eye and who had his right leg blown off after stepping on a mine in
2007. Fayez Ismail, who has also had his leg blown off by a mine, reflected ironically: ‘Britain
and Germany are now friends, but we are still victims.’
Those particular mines were laid by Rommel, the Devil’s Garden being his name for the
area. Yet as far back as the 1880s Britain’s General Gordon of Khartoum could
write: Landmines are the thing for defence in the future. We have covered the works with
them, and they have done much execution. None of our hands are clean. And that is the
tragedy of war. The heroism of self-sacrifice – something which becomes more, not less
apparent as the two World Wars fade into history, but as soldiers from Britain and around
the world still die in war and are honoured in their deaths – is inextricably mixed up with the
trail of devastation left by war, seen both in those who fought and those whose land was
fought over. Former members of our own armed forces have a higher than usual incidence
of alcohol abuse, mental illness and homelessness. And the Bedouin of El Alamein are by no
means the only ongoing victims of war; for it becomes harder and harder to tell combatants
from civilians, especially when soldiers operating drones are thousands of miles from their
targets.
What can our Bible readings this morning contribute to this intractable problem and our
own response? The widow whom Jesus praised for her sacrifice gave to the Temple all she
had to live on. Those we have remembered, who fought and who fight now, have also been
ready to give their all. Yet though Jesus lauded her generosity, the system which took it all
away from her did not gain his approval. Those who gained status from the system did not
live up to their position. And though the whole apparatus existed for the forgiveness of sins
– through the costly sacrifice of animals – through the way he lived Jesus challenged this
idea, showing how God could forgive without demanding blood, and how through God’s
power his followers could do the same: loving their enemies, forgiving those who hated
them.

Jesus’ attitude still challenges us: we who pay through our taxes for war, who vote into
office politicians who take us to war, whose young men and women still pay the price of
war, alongside others across the world whom we have never met. And Micah challenges us
too. Thousands of years ago he set out a vision of the time when God would judge between
many peoples, and… arbitrate between strong nations far away; they shall beat their swords
into ploughshares, and their spears into pruning-hooks; nation shall not lift up sword against
nation, neither shall they learn war any more. In thousands of years this longed-for vision
still has not come to pass. Why? One reason is that, still fearful of aggression, whether
conducted through war or more obliquely through trade, the ordinary people of the world
cannot sit in peace on their own land with their own local source of food. Those who
manufacture and sell weapons, those who make money through speculation in food prices,
work hard to keep the world this way. And those of us with investments are tempted to turn
a blind eye – after all, these days it’s not easy to get a good return.
At El Alamein the passer-by will find both flowers and rusty minefield wires. What, I wonder,
will the future pilgrim find, seventy years on, after our wars? And, with our own widow’s
mite, will we have supported systems which lead to life, or to death?
[Preacher: Sarah Hall.]
Fourth Sunday before Advent
Service Date:
4 November, 2012
Ruth enlightens the great commandments through her commitment to Naomi,
encouraging us to love both others and ourselves.
I only came to Israel because of Naomi, really. Well, I knew her best. In our culture, women
and men don’t see each other much. We each have our separate areas of the home; he
deals with guests and the herds, while I look after cooking and manage the household
slaves. And, of course, the mother-in-law is queen of the household.
I’ve heard some terrible stories of how mothers-in-law dealt with the woman who had
dared to take their son from them. But it was never like that for us. Naomi was a foreigner
in our country, so I had to show her how things were done. I didn’t mind that – she was such
a sweet woman. And in return, she told me stories. Such stories!
She told me about my father-in-law Elimelech’s family, about great Abraham who had left
his country and everything he knew because his god told him to do so. She told me about
the way he thought he had to kill his son Isaac, till his god changed his mind and took a ram
instead. She told him about Jacob and Esau, the twins, how they struggled in the womb and
struggled in life, about how Jacob did well through trickery but that his god wrestled with
him and lamed him for life.
That god was everywhere in Naomi’s stories. But it was strange – the god didn’t just deal
with men. He looked after poor Hagar, when her mistress Sarah was jealous of her and slung
her out with her baby into the desert. He thought of Rebekah when she had no husband,
and sent her Isaac. And he stood by Rachel, when her sister Leah kept giving Jacob children,
yet she herself had none.
I really felt for Rachel. Because Mahlon and I had no children yet ourselves. Yet when the
blow came, when suddenly Orphah and I turned overnight from wives to widows, I was glad
not to have children, glad that they would not be losing a father too.
But that was the only thing I could be glad about. I didn’t really know Mahlon, not even
after ten years living in his household, but Naomi had become like a big sister, dearer to me

than my own family. And in all the change and loss of mourning, I found I couldn’t bear to
let her go back to Judah alone and never see her again.
To start with, Naomi couldn’t believe I really wanted to go with her. Come on, Ruth, she said
– you can do better for company than an old woman like me! If you stay here, you can find
another husband. You can have children. You can start your life again. What can I give you?
Only memories and heartache. Be sensible, girl. Go back to your family.
But I didn’t want to be sensible. None of the women in Naomi’s stories had been sensible.
Sarah had gone with Abraham into the far blue yonder. Rebekah had married a man who
turned up out of the blue at a well. Rachel had persisted and God had given her children. I
wanted to hear more stories about this God. And I couldn’t lose Naomi. I loved her. So I said,
You’d better get used to it: I’m not leaving you, or your God!
Hymns:
R&S 41: For the beauty of the earth (Words by Folliott S. Pierpoint.)
R&S 649: Let the world rejoice together
Hymn: The great command we would obey (Words by Michael Forster; tune: ‘St Hugh’ R&S
55.)
Anthem: Love Divine (Mozart)
R&S 646: Help us accept each other (Words by Fred Kaan.)
Sermon:
Ruth 1:1-18; Psalm 146; Mark 12:28-34; Hebrews 9:11-14
In the original Bible reading, as of course you will know, Ruth’s words are much more
dignified and beautiful than they came out in my retelling. Listen! But Ruth said, "Do not
press me to leave you or to turn back from following you! Where you go, I will go; Where you
lodge, I will lodge; your people shall be my people, and your God my God. Where you die, I
will die-- there will I be buried. May the LORD do thus and so to me, and more as well, if even
death parts me from you!"
It’s a passage often used at weddings. In one way you can see why, as it describes so
poetically the love between a couple which they believe will turn into a lifelong
commitment. But in another way, it’s completely inappropriate: for it speaks plainly not of
the love between a man and a woman, but of the love of one woman, Ruth, for another,
Naomi.
The English language is very good at describing some things, but less good with others. We
have a good many words, for example, for speaking of varying sorts and quantities of rain.
But speaking of many different kinds of relationship – between pets and their owners,
parents and children, brothers and sisters, friends, lovers, even ourselves and God – not to
mention my own profound relationship with chocolate – we English-speaking peoples have
to make do with just one word. Love.
And there’s a similar ambiguity about the reason behind Ruth’s loving decision to leave
behind her own people, language, culture and religion, to keep company with Naomi. In
spite of what I said in my comment, we don’t know whether Ruth saw Naomi as a big sister,
or as a fragile older woman on whom she had pity, or even as someone for whom she had
romantic feelings. We know nothing of Ruth’s heart: only her loving conclusion that, short
of death, nothing could make her abandon Naomi or Naomi’s god.
Recently I was talking to someone in St Andrew’s who said they felt spiritually inadequate.
When I asked what they meant, they said, Well, people like you and our Moderator, Kevin,
evidently have this strong trust in God’s presence and love, but I can’t honestly say I’ve ever
felt anything like that.

Since then I’ve been reflecting on that conversation. Here is someone who has shown love
to others ever since first I knew them, someone who is known for their pastoral qualities.
They obviously understand, not just in theory but in practice, what it means to show love to
others, though circumstances have not always made that easy. They’ve kept the second of
those two great commandments Jesus picked out from God’s law as more important than
any of the others: to love their neighbour. And what I would say about that particular
person I could say about many of you here this morning: you understand what it means to
love, even when that love costs you a lot.
But maybe there’s a stumbling block for my conversation partner in the first commandment
of Jesus’ top two: that we are also to love God with all our heart, soul, mind and strength.
For it’s not easy for us human beings to go on loving someone through thick and thin unless
we have some reason to hope that they love us too. With people, love can be sustained and
fed through a word, a look, a letter, a phone call. But how might we feel God’s love for us?
Just as some people, like Paul of Tarsus, come to know God through a dramatic conversion
experience, some people are given direct experiences of divine love. But just as most of you
here in this church could not point to a particular moment of conversion – after all, many of
you were brought to church as babies and have gone on attending ever since! – most
Christians could not point to a mystical experience and say, This is why I am convinced God
loves me. No, the evidence of God’s love for each of us is more mundane than that. We
know God loves us because we know the love of other people; people who are all made –
remember the beginning of Genesis? – in God’s own image. It’s as simple as that.
But maybe that’s not quite so simple, after all. For though Jesus speaks to his friends
of two great commandments, he sneakily smuggles in another one, making it three in all.
We are to love God – check – our neighbour – check – but also ourselves. And that small
addition is by no means a foregone conclusion. For I am sad to say that many a good
Christian – maybe through personality, maybe through life experiences – is plagued with
doubts as to their own worth, to God or to anyone else. And if we are not convinced that we
in ourselves are lovable, it can be that much more difficult for us to receivelove, either from
God or from other people, and to pass it on.
Fortunately, God does not leave us stranded in a desert of hopeless striving, trying our best
to be a good person in order to earn the love of God or others, but never sure if we have
succeeded. For as our reading from Hebrews reminds us, gone are the days of imperfect
high priests who had to sacrifice the lives of animals in order for the people to make a fresh
start, with their mistakes forgiven. Jesus’ blood was shed, his life was given so that there
need be no more sacrifice. To know the height and depth, the length and breadth of God’s
love for us we need look no further than the cross.
But to see that love in action we need not even look so far: for God’s living and active love is
at work both in the love of those who love you, and in your own love for others, shown in
your words and your actions. Ruth knew about God and God’s love because Naomi’s stories
had spoken of God, and Naomi’s life had demonstrated love. I wonder: who is your Naomi?
God’s love, shown in people’s words and deeds. It still sounds a bit unlikely. After all, God
knows everything. God makes no mistakes. How could such perfect love be shown through
us: vulnerable, finite, broken human beings?
Yet how could it be any other way? Our psalm describes God not only as creator of all but as
the one who rescues human beings at their most vulnerable: oppressed, hungry, blind,
imprisoned, distressed, bereaved. And in Jesus God chose to experience all these
vulnerabilities from within: truly to become one of us, in the words of the marriage

service: for better, for worse, for richer, for poorer, in sickness and in health. God’s love
demonstrated through humanity. Yet unlike Ruth vowing love to Naomi, Jesus goes a step
further: for even death cannot part us from his love. So as we see love in flashes and
fragments here and now, through others’ love for us, let’s give thanks to God, the author of
love; for that’s where it all ultimately comes from, whoever is love’s messenger.
[Preacher: Sarah Hall.]
Twenty-Second Sunday after Pentecost: Bible Sunday
Service Date:
28 October, 2012
Bartimaeus is no Bible scholar. He's poor, so he can't afford teaching. He's blind, so he can't
read the Bible for himself. But Bartimaeus understands one really important thing about the
Bible: it speaks to his need.
When he calls Jesus 'Son of David', Bartimaeus is taking an idea from the Bible. He's thinking
of David, the great king who killed Goliath when he was just a lad, who won battles against
Israel's enemies, who brought north and south together into one great kingdom, who
wrote psalms praising God that were still sung hundreds of years later.
But Bartimaeus isn't doing a historical study on ancient times and kings long gone. When he
calls Jesus 'Son of David', Bartimaeus is expecting the Bible still to be relevant to his own
story. He's remembering God's promises made to David that there would always be one of
his family to look after Israel.
A lot of water has flowed down the Jordan since that day. David's great kingdom has been
split in two, and half of it is no longer under Jewish control. Foreign powers have conquered
Israel, and the current king is only half Jewish. Probably Bartimaeus doesn’t know much
about this – but he knows about being at the mercy of others, of having no money, of
wanting desperately to have a different life.
Bartimaeus could write off the Bible's promises as so much waste paper. But he takes that
title, Son of David, seriously. He believes, he hopes the Bible can still say something about
his life, can make a difference to the way he lives it.
When he calls Jesus Son of David, Bartimaeus isn't writing great reams of high theology
about how God comes to us. If you used the word 'incarnation' to him, he wouldn't know
what it meant. He only knows of Jesus from what he has heard. But putting together this
new leader and God's promises recorded in the Bible, he gives Jesus permission to enter his
life and change it.
For it's a particular sort of leader he speaks of. 'Have mercy, Son of David!' he calls. God's
leader will not ignore the weak and vulnerable, or tell them their situation is their own fault.
He will have mercy on the poor, and heal those who are sick.
Though Bartimaeus cannot see Jesus' face, he evidently sees clearly who this man is and
what his powers are – more clearly than some of Jesus' own followers. Just before this in
Mark's Gospel, we hear about James and John wanting the best places by Jesus in God's
kingdom, and Jesus reminding them that he has come to serve others, not to be served. I
wonder who we may know, beyond the walls of our church, who see God's kingdom clearly,
as Bartimaeus does?
And how good is our own eyesight?
Hymns:
R&S 38: Thou whose almighty Word (words: John Marriott).
Bartimaeus, Bartimaeus (words: Michael Hewlett; music: Sir John Stainer).

R&S 685: Psalm 34
R&S 318: Not far beyond the sea (GB Caird; Tune: Cornwall by SS Wesley).
R&S 319: Thanks to God whose word was spoken (words: R.T. Brooks).
Sermon:
Jeremiah 31:7-9; Psalm 34; Mark 10:46-52; Hebrews 7:23-28
When I was a young Christian in my late teens, I have to say I found the Bible a bit
intimidating. Where did you start? There were so many books, and so much to learn before I
could make sense of it. Some of it was gruesome, some of it was frankly tedious, it was full
of unpronounceable names and sometimes it seemed to tell the same story several times
over, though I couldn't tell why.
But I had a great advantage with the Bible. Although I knew little about it, the book had
already spoken to me. I apologise if I've already told you this story, but given that it
happened 30 years ago, it's been very significant in the whole direction of my life.
The friend who first invited me to the Christian Union at school lent me her Bible and
suggested that I try reading it regularly. I can't even remember why one evening I turned to
Psalm 40, but I do remember something of how desperate I was feeling. Up until that point,
I had always found school work easy, but now Further Maths A level was stretching me to
the limits of my ability – and however hard I tried, I was still meeting with no more success.
When I read, under the heading ‘A Psalm of David’: I waited patiently for the Lord; he
inclined to me and heard my cry. He drew me up from the desolate pit out of the miry bog,
and set my feet upon a rock, making my steps secure. He put a new song in my mouth, a
song of praise to our God.
I knew very little of David's life. But what went through my mind at that moment was: If God
can do it for David, if God rescued David out of the pit – then maybe God can take me out of
my pit of dark depression too. Those particular words spoke precisely to my need, and I look
back to that moment as the very beginning of my Christian journey, though surely God had
been around before, and I'd just not noticed. I wonder if you can think of a moment in your
life when words from the Bible leapt out at you from the page, and you saw something
clearly that you’d never seen before?
It may not be a coincidence that both Bartimaeus and I reached out in moments of need,
when our own resources were not enough to sustain us. We know from the history of Israel
and Judah that while the good times rolled, the prophets could speak in vain of injustice and
God's call to the people to change their ways. God warns Jeremiah, So you shall speak all
these words to them, but they will not listen to you. You shall call to them, but they will not
answer you. And, as we know, Jeremiah had a lot to put up with, from fellow prophets
denying that he spoke God's words at all, to courts and kings wanting to be rid of this
traitor and destroy his words. Yet in our reading this morning, we hear from Jeremiah in a
more consolatory vein, speaking to the broken Judean exiles of God's healing and
restoration, promising refreshment and direction.
Maybe it's only when things go wrong that God can get our attention long enough for us to
hear promises of restoration, of transformation – after all, when everything's hunky-dory,
why should we feel the need to change?
I wonder if we in St Andrew's may in fact be in a better position to hear God's words to us
than our congregation in previous decades, when the building was full to overflowing and
we had a Sunday school of dozens, yet when, from what I've heard – and I'm always open to
correction! – in our focus on our own church's life we were not able to see the community
around us or how we could serve it.

There have been big changes in our church in recent years. There have been signs of new
life, like the Little URChins we saw at play two weeks ago at Harvest, our hospitality shown
in the Broomhall Breakfast and the Broomhall friends we have made through the
Neighbourhood Group. As austerity bites, I have seen the church's ongoing social and
pastoral care for members and others in need, given for years through Network and now by
the work of our Social Committee. And we have been and are being well served as an
organisation both by our old committees and by the new structures of the Management
Team and its subgroups.
But unless all this good superstructure is founded on our communal life of worship and
prayer and our ongoing conversation with the Bible, I tell you solemnly, none of this will
last. And that responsibility is laid not only on me, your minister, or on our Elders, but on
each member and friend of St Andrew's. We are a church that shows its respect for the
Bible by carrying it into church at the beginning of our worship each week and placing it in
the pulpit, a reminder to all preachers that we ignore it at our peril. What, though, would it
say about us if we opened and shut this book which is central to our life together at the
beginning and end of worship, yet none of us opened it again until the following Sunday?
Of course, as Bartimaeus has already shown us, not every Bible is written down. Some
Bibles are remembered. Last weekend I was preaching for a group of four churches in
Southampton on a nautical theme. So we remembered together stories of Jesus teaching in
a boat drawn up by the lakeside, when there were too many people for him to stay on dry
land. We remembered Jesus stilling the storm when his terrified friends woke him up in the
boat. We remembered another occasion when he was seen walking towards them on the
water, and called Peter out to join him. Sometimes those remembered Bibles we carry
within us are the really powerful ones, for we see the world through their lens.
What, though, of more complicated passages which put me off when I first started reading
the Bible, like our reading from Hebrews this morning? Well, there's a group of us looking at
the leading of worship, including resources like Bible handbooks and commentaries – we
hope to place some in the church library by the door, so that anyone can use them. There
are the Bible reading notes Sheila Dunstan will obtain for us, which give us more ways in.
But this particular passage should reassure us. For it reminds us that though we hear God
speaking to us through the Bible, Jesus is God's word, and we can rely on him, our great high
priest, to give light to all in darkness: to interpret God's word to us and our words to God.
[Preacher: Sarah Hall]
21 October 2012: Twenty-first Sunday after Pentecost
Service Date:
21 October, 2012
Worship was led by the Revd Dr Jeremy Clines, Anglican chaplain to the University of
Sheffield.
Hymns:
Lead us, Heavenly Father, lead us (R&S 543). James Edmeston wrote his hymn in the mid19th century for children, heading it "Written for the Children of the London Orphan
Asylum." The tune Mannheim is derived from a chorale by Friedrich Filitz. The arrangement
is attributed to Lowell Mason.
The Lord's my Shepherd (R&S 679). The metrical version of this much loved psalm is by
William Whittingham who lived in the mid-16th Century. The tune Crimond is named after a
village near Peterhead.

All my hope in God is founded (R&S 586). Robert Bridges based his hymn on one written by
Joachim Neander in the mid- 17th Century. He came to a cheerful trust in God after a
turbulent adolescence. The tune Meine Hoffnung (My hope) is based on a melody also by
Neander
Will you come and follow me (R&S 558). The first three verses of John Bell and Graham
Maule's hymn are a call to pilgrimage with the final verse a positive response. It is set to the
traditional Scottish tune, Kelvingrove.
Sermon:
The text of this week's sermon is not available. The readings followed were:
Mark 4:3-20
Job 12: 1-25
Psalm 71
1 Corinthians 12
14th October 2012: Twentieth Sunday after Pentecost
Service Date:
14 October, 2012
Harvest Festival
The lectionary presents is with many puzzling bible readings, some more comfortable than
others. For our harvest service, and provoked by Ann Cathels (among others), Sarah
tackles difficult questions about wealth and what to do with it.
Ann: When you have come into the land that the Lord your God is giving you as an
inheritance to possess – Sarah?
Sarah: Yes?
Ann: What exactly is this land the reading’s talking about? Is it like going onto an allotment
waiting list and having to wait till you get your plot of land allocated by the Council?
Sarah: Not quite. Do you remember God promising to Abraham, when he and Sarah left the
city of Ur, that God would give them and their family a land of their own to live in?
Ann: I’m not that old, I’ll have you know! But yes, I do remember something of the sort.
Sarah: God made their son Isaac and his son Jacob exactly the same promises. When their
great-great-great grandchildren, Moses and his people, had to leave Egypt because the king
of Egypt treated them so badly, they wandered for years in a desert where nothing at all
grew. Then God showed them a land they could live in and they made their home there. So
God’s promise to their great-great-great grandfathers finally came true – it’s like someone
from your family passing things down to you to look after.
Ann: Imagine: even longer than waiting for the Council to give you an allotment! That
makes sense. I shall continue.
… and you possess it, and settle in it, you shall take some of the first of all the fruit of the
ground, which you harvest from the land that the Lord your God is giving you – Sarah?
Sarah: Yes?
Ann: Here’s another confusing bit. I’m sure you don’t get fruit from the ground. Apples
grow on trees, and blackberries grow on bushes, but it’s potatoes and carrots that grow in
the ground, and they aren’t fruit. Or was it different where the Israelites lived?
Sarah: ‘Fruit of the ground’ just means absolutely every fruit and vegetable, from apples to
zucchini. And before you ask me, talking about ‘the first of all the fruit of the ground’ doesn’t
mean they won the Olympics. It just means they were the first to get ripe and be ready to
eat.

Ann: I knew that! If you’ve not got anything more useful to share with us, may I carry on?
Sarah: Please do!
Ann: …and you shall put it in a basket and go to the place that the Lord your God will
choose as a dwelling for his name. The Temple in Jerusalem, I suppose?
Sarah: Well, no, actually – the Temple wasn’t built yet. But that wasn’t too much of a
problem. Because God lives everywhere anyway. So if we were doing the same thing today,
you could come here with your first fruits.
Ann: I never thought of this place as a dwelling for God’s name. I thought we were named
after St Andrew. But I suppose he was one of God’s friends, so he won’t mind. Anyway, I’d
better be getting on with the reading: You shall go to the priest who is in office at that
time, and say to him – him?
Sarah: All priests were men then. We have a much better system now.
Ann: Fair enough: You shall say to him – or her –‘Today I declare to the Lord your God that
I have come into the land that the Lord swore to our ancestors to give us.’ Well, that seems
clear enough. When the priest takes the basket from your hand and sets it down before
the altar of the Lord your God, you shall make this response before the Lord your God: ‘A
wandering Aramean was my ancestor –
Sarah: Before you ask, that’s Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. Like a lot of us here this morning
are Scots, they were Arameans.
Ann: He went down into Egypt and lived there as an alien, few in number, and there he
became a great nation, mighty and populous. When the Egyptians treated us harshly and
afflicted us, by imposing hard labour on us, we cried to the Lord, the God of our ancestors;
the Lord heard our voice and saw our affliction, our toil, and our oppression. That’s what
happened to Moses and his people, you were saying?
Sarah: That’s right.
Ann: But aliens? I never knew Moses was an alien. Would it be Mars they all came from?
Sarah: Sorry to disappoint you, but no – aliens just means foreigners. Like in the Second
World War when German and Italian people living in this country were called enemy aliens.
Ann: Pity. I could just imagine lots of little green men crossing the desert. However, I’d
better get on with the reading....
The Lord brought us out of Egypt with a mighty hand and an outstretched arm, with a
terrifying display of power, and with signs and wonders. Ah, that would be the ten plagues
of Egypt, I presume? Locusts and frogs and such?
Sarah: Precisely!
Ann: … and he brought us into this place and gave us this land, a land flowing with milk
and honey. Flowing with milk and honey? Come on! As a miracle, that sounds a pretty sticky
one.
Sarah: Unlike fruit and vegetables, we don’t need to work hard to get milk and honey – bees
and cows just give it to us for free. Or maybe goats or camels, now I come to think of it. But
surely you’ve almost finished this reading now?
Ann: I might have finished earlier, if a certain minister hadn’t kept interrupting. Anyway. So
now I bring the first of the fruit of the ground that you, O Lord, have given me.’ You shall
set it down before the Lord your God and bow down before the Lord your God. Then you,
together with the Levites and the aliens who reside among you, shall celebrate with all the
bounty that the Lord your God has given to you and to your house. I suppose these aliens
are strangers too, not Martians. But who are the Levites? Do they always wear jeans?
Sarah: Of course not! Levites are the people who helped Moses’ brother Aaron to worship

God. Ann? You’re doing this on purpose, aren’t you, to wind me up? You know all these
things anyway!
Ann: Well, maybe… but haven’t we all learned a lot this morning? I only have one question
left.
Sarah: And what’s that?
Ann: If that’s what the Israelites did – they brought the best of their harvest to God’s house
to say thank you for the land God had given them – when are we going to bring up all the
food we’ve brought to do the same? Saying thank you to God sounds a good thing for us to
do, too.
Sarah: At last, a sensible question. Right now! And then after the service, we’ll go on
celebrating with our harvest lunch.
[Reading: Deuteronomy 26:1-11]
Hymns:
Come, ye thankful people, come! (R&S 40) is a well known harvest hymn, written by an
Anglican clergyman, Henry Alford (1810 – 1871).
We plough the fields and scatter (R&S 124) based on a German hymn, Wir pflugen (we
plough) by the poet Matthias Claudius. It was first set to music in 1800 and the words were
translated into English sixty years later by Jane Montgomery Campbell. It is a popular
harvest hymn.
God be merciful and bless us (tune R&S 224) is a setting of Psalm 67.
Lord of all good (R&S 404) was sung to a setting specially prepared by our organist, Douglas
Jones, for this harvest service.
Praise and thanksgiving (R&S 48) is a modern hymn, sung to a melody many will recognise
from another hymn, Morning has Broken.
Sermon:
Deuteronomy 26:1-11; Psalm 67; Mark 10:17-31; 1 Corinthians 12:4-11
You may feel I gave Ann Cathels a bit of a rough ride just now, making her ask all those silly
questions to make sure everyone understood the passage in Deuteronomy. But this
morning Ann has also given me a hard task to perform. I’d better explain myself.
A while ago, though Ann probably doesn’t remember it now, she asked me, ‘Why have I
never heard a sermon from you about the rich young man, the one whom Jesus challenges
to give up all he possesses?’ Normally, I am absolutely delighted if someone asks me to
reflect on a particular subject – at least that way I’m guaranteed one person’s interest in
that Sunday’s sermon. But this is a hard one. I have also been challenged on it by Mike
Granville, the chair of the Sheffield Humanist Society, who will be bringing a novel to share
at our Interfaith in Fiction meeting. ‘If Jesus tells his followers to sell all they have, give the
money to the poor and follow him,’ Mike asked me, ‘why don’t I hear more about them
actually doing it?’ And, unusually for me, with that simple question he managed to silence
me. So imagine my annoyance when I looked up the lectionary readings this week to find
that story chosen for our Gospel reading. Okay, I could have decided, ‘It’s harvest – why
don’t I get out of the whole problem by choosing another reading?’ But I would have known
I’d copped out, even if no one else did.
So for the third week running I’m dealing with a hard sermon topic: first old age, then
marriage and divorce, and now riches. And this time I can’t even pretend it’s nothing to do
with me. Except for multibillionaires, we’re all likely to think of ‘the rich’ not as ourselves
but as people much better off than we are. But though recent party political talk of mansion
taxes and removing the loopholes that allow off-shore tax havens won’t be relevant to many

of us, riches aren’t just somebody else’s experience. For compared with people living in
many parts of the world; indeed, compared to many of our Broomhall Breakfasters we’re all
very well off indeed. Yet it doesn’t feel that way – unless suddenly we have to go without.
At the Breakfast we take our electricity for granted – until last week a fault with the external
supply cut off the lights in the hall, the electric oven, the hot water for washing up. At home
I take clean water coming out of the tap for granted – until some work needs doing and I
have to make do with lots of jugs of water. These days we all take the use of a computer for
granted – until it stops working and we tear our hair out waiting for it to be fixed, while we
can’t type anything and the emails pile up unanswered.
All this has happened to me recently – not all at once, I hasten to add! Maybe similar things
have happened to you, too. And after the problem has been fixed, after our wealth has
been restored, for a while we’re much more thankful for everything we have – until we’re
tempted again to take it for granted, as if we had a right to all the amenities which support
our life. Indeed, the UN’s Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that every human
being has a right to life, liberty, work, property, education and many other good things – but
that doesn’t guarantee everyone has access to them, any more than our lovely harvest
display means everyone in Sheffield has a full stomach.
So our Harvest Festival is significant for us, just as it was significant for the ancient Israelites,
because it is a time in the year when we take stock not just of the harvest of the fields, of
the forests, of the mines, of the seas, but of all the good gifts we enjoy in life; and give God
our gratitude for them all. In a little while, I will be inviting you to use the paper fruit which
you received with your service sheet to think about or to write down something for which
you want to give thanks to God, and these will be harvested with our offering. But hold on a
moment: aren’t I getting away from my main difficulty this morning: the rich young man and
Jesus’ impossible challenge?
As you can imagine, ever since Mike asked me I’ve been musing on that story, and I’ve come
to a few conclusions. It can’t be that Jesus disapproved of anybody having money. We know
there were rich women who supported him and his friends financially on the road, for
example – and he didn’t ask themto give it all away. So what was it about this particular
man?
If he was young and rich, he’d have grown up with all the opportunities for goodness wealth
can bring. And Jesus’ friends were evidently flabbergasted to discover that, according to
him, someone with all those obvious advantages couldn’t please God. But unless that young
man stopped being defined by having money, became detached enough from it to give it
away to others in need, how would he ever be able to accept the economy of God’s
kingdom, where our needs are met through God, not our own resources?
Less rich though we are, we can be tempted to fall into a similar trap, for God has given us
wealth in many ways, not just physically, which we could hoard for our own use. Our
reading from Paul’s letter describes some of the gifts God gives people: wisdom, healing,
understanding, communication. But what use would a doctor be who hoarded their ability
and never healed anyone? God gives us all these gifts – which are to be found in this very
congregation – so we can share them with others: as it says, for the common good. And that
applies to every good gift God has given us.
When Peter has got over his astonishment that someone being rich could actually be a
barrier to their entering God’s kingdom, he starts to wonder how this applies to his
situation. Jesus’ friends have given up a lot – their homes, their families, their possessions –
to go with him. And God knows we human beings need homes, families, possessions. But

the secret of the Kingdom’s economy is that when out of love we give up what we have, we
receive it again. We give hospitality? We are received as friends by people we have never
met before. We leave our family behind to follow God’s call? We find new brothers and
sisters, parents and grandparents queuing up to be family. We give what we have when we
see the need? Miraculously, it’s enough for us all to share. And I’m not talking hyperbole or
theory. It’s what happens week by week in churches, including our own. Last
week 61 people came to the Breakfast. And there was enough for everyone, including each
helper, to eat. Unless we share our riches, and our lives, we cut ourselves off from God and
each other. But because a grain of wheat fell into the ground and died, there is bread for all.
[Preacher: Sarah Hall]
7th October 2012: Nineteenth Sunday after Pentecost
Service Date:
7 October, 2012
Difficult words and difficult experiences... This week we join Job and his wife in the midst
of their troubles, and wrangle with one of Jesus' harder sayings. How do we reconcile
Jesus' teaching about marriage and the realities of our own relationships?
Do you ever get a day, or a week, when nothing seems to be going right? When even
though you try your hardest, everything seems to go pear-shaped, and it’s really not your
fault? Think of that magnified a million-fold, and you’ll get some idea of how it must have
felt like to be Job.
We’ve only heard the cut-down version of Job’s problems today. He’s not only suffering
some sort of allergic reaction which makes him want to do nothing but scratch. In the part
of Chapter 1 we miss out, Job also hears that his herds have been carried off, his servants
have been slaughtered and the whole of his family, apart from his wife, is also dead. No
wonder he’s broken out in boils.
Everyone knows Job’s story – the way things keep on going wrong for him; the way he
refuses to blame God or himself; the way his friends keep on telling him he must have done
something wrong, or all these misfortunes wouldn’t be striking him. The phrase ‘Job’s
comforter’ has gone into the English language as someone who while trying to help
manages to say or do utterly the wrong thing.
Maybe you know a Job’s comforter too. They’re sort of the opposite of Pollyannas – people
who always, infuriatingly, look on the bright side of things. In disaster, Job’s comforters will
always be able to tell you exactly where you went wrong, and they won’t be interested in
hearing your side of the story. But they get enough coverage anyway. This morning I’m
more interested in someone else who doesn’t get much attention when we’re thinking of
Job: his wife.
They don’t seem to get on too well, Job and his wife. You can tell who’s the important one
in the relationship, because we never find out anything about his wife – even her name –
except that she too isn’t much of a help in times of crisis. Where Job is still trying to work
out what God’s playing at, his wife has given up on theology. Just give up on trying to get
any meaning out of all this, she tells him. Curse God, who has to be the one to blame for
these disasters. Even if God zaps you, put the blame where it should fall!
We know, in a way, that she’s right. It is God – and Satan – who have cooked up this plan
between them to test Job, to see if he really is good all through, or whether he’s just been
too well off to be bad before. But Job’s wife really isn’t helping. And his reaction to her
– Don’t be stupid, woman! – isn’t approved by Relate, either:

There’s a marriage on the rocks, you’d think. At the end of the book, their fortunes are
restored. But still, when it really counted, Job and his wife couldn’t help each other through
misfortune. We hear about that in real life too – marriages and friendships splitting under
strain. And before we rush to judgment on that couple, or on any other, let’s reflect on how
well or badly we manage to support one another if things go wrong in our lives, at church or
at home.
Hymns:
Praise, my soul, the king of heaven (R&S 104) is a paraphrase of Psalm 103 by H.F. Lyte, a
nineteenth-century cleric born in Kelso, who served churches in Ireland and England. His
most famous hymn is ‘Abide with me’. The tune Praise my soul was written to accompany
these words by (Sir) John Goss, an English organist of the same century.
Jesus, united by thy grace (R&S 500) is one of Charles Wesley’s hymns, published in his
brother John’s book Hymns and Spiritual Songs intended for the use of Real Christians of all
Denominations of 1753. The tune Dunfermline is one of the twelve ‘common tunes’ (ie not
assigned to a particular psalm) in Andro Hart’s The CL Psalms of David published in
Edinburgh in 1615.
I come, with joy, to meet my Lord (R&S 447) is from the twentieth century, written by Brian
Wren in 1968 for Hockley and Hawkswell Congregational Churches in Essex. The tune St
Botolph also comes from that century, written in 1929 for Songs of Praise for Boys and Girls
using the words ‘Dear Father, keep me through the day’. Its composer, Gordon Slater, was
organist at St Botolph’s church in Boston, Lincs.
God is love (R&S 95) is a Yorkshire hymn, coming from the Community of the Resurrection
at Mirfield where Timothy Rees was a member and principal of its theological college, but
was only published posthumously in 1946. The tune Blaenwern was inspired by the Welsh
revival of 1904-5; it is named for a farm where the composer W.P. Rowlands’ son
convalesced from tuberculosis.
Sermon:
Whoever wrote the hymn ‘Gentle Jesus, meek and mild’ – in fact it was Charles Wesley, who
surely should have known better – evidently didn’t have our Gospel reading this morning in
mind. As portrayed in this chapter of Mark’s Gospel, Jesus, is evidently not feeling gentle,
meek or mild. Listen to the climax: "Whoever divorces his wife and marries another commits
adultery against her; and if she divorces her husband and marries another, she commits
adultery."
This is one of the hard sayings of Jesus – so called by scholars who argue that Jesus, rather
than the first Christians, must originally have said them, just because we wish he had not
done so. And for centuries this particular hard saying of Jesus has been interpreted, usually
by unmarried male clergy, as an absolute rule to keep women locked into abusive
marriages, and to make women or men who dare to divorce – especially if they then marry
again – into pariahs. More recently, this saying has often quietly been set aside, as an
embarrassment to Christians trying hard to accept and support people in difficult
circumstances. These days, getting married rather than just living together is much less
usual than it was in the general population, and certainly not taken for granted as the next
stage in life for young people. And though, sadly, partners still break faith with each other
and turn elsewhere, a word like adultery – especially when applied to divorce and
remarriage – seems to belong to the sensationalist pages of the tabloids rather than to our
church tradition, which sees marriage as a contract rather than a sacrament.

Yet I wonder whether in our generation we have too quickly bypassed what Jesus has to say.
Last week, in spite of my obvious chronological handicap, I talked about old age; well, this
week, as a single person working with a congregation of mostly married people, I’m going to
strike out from my comfort zone again. Not this time because I think everyone should marry
– it’s certainly not for me – but because we human beings each have close relationships,
whether with colleagues, family or friends, so we all need to reflect on how to act well to
each other, with or without a ring to join us.
So what can we rescue both from the wreck of Jesus’ hard saying, and from a church
background where women – though often not men – committing adultery have been
severely punished?
Let’s start with Jesus’ obvious point that marriage – like any close relationship – alters our
relationships with others. When two become one flesh, one entity, how will that affect
other people? If we give time to our friendship with X, that will mean we see less of Y. And Y
could feel aggrieved as a result.
It can require thought and diplomacy for us to work out how to spend our time well:
supporting some relationships; being energised by others; not forgetting time and space
alone. And such difficulties, far from being restricted to newly-weds, will re-emerge at
different times of life. On a Saturday night, do you stay in with family or go out with friends?
where will you celebrate Christmas? which set of grandchildren will you invite to stay, and
for how long?
If difficult times arrive, this potential tension between time given to that one particular
relationship and time for other things and people can be exacerbated; for two people may
have very different ways of dealing with stress. While Job deals with his unimaginable loss
through philosophy and meditation, his wife has no patience for this approach, seeing it as
avoidance of the pain of loss; and her anger at God spills out onto her husband. I am
currently preparing a couple for marriage next year, and many of the topics we will cover
are potential flashpoints for conflict, and how they will deal with them. It’s not that they
seem a particularly argumentative pair; it’s more that if they talk through their ideas and
attitudes beforehand, there is less chance of mutually assured destruction if something in
life goes seriously wrong for them later. And the same is true for a church. One of the topics
we will be discussing at a future church meeting is the question of same-sex relationships,
and how we would with integrity deal with gay and lesbian Christians wanting to join us,
given that we have a variety of views on the subject. If we can learn to listen to, understand
and respect each other while that question is still theoretical, we have a much better chance
of dealing well with a same-sex couple who might wish to join us.
Then there is Jesus’ point that what’s sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander: either
party can initiate divorce proceedings. This was by no means standard teaching for a firstcentury Jewish rabbi. In first-century Judaism there were two schools of thought as to the
proper grounds for a man to divorce his wife. The strict school believed that a man could
only seek to divorce his wife for serious reasons, adultery among them; the more liberal
school said a woman could be given her marching orders if she burned the supper.
But there was no mutuality; for Jewish women had no right to divorce their husbands at all.
Yet according to Jesus, whether it’s a man or a woman who divorces and remarries, they are
under the same judgment.
Jesus’ judgment of both men and women in this predicament is indeed harsh. Yet maybe
not quite so harsh as it initially appears. For what in general is Jesus’ approach to adultery?
Apart from variations in the Gospels of Matthew and Luke on the teaching we have heard

this morning, the word crops up three times more in the Gospels. Once when, in the
Sermon on the Mount, Jesus warns his male followers that undressing a woman with their
eyes is just as bad as committing adultery with her. Once when Jesus reminds the rich young
man who wants to follow him to obey all the Ten Commandments, and before being
discouraged by the demand to get rid of all his possessions, his would-be follower proudly
claims to have kept them all. So far, this underlines Jesus’ tough attitude we have seen this
morning: the breaking of marriage vows is wrong, and carries a penalty. Yet in John’s Gospel
we find a sequel: when a self-righteous crowd gathers to stone an adulteress, Jesus warns
them that only those who have never sinned are entitled to punish her. They all slink away,
ashamed, but Jesus, while telling the guilty woman to mend her ways, does not condemn
her. When any relationship breaks down, there is rarely just one guilty and one innocent
party. Yet when wrong has been named and admitted, there can be forgiveness and a new
start for the guilty and for the innocent, just as saints and sinners alike are invited to share
bread and wine around Jesus’ table. For what God has joined together, let no one separate.
Maybe that is still a hard saying, for all of us.
[Preacher: Sarah Hall]
30th September 2012: Eighteenth Sunday after Pentecost
Service Date:
30 September, 2012
This Sunday's worship was led jointly by Janet Brown (Churches Together in Broomhill and
Broomhall Worker with Older People) and the Minister, Sarah Hall. Together, they
addressed the theme of ageing, in preparation for the International Day for Older
People(October 1st 2012).
From the prayers of Adoration and Confession:
God, you are the Ancient of Days;
before the world was, you are.
And you know the value of our older years.
Settled Abraham you called to leave familiar things and follow you.
Sarah you called to bear a child of laughter in old age.
Grandmother Naomi you transformed from bitter to blessed.
Zechariah you entrusted with a new message in the midst of old routine.
Simeon you showed the fulfilment of his lifetime’s hopes.
Nicodemus’ ideas and experience you took: and turned them inside out.
John, young and vigorous, you warned of failing powers to come
From our first breath to our last, you are our God, too.
and we love you.
Comment followed the reading from the prophet Isaiah:
For I am about to create new heavens and a new earth; the former things shall not be
remembered or come to mind. But be glad and rejoice forever in what I am creating; for I am
about to create Jerusalem as a joy, and its people as a delight. I will rejoice in Jerusalem, and
delight in my people; no more shall the sound of weeping be heard in it, or the cry of distress.

No more shall there be in it an infant that lives but a few days, or an old person who does
not live out a lifetime; for one who dies at a hundred years will be considered a youth, and
one who falls short of a hundred will be considered accursed.
They shall build houses and inhabit them; they shall plant vineyards and eat their fruit. They
shall not build and another inhabit; they shall not plant and another eat; for like the days of
a tree shall the days of my people be, and my chosen shall long enjoy the work of their
hands.
(New Revised Standard Version Bible, copyright © 1989 National Council of the Churches of
Christ in the United States of America. Used by permission. All rights reserved.)
Hymns:
R&S 705: Our God, our help in ages past. This hymn by Isaac Watts is a paraphrase of Psalm
90. The hymn tune "St. Anne" to which the text is most often sung was composed by
William Croft in 1708 whilst he was the organist of the church of St Anne, Soho.
R&S 96: Great is thy faithfulness. Thomas Chisholm wrote the lyrics as a poem in 1923, using
Lamentations 3:22 as an inspiration. William Runyan then set the poem to music (at
Chisholm's invitation), and it was published that same year, quickly becoming popular
among church groups.
God of all ages, ageless Lord (words by Rev Kim Fabricius, tune: Duke Street (R&S 496)
R&S 603: Lord, for the years. In 1967, Timothy Dudley-Smith was invited to write this hymn
for the centenary service of The Scripture Union, to be sung to the tune of Sibelius’s
Finlandia.
Sermon:
Isaiah 65:17-22; Psalm 71:17-24; Error! Hyperlink reference not valid.; John 21:15-18
I am now about to embark on one of the riskiest sermons of my career.
I, a 46-year-old, am about to reflect on old age in front of a congregation of people with ten,
twenty, thirty, forty years more knowledge on this topic than I have. I rather suspect I am
about to look somewhat stupid; and you are very welcome afterwards to tell me over a cup
of coffee – gently, please! – just where I went wrong. Blame the International Day for Older
People tomorrow, not me, please!
But I have to do it. Not just for the benefit of those now entering on old age, or even those
we might term senior seniors. I have to do it for my benefit, and for those younger than me.
For – to state the obvious – getting older is something that inevitably happens to each of us;
until death brings the end of life’s journey, and a new beginning. If I were to decide to avoid
the topic, on the grounds that it was just too depressing to contemplate, that would not
make this fact any less true; it would just leave us ignorant of resources our faith can offer
to help us through the journey of ageing.
So, to start with, let’s be clear about one thing: getting older isn’t a bad thing in itself. If
babies never got older, they would never learn to walk, talk, drive a car or knit a sock. And
though when we are children, it may seem as if grownups think they know it all, as we
progress through life – relationships, work, new experiences – repeatedly we find out that
there is always something new to learn.
Of course, that doesn’t always make learning new things an enjoyable experience. I can
sympathise with Nicodemus in our first Gospel reading this morning. He’s a Pharisee, so he’s
progressed well in his chosen career of studying God’s law and applying it to everyday life.
People respect him, give him a seat at the top table, expect him to instruct them on God’s
will and ways. But here is this young whippersnapper from dead-end Nazareth, whom

Nicodemus has gone out of his way to meet. Is he deferring to Nicodemus’ age and
experience? Is he heck as like.
And what he says doesn’t even seem to make sense. Not only do we all have to go through
the sometimes painful process of birth, says Jesus: oh no: we all have to be born again.
From above.
Nicodemus is evidently not a man who thinks in picture language. Born again? he repeats,
incredulously. You think once isn’t enough? I’ll have to climb back into my mother and start
all over again?
You must be out of your mind! he doesn’t quite say, but evidently thinks. Yet apparently,
Jesus doesn’t mind his incredulity. At least Nicodemus is making the effort to come and take
the measure of this new teacher for himself, even if he is doing it at night when no one will
see him. And he’s putting real effort into trying to find out what Jesus means, not just
dismissing him as a youngster with no experience or common sense. Sometimes, the longer
we’ve been studying something, and the more we think we know about it, the harder it can
be for us to recognise new truth when it is put before us: for the wind blows where it will,
and not always in the ways we have previously known.
Some think Nicodemus became Jesus’ follower immediately, as a result of this conversation.
Certainly, just before Jesus’ death he is mentioned as a member of the Sanhedrin –
a national expert in God’s law – who argues, unsuccessfully, for giving Jesus a fair trial. And
just afterwards, he helps Joseph of Arimathea to give Jesus’ body a burial. So at some point
in the intervening years, this older man of great authority and respect has decided that
Jesus’ teaching is worth hearing and putting into practice, even though it clashes with what
he thought he knew.
And that makes Nicodemus a pattern of wisdom for us all. For it is a gift of age to recognise
the truth in unexpected forms: even coming down from above. Older people, whose bodily
energy is less than it was, can start to model detachment from the endless rushing that
work and family may demand, can take time to pray and reflect on new situations rather
than simply reacting in old ways, can give us all a lead in following God.
That sounds marvellous, doesn’t it, when you say it quickly? And I believe it, too. Yet the loss
of bodily energy, not to mention all the other losses that will come our way through our
lives, is no easy thing to bear. Even now, in early middle age, I’ve discovered that – shock,
horror! – I can’t do as much as when I was 18 without feeling the effects next day.
And I don’t get nearly as much done as some of you here this morning!
Margaret Brew in her lifetime did an awful lot for this church – and much of it behind the
scenes, with little appreciation or reward. Her hands and feet were always painful, affecting
how she could live. And she had known loss. Like others here, Margaret knew what it meant
to be restricted by things she could do nothing about. And as we hear in our second Gospel
reading this morning, so did Simon Peter. In this reading he is still a young man, able to
choose where to go, what to do. But Jesus warns Peter that when he is older, he will be
unable to make choices as he once did.
For Peter, that is a reference to martyrdom: he is traditionally held to have been crucified
under the Roman Emperor Nero. For most older people in the Western world, there will be
no such dramatic end, just a quiet decrease in choices. Yet living uncomplainingly under
increasing restriction, as Margaret did, right up to the day of her death, is another model for
us all offered by older people. For when we are weak, incapable, unable to control what
happens to us we allow God the space to work within us, making us the loving people God
wants us to be.

Our psalm this morning speaks honestly of ageing, both good and bad: of the troubles that
we will doubtless see along the way, but also of the God who gives wisdom and courage,
who will never leave us uncomforted. So whether we are older or younger, let our prayer be
that of the Psalmist: O God, from my youth you have taught me, and I still proclaim your
wondrous deeds. So even to old age and grey hairs, O God, do not forsake me, until I
proclaim your might to all the generations to come. Amen.
[Preacher: Sarah Hall]
23 September 2012: Seventeenth Sunday after Pentecost
Service Date:
23 September, 2012
The morning's service was led by St Andrews' Worship Group, and focused on our
relationship with and responsibility toward the natural environment. Two members
provided an extended reflection on the day's bible readings.
Here is the text of the second reflection. It focuses on the letter from James 3.13-4.3:
In the New English Bible, this letter of James is sub-titled ‘Practical Religion’ - or, you
might put it, ‘how to live a good life’. What is meant by ‘the good life’ can be many
different things: the cloistered life of prayer as lived by mediaeval nuns and monks; or,
like missionaries, sacrificing all other interests to take the gospel to distant lands; or for
some people, a life amply filled with material things and a respected position in society.
But for many of us, I suppose the first thing that might come to mind at that phrase ‘The
Good Life’ is the marvellous television series back in the 1970s, where the good life involved
opting out of the rat race and trying to live by a different set of values - trying to live in an
environmentally sustainable way, using up as little as possible in the way of natural
resources and energy. And the TV series, through humour, showed just how difficult it is to
do so.
We all know how much we take energy for granted, and how much we use automatically
and unthinkingly now. (I recently watched a TV programme about the 1950s house. I
remember it well! So much more work was done by human physical effort then, that now
we have machines to do.) We complain about the cost of energy and try to cut down our
usage, but we can’t really envisage not having an unlimited amount of electricity, gas and
water on tap.
But 20% of the world’s population have no access to electricity at all - which limits their
opportunities for work, learning, business, communication - that is, for modern life.
And 40% of the world’s people burn fuel, such as wood, coal, animal waste, for heating and
cooking - which leads to health problems from the fumes.
And many people have to walk miles every day just to fetch water for their basic needs.
All resources and energy ultimately come from God’s creation. We celebrate and rejoice in
the wonders and beauty of the created world, and see ourselves as stewards of God’s
bounty. So as Christians, this inequality in energy, and the injustice and suffering it causes,
are our concern. A few weeks ago, we heard an impassioned account from Anne Parker of
the living conditions of people in Bangladesh, and the apparent increase in natural disasters
such as flooding - and the angry woman who pointed her finger and said ‘It’s your fault!’
The New Testament passage from James’ epistle speaks of jealousy and ambition leading to
disorder and evils - but for people who are at the most basic level of daily living, their
ambition is simply to have the means to survive - and if possible to thrive. What James is
criticising is excessive envy and desire, conspicuous consumption, rampant consumerism -

on which, of course, much of our modern
economy is based. He contrasts that with wise modesty.
It’s probably not too difficult for us to achieve sensible moderation in our life-styles - our
upbringing has probably not led us towards conspicuous consumption anyway. But how do
we help and advise and encourage others who are in a different position ? Those who have
not had what we take for granted, and would like some.
We need to ask for wisdom - what James calls ‘the wisdom from above’.
The passage also speaks of conflicts and quarrels. How true. We know that the distribution
of resources is a major source of fighting and war - whether it is oil (in the Middle East), or
water, or fish, or trees (in the Amazon basin).
And trying to correct imbalances, or to halt decline in supplies, is not easy, and has serious
effects on all our lives. To take an example close to home: attempts to protect fish stocks in
the North Sea affect the livelihoods of our fishermen. Again, although in this country we
have a desperate need for more homes, building them in unsuitable places - like too near to
rivers - leads to damaging floods.
Newer methods of extraction of oil and gas - in deeper waters, or in the Arctic, or from tar
sands, or through ‘fracking’ - may maintain supply levels for the time being, but at an
increasing cost - in terms of both money and the environment. Who knows what unlookedfor consequences these new methods may have on the environment ?
We already hear plenty about the effects of our current usage, for example on the speed of
melting of the Arctic ice. Yet conflicting opinions about these environmental issues don’t
make it any easier for us to know what to believe, what to do for the best. I’ve just used
terms like ‘fracking’ and ‘tar sands’ because I’ve read about them, but I don’t understand
what they really mean. Again, we need to seek and pray to discern the right thing.
(Some of you here will understand a great deal more than I do about the science and
technology behind these new developments - and it would be very interesting to hear an
informed discussion about them at some time.)
However, even if enough fossil fuels (that is, oil and gas) can be extracted to meet increasing
demand - and remember, countries such as China and India are requiring ever more - the
cost of obtaining new supplies will increase too, to the point where it is beyond the reach of
the poorest in the world.
So we do need to look to renewable energy - solar, wind and biomass. But here too, huge
investment will be needed; and these also are relatively untried technologies. Again, the
long-term consequences can’t be predicted.
So another key word in that Bible passage is definitely wisdom. We ask for wisdom ‘from
above’ to show us how to address the needs of all the people and the planet, in peace and
justice. I finish with a line from the hymn (which we’re not singing this morning): Grant us
wisdom, grant us courage, for the living of these
days; Grant us wisdom, grant us courage, lest we miss thy kingdom’s goal.
[Elizabeth Draper]
16th September 2012: Sixteenth Sunday after Pentecost
Service Date:
16 September, 2012
Alpha and Omega!? Peter wants to know what grade his rabbi will award him. But is it
really about reports, or is studying with Jesus more like learning to swim...?

Peter: Um, Jesus?
Jesus: Yes, Peter?
Peter: Could I have a quiet word with you, please?
Jesus: Of course you can, Peter. What’s it about?
Peter: Well, it’s my report.
Jesus: Your report?
Peter: Yes. My report. You’re my rabbi, right?
Jesus: You could say that. Yes, I’m your rabbi… among other things.
Peter: Well, rabbis are teachers. And teachers always write reports on people. It’s one of
the things they do.
Jesus: Interesting. I’d never considered writing a report on you, Peter. What would I put in
it?
Peter: Well, that’s what’s worrying me. I can’t tell. I can’t think what sort of report you’re
going to give me, and it’s starting to make me lose sleep.
Jesus: That’ll never do. How will the rest of us ever get to sleep at night without your
enthusiastic snores as background music?
Peter: I don’t snore… Do I?
Jesus: Peter, you’ll never hear it from me. But seriously: what sort of report do you think I’d
give you?
Peter: Well, there was that great breakthrough moment just now when the denarius finally
dropped.
Jesus: What moment was that?
Peter: When you’d asked us how people make sense of your teaching, who they think you
are. And we’d come up with a selection of the weird and the wonderful. I mean, Elijah, fair
enough. We all know you’re a prophet. But John the Baptist? Dead is dead – can’t they just
accept it?
Jesus: You’re very certain about that, aren’t you?
Peter: Anyway, then you turned round to us and said: OK, that’s what everyone else thinks –
but what’s your idea? And I suddenly realised two things. Firstly, that I can have real proper
ideas about God and about you, even though I dropped out of yeshiva to go fishing. And
secondly, that it doesn’t matter what label people give you – whatever we call you, you’re
God’s leader: the one who’s going to set us free.
Jesus: So what do you think I should put in this report on you?
Peter: Well, that seemed pretty much an alpha moment to me. Not that I want to be a
show-off, or anything.
Jesus: I agree. So what are you worrying about?
Peter: Surely you remember what happened next?
Jesus: Yes – you had your omega moment.
Peter: I still don’t see what I said wrong. Surely God can’t want you dead. Especially not on a
cross. That’s for blasphemers! It’s the worst way ever to die. I can’t understand why you
would say such a thing.
Jesus: Peter, was there ever a time at school when you couldn’t believe something your
teachers said, but you learned it anyway in the end?
Peter: I remember my swimming teacher telling me that if I leaned back and let the water
take my weight, I’d not sink. I thought he was telling big fat beefies. After all, stones sink in
water. It wasn’t till my dad got fed up and chucked me in the lake I discovered my teacher
was right.

Jesus: Sometimes, Peter, you learn something straight away, through inspiration.
Sometimes you can only understand it through experience – and hard experience at that.
But that way you’ll be able to explain what you’ve found out to others. And the truth shared
will make you all free.
Peter: Me a teacher, Jesus? No way!
...
Sarah: I suspect most of us here this morning, apart from David Hill and our valiant teachers
of children’s church, wouldn’t really want to put up our hands to being teachers of the faith.
Teachers, the theory goes, are the ones who know all the answers at the back of the book,
the ones who’ve got it all sussed out. That’s the theory, anyway – though since my parents
were teachers, and I’ve done a bit myself, I know the practice doesn’t always feel exactly
like that.
But in any case, folks, you can’t get out of it so easily, any of you. For as Peter found out:
once you’ve discovered something, if you dare to share it with other people, you’re being a
teacher yourself. And that’s not just true for book learning, either.
Our children will learn from us – the words we say when we think they’re not listening; the
things we do when we think they’re not watching.
Our neighbours will learn from us – what we say and do will teach them about what
Christians are really like.
People from other countries who meet us on the street will learn from observing us – so
that’s how followers of this religion behave.
Like Peter, we’re bound to have alpha moments and omega moments; times we
triumphantly rise to the challenge and times when we really get it wrong.
But teachers – real teachers – are also learners to the ends of their lives. And we know
when we’ve got it wrong we have the best of teachers on hand to help us do better next
time: God, who is never going to exclude us or write us off.
Hymns:
R&S 538: Teach me, my God and King
R&S 518: Father, I place into your hands
Anthem: It is a thing most wonderful (J.H. Maunder)
Hymn: God's church is a school for learning
(Verse 1:)
God's church is a school for learning,
life-long learning in the Lord;
here we're taught to be discerning
as we read and hear his word.
Taught to dramatise the story,
Christians all have parts to play
in the theatre of his glory,
improvising on the way.
(Words © Rev K.C. Fabricius)
R&S 549: One more step
Sermon:
Isaiah 50:4-9a; Wisdom 7:26-8:1; Mark 8:27-38; James 3:1-12
As students come back to school and college and university, it’s a good time of year for us in

churches to think about teaching and learning too. And of course, you can’t think about one
without the other. Just look at our Isaiah reading this morning: brief and mysterious. It
starts off, apparently, by being about a teacher. God has given the speaker a teacher’s
tongue. To hand down information? To squash bad behaviour? No: it’s so he can ‘sustain
the weary with a word’. That’s the sort of teaching I appreciate, and didn’t always get at
school: the sort that realises how difficult and tiring learning can sometimes be, and knows
just the right word to drop into your ear to help you carry on through the hard bits, till the
penny finally drops. Challenging, but encouraging.
I wonder if that’s been your experience of learning from a good teacher, either in school or
in church. For sadly, in each case, some teachers, some preachers seem to see it as their
life’s mission to make learners feel stupid, a waste of space. Most people under such
circumstances just shut up till they can get out of there, and don’t think of it again; but
some can take teachers’ discouraging words to heart. Were you ever told: You can’t sing!
You’re no good at art! You’ll never amount to anything!? Did you believe whoever told you
so? Then you need to hear teaching that sustains the weary with a word: for good teaching,
and especially God’s teaching, doesn’t try to break your confidence by focussing on the
things you can’t do; instead, it encourages you to find out those you can.
At this point the passage flips over to the viewpoint of a learner: someone taught by God,
who is opening his ears to show him how to listen. Yet what the learner hears isn’t very
encouraging. He obediently lets himself be beaten and tormented; opens himself up to
insult and disgrace. Why would anyone let themselves be put through all that? And how
could they bear it? Well, this learner declares that, no matter what his oppressors try to do
to him, they cannot ultimately down or disgrace him: for God is on his side.
And while ‘God on our side’ is a battle-cry of too many discredited armies, this innocent
man is sure that, in the end, right will prevail.
But who is he? Isaiah’s prophecy has three mysterious songs in it about someone labelled by
scholars ‘the suffering servant’. Some scholars think Isaiah is talking about the whole nation
of Israel, suffering in defeat and exile. Some think he means a particular leader God has
chosen to help the people. And Christians have traditionally understood these passages as a
reference to Jesus. While it makes no sense to argue that Isaiah spoke only of Jesus – after
all, what would his actual hearers have been able to make of references to someone who
would not be born for centuries to come? – he certainly fits the bill: someone who learns
from God how to approach undeserved suffering; and someone who encourages us his
followers to learn that hard lesson too. In the aftermath of the final Hillsborough report, it’s
a lesson that still has application to our times: when there is suffering and injustice, God
says, hold on; for in the end you will be vindicated and God’s truth will out.
The reading we’re using in place of a psalm this morning, from the Wisdom of Solomon –
one of the apocryphal books of the Bible, written later than the rest – is in love with God’s
truth, God’s wisdom, which in the original Greek is a female quality. Wisdom shows God’s
nature, like a face reflected in a mirror. She renews everything by showing us things in a
new light, changing us too and showing us how to live well. And from one end of the earth
to the other, she is never defeated by evil. There’s a great contrast implied here between
God’s wisdom and the human variety. And these days it’s hard to have much confidence in
the wisdom of any form of human authority, which is much better at demonstrating folly.
Financial institutions can manipulate the markets. MPs can feather their own nests.
Newspapers can invade our privacy. The police can try to pretend their mistakes did not

occur. Even churches can push problems of abuse under the carpet. But it’s not just the
great and the powerful who are tempted to abuse their authority.
As we saw in our theme introduction, each of us has influence over others, which we may
use well or badly: the power of our tongue. And James was quite right about its destructive
capability. Just look at the Internet film recently made by some Christians in Egypt
slandering Islam’s prophet Mohammed, and the international devastation caused by
Muslims who have not seen it, protesting against America and other Western nations which
did not even know of it, just because of a rumour of blasphemy.
That’s an extreme example, but I wonder how often we form our opinions of something or
someone on the basis of someone else’s opinion rather than our own knowledge, and pass
such ill-founded opinions on to others as fact. When people state as unarguable facts that
all asylum seekers bypass the housing list; that all homosexual people abuse children; that
all single parents are feckless, all people with no work are lazy or all disabled people are
benefits scroungers, hard lives are made that bit harder by society’s contempt. Through the
expression of such unexamined opinions it is possible to discourage people we know, whom
we never intended to wound, yet whose situation, unknown to us, is touched on by our
condemnation. As James points out, With the tongue we bless the Lord and Father, and with
it we curse those who are made in the likeness of God. From the same mouth come blessing
and cursing. My brothers and sisters, this ought not to be so. And, as we’ve already
considered, what adults say is quickly picked up by children, whom we will teach by our
unconsidered words either to welcome others or to despise them.
But in the end, however hard it may be for us human beings to have our prejudgments
overturned by new evidence, truth overcomes falsehood. Peter was convinced that death
was final and that Jesus’ crucifixion was the worst possible thing that could happen. We can
understand why he thought so. Yet in the light of Jesus’ resurrection, we, like Peter, have
learned to think differently; and there is always more to find out. The students have
returned for a new semester, but, thank God, for us in churches learning is a lifelong
business.
[Preacher: Sarah Hall]
9th September 2012: Fifteenth Sunday after Pentecost, Racial Justice Sunday
Service Date:
9 September, 2012
Imagine the scene: The first hymn has been sung, an opening prayer, and then the Bible
reading. At first you can hear clearly. It's the story of the Syrophoenician woman. Jesus has
travelled to Tyre. He is sharing food with friends, and the woman comes to him. Her
daughter is ill - with an unclean spirit. Will he help..?
No?? His help is really for his people, not the Syrophoenicians. ‘Let the children be fed
first, for it is not fair to take the children’s food and throw it to the dogs,’ he says. But the
woman is undeterred: ‘Sir, even the dogs under the table eat the children’s
crumbs.’ Hearing, listening, learning? Jesus sends the woman home to her daughter, the
unclean spirit has gone.
Perhaps you've heard this tale before? But the reading continues, and now you're struggling
to hear. Only alternate words, odd phrases, get through: deaf ... begged ... crowd ...
touched ... no one ... well ... mute.
You have imagined, so now ask yourself:

How does it feel when you can no longer hear what is being read?
What emotions do you feel?
Does it make you think of other times when you were left out of things?
Why were you left out? Was it your fault?
That first story told of a woman who thought Jesus would leave her out and ignore her
because she came from the wrong country. Here is another story of someone excluded
for no good reason, the story of a Black woman married to one of our URC ministers in
Yorkshire. She says:
“I have felt excluded so often that it was difficult choosing one incident. Sometimes I
wonder if my exclusion has anything to do with being a woman or if being black has more to
do with it?
“The times I have felt most excluded have been in the church setting and this is probably
because most of my activities are church related. One thing that happens and continues to
surprise me relates to the following scenario...
“I had been attending a particular church for almost a year and had gotten into the habit of
staying for coffee after the service, when a lovely woman came up to me and said,
‘Welcome, is this your first time?’ Calling her by name, I politely explained to her that I had
been attending for several months now.
“There were several other almost identical incidents to come one after the other. The one
that struck me most was when one Sunday my husband and I showed up somewhat early
for church as he was leading worship that day. Because it was earlyish there was someone
at the door. He was well known to us, or so we believed. We had spoken to him on
countless occasions but this time, in January 2011, he was rather reluctant to open the
door. My husband and I were both baffled when he cracked open the huge glass door,
poked his head out and asked, ‘Can I help you?’ At that point, calling him by name, we
pointed out to him that my husband was in fact there every Sunday for the last three and a
half years, but that he was a little early today as he was preparing to lead the service. He
then said to us by way of an excuse. ‘Well you never know who is at the door. People keep
coming to the door for food, you know!’”
Sometimes if we don’t know how to treat people, we’ll just ignore them – and that hurts if
you’re the person being ignored. We could learn from Jesus. He started out by trying to
ignore the woman who didn’t come from his country, and not listening to her, but by the end
of the story, he understood about her sick little daughter, and healed her.
Jesus learned that day that God doesn’t leave anybody out. Whatever country they come
from and whatever they look like, God made everyone. And everybody, whoever they are,
whatever colour their eyes or their skin, no matter how tall or short they are or what
language they talk – everyone is in God’s hands. Everyone. The whole world.
Hymns:
Jesus calls us here to meet him (CG 66) comes from John Bell and Graham Maule of the
Iona Community, who have set their words to a lilting Lewis folk melody.
He’s got the whole world in his hands is an African-American spiritual: a gift to the whole
church from one part of the family whose harrowing experience of slavery and
discrimination has challenged them to put their trust in God in very practical ways, in
addition to singing about it.
Jesu, Jesu, fill us with your love (R&S 648) also has African roots. The melody is a traditional
Ghanaian love-song, given words by Tom Colvin, a Church of Scotland minister and Iona
Community member. He wrote, ‘I felt it simply had to be about black and white, rich and
•
•
•
•

poor. I was ashamed of the wasteful affluence of my people but proud of the Gospel that
transforms us into servants of one another.’
God with humanity made one (R&S 650) is our most recent hymn, written in 1986 by David
Fox, a URC minister who served in Wales and died in 2008. The tune Gonfalon Royal was
written for Harrow School.
Sermon:
Isaiah 35:4-7a; Psalm 146; Mark 7:24-37; James 2:1-12
These days the word ‘exclusion’ makes me think of stopping disruptive youngsters from
going to school. But as we may have remembered from our own experiences, being
excluded is not always right. And often it’s not done either on purpose, or with the intention
of being nasty.
When I was studying in Switzerland I understood for the first time what it felt like to be a
foreigner. I could understand ordinary German, so I could follow my lectures. But as soon as
the bell went, both lecturers and students started to talk Swiss German, which I didn’t
follow at all. They could have spoken English, or ordinary German – but they forgot very
quickly to do so. And most of them weren’t at all interested in England, except that when it
rained they said, ‘Ah yes, you must be feeling at home.’ One girl asked if Scotland was in the
north or the south of England. They obviously didn’t care enough about what I knew to be
interested in things that were important to me. So though none of the Swiss students ever
meant to be unfriendly, I was sometimes left feeling angry, stupid and left out, through not
being able to understand or speak the language that everyone around me took for granted.
I understand a similar sort of thing can happen if you lose your hearing. People speak with
their faces turned away from you, and expect you to understand them. You go to places
where there is no loop system for hearing aids to work, and you’re expected to lip-read
from the back of a group, where it’s not at all easy to tell what people are saying. And then,
if you miss an announcement or an instruction, people may treat you as though your mind,
as well as your hearing, is on the blink. Some deaf people get fed up with this. Sometimes a
profoundly deaf person is brought up within the deaf community to use sign language
rather than lipreading, and doesn’t see the point of learning to lipread at all. After all, sign
language is graceful and expressive. Why shouldn’t hearing people take the trouble to speak
to an individual in their own language, deaf activists argue, rather than a deaf person always
being forced to speak a foreign language to outsiders?
It’s a tricky issue, the question of who should speak whose language, actually or
metaphorically. Should I have stopped moaning about Swiss German and instead have
learned to understand it? Should people who come here speak English, no messing? Or
should the home culture be hospitable, and learn something of the language used by those
who enter it?
In Jesus’ day, this was already a hard question. For as Jesus crossed the border from Israel
into Tyre, he turned from a native into a foreigner. And yet, with his talk of ‘the children’ –
the people of Israel – and ‘the dogs’ – everyone who wasn’t Jewish – he behaved like those
British people abroad who assume that so long as they speak LOUDLY everyone is bound to
understand what they say; as though the woman asking for his help was herself foreign, and
an offensive sort of foreigner at that. It’s as if he was asked to help the Al-Hilli family – the
parents recently shot in France, two little girls left severely affected – and were to reply: ‘I
can’t do that – they haven’t got English names.’
All of us here this morning have some national pride in whichever country we come from.
The news focus on Britain’s final haul of Paralympic medals illustrates that. And yet when

Oscar Pistorius bounds down the track on his prosthetic legs, or other Paralympians perform
amazing feats of strength and agility, their nationality seems almost irrelevant, compared
with the shining human achievement they symbolise. And working out who fits into which
group isn’t always easy. Compared with my physique it feels ridiculous to call Pistorius less
able-bodied than me. So who is a native, and who a foreigner? Who is able-bodied, and who
disabled? And does it really matter?
In our reading from the letter to James, the author points out one set of judgments that are
very commonly made: between people who are rich, and people who are poor. Evidently
making that distinction was very important to Christians in the churches to which he wrote,
because it determined how they behaved to newcomers. If someone was rich, you would
roll out the red carpet and give them the best seat in the house – after all, they might
decide to give the church some of their wealth.
If someone was poor, on the other hand, you might, if you were feeling kind, squeeze them
in behind a pillar, but only so long as they sat quiet and shut up. You’d never give them
anything important to do, or consider them as potential leaders. After all, if they were poor,
that must mean that they’d crossed God some way and were being punished for it.
James warns his readers against such glib judgment; for, he argues, if we offend against
God’s law to love our neighbour, whoever that happens to be, that’s just as bad as breaking
the whole Ten Commandments in one fell swoop: you can’t pick and choose which parts of
the law you want to keep.
It’s many centuries since James challenged his readers to show no partiality, but to be
welcoming to everyone. Yet it’s not outdated advice. As I discovered in Switzerland, our
default mode as human beings may still be to ignore or exclude people who are not like us,
with whom we have to take some trouble to communicate. Yet when we have been ignored
or excluded, we know the experience is painful and unjust. And until we make the effort to
welcome and include, we may never discover either the great abilities God has given others
or the many things we have in common.
Jesus changed his mind when the woman speaking with him showed by her wit that she
could match him in argument. If he had not done so, we Gentiles would to this day be
ignored and excluded. You could say that God unstopped his ears to be able to hear the
woman’s speech. And Mark underlines that by putting straight afterwards the story of Jesus’
healing someone who could not hear or speak properly. I wonder today how many people
are waiting for us to notice them and, by our welcome, help them into speech? As our psalm
reminds us, God is the maker of heaven and earth, and everything within them: of people of
every height, skin colour, gender, language, sexuality, ability, all made in God’s own image.
Sometimes, like even Jesus at first, we can struggle with the variety of our neighbours. Yet
God is good. Even here in Sheffield, we can welcome and communicate with people from all
over the world, who join us to praise God – our neighbours, of every kind.
[Preacher: Sarah Hall]
2nd September 2012: Fourteenth Sunday after Pentecost
Service Date:
2 September, 2012
Selfish? Bad-tempered? Running short of goodheartedness? A visit to the Doctor's surgery
is just the start of Sarah's journey to rediscover a relationship with God that leaves her and us - with enough enthusiasm to practise loving enemies.

Doctor: What seems to be the problem, Dr Hall?
Sarah: Well, I don’t like making trouble, doctor, but I did notice recently that one of your
practice nurses doesn’t seem to be washing her hands between patients.
Doctor: Oh? That’s a serious claim to make. Are you sure?
Sarah: I was waiting for my blood test appointment yesterday, and it seemed to be taking a
very long time. And you know how busy people in my profession are. We can’t afford to sit
around twiddling our thumbs. We have important work to do! So I thought I’d just check
up…
Doctor: ‘You thought you’d just check up.’ How?
Sarah: I thought I’d just knock on the door to see if anything was wrong.
Doctor: That’s not how I heard it.
Sarah: Well, I may have looked around the door. Just a peek. And of course, whatever we
ministers see is confidential, so it doesn’t really matter that much.
Doctor: What I heard was that you barged into another patient’s consultation, complaining
loudly, and had to be shown out again by our nurse. The patient concerned was quite upset.
Sarah: She needn’t have been embarrassed. I see everything in my work, Doctor! Just like
you do. It’s all part of God’s creation! But the thing I wanted to tell you about is, that nurse
didn’t wash her hands before she quite rudely pushed me out of the consulting room. I
could have caught anything!
Doctor: You might have caught some patience, maybe. Or some consideration for others.
Sarah: Anyway, that wasn’t what I came in about this morning.
Doctor: But that infection doesn’t seem to have been transmitted from our nurse.
Pity. She’s got a good heart.
Sarah: What?
Doctor: Nothing, nothing. What is your problem, then, Dr Hall?
Sarah: Well, it is my heart I wanted to talk to you about. I’m a little worried about it.
Sometimes it seems to pound quite hard. Even yesterday, when I had my little to-do with
your nurse, my pulse was racing. So I thought I’d better come in and arrange to have it
tested. Just in case anything is wrong. Though I’m sure it’s not, really.
Doctor: Well, Dr Hall, I can put your mind at rest on that score. I’ve done the physical, and I
can confirm that your blood pressure and pulse are perfectly within normal parameters.
There’s no reason for you to worry about your heart in that respect.
Sarah: Then there is something else I should be worrying about?
Doctor: I think there is.
Sarah: What?
Doctor: Unless you stop getting impatient and angry like that, for no reason at all, you’ll be
putting a huge strain on your heart.
Sarah: But I needed my blood test! And after all, it wasn’t anyone important in there. Just
some foreigner. She could hardly speak English.
Doctor: For all you know, that woman could have been about to find out whether she had a
serious infection. She needed care and calm. And what she got from you was prejudice,
impatience and anger. Tell me, Dr Hall, what church do you lead?
Sarah: Why, do you want to join us?
Doctor: No: if that sort of emotion is what motivates you, I want to stay well away!
Hymns:
Christ, whose glory fills the skies (R&S 380) is a hymn of Charles Wesley, written as a
morning hymn. The images of ‘sun of righteousness’, ‘dayspring from on high’ and ‘daystar

in my heart’ come from biblical passages – but where? A prize will be awarded for the
correct answers! The tune Ratisbon was first written in 1815; the name may come from the
fact that Johann Crüger, one of its earlier publishers, lived there (a town in Bavaria, now
called Regensburg).
The great love of God (R&S 105) is an expansion by D.T. Niles of a short chorus written in
Thai by Charoen Vijaya of Bangkok. The first verse is a paraphrase of the chorus, and Niles
added the rest, first published in his hymnbook for the East Asia Christian Conference in
1963. The tune Thailand was originally thought to be a traditional Thai melody. However, it
started life in slightly altered form as a chorus from a Sankey and Moody hymn which
became popular in Thailand.
Give to me Lord a thankful heart (R&S 497) comes, words and tune, from Caryl Micklem, a
URC minister of the 20th century, members of whose family are still in ministry today. It was
originally written to fit another hymn tune, which needed fresh words for incorporation
in New Church Praise. The tune Gatescarth is named for a farm in the Lake District.
Be Thou my Vision (R&S 489) was versified by Eleanor Henrietta Hull from an ancient Irish
poem in Gaelic, originally translated by Maire mi Bhroin (Mary Elizabeth Byrne) and set to
Slane, an Irish traditional melody named after a hill near Tara in County Meath, Ireland.
Sermon:
Song of Songs 2:8-13; Psalm 15; Mark 7:1-8, 14-15, 21-23; James 1:17-27
I sincerely hope that in real life I don’t come across, as minister or as human being, the way I
did to people in that unfortunate medical practice! But sadly it’s a classic example of
someone who is so sure they are right and others are wrong that they just can’t see their
own faults, and how off-putting these may be to other people.
If at this point you are quietly thinking to yourself: Yes, that fits Mr So-and-so to a tee (or
even, Yes, I’m afraid Sarah really is a bit like that), it is my solemn duty to warn you: you’re
missing the point. This has not been written for your next-door neighbour; this message is
for me; it is for you. I’m sounding a bit heavy-handed, but deliberately so. For when he
compares us Christians with someone looking into a mirror, going away and forgetting our
appearance, James hits the nail on the head: as soon as we get an inkling of our own
problems, we can forget again. We need to know ourselves better than that: enough to
recognise warning symptoms which may emerge under stress; maybe trading on status, or
discounting other people who are different from us; little signs of the heart’s evil impulses
with which Jesus diagnoses his hearers – and some of them very religious.
For sadly, it can be people with the highest standards, those who expect most of others and
themselves, who try – unsuccessfully – to suppress their own weaknesses and temptations
by ignoring them. Not believing that God really can or does forgive them, they don’t know
how to deal with the darker corners of their own hearts – which we all have. And so it can
be regular attenders of worship who are capable of the greatest heartlessness to others
who do not think or act like them, just because they have convinced themselves they are
right, and have projected onto those who are different the destructive ideas and tendencies
they dare not name in themselves. James challenges us to do things differently.
Do any of you think you are religious? he asks. If you do not control your tongue, your
religion is worthless and you deceive yourselves.
But to be honest, though we have the normal amount of speaking first, thinking later here, I
don’t see unconscious heartlessness as our biggest problem in St Andrew’s. We know that
following Jesus is a matter of both words and deeds: taking care of widows and orphans in
their distress, and remaining uncorrupted from the world. And the writer of our psalm this

morning adds more items to the list: Walk blamelessly, do what is right, speak the truth
from your heart; do not slander with your tongue, do no evil to your friends, nor take up a
reproach against your neighbours ; stand by your oath even to your hurt; do not lend money
at interest, and do not take a bribe against the innocent. If we do all that, he reckons, we’ll
be OK with God. Mostly I can’t see Jesus disagreeing, though it’s interesting that we’re told
to despise the wicked as well as honouring those who fear God; even the Psalmist can fall
into the trap of assuming he knows for sure which are which, a trap which later rule-keeping
people, shocked at Jesus’ associating with rule-breaking tax collectors and sinners, fell into
headlong.
But basically, it’s variations on the Golden Rule common to many religions: behave to other
people the way you would like them to behave to you. Given that we’re all different, that
needs a little fine-tuning; some of you may have longed for tickets to the Olympics, which
would have been completely wasted on me. Still, the principle’s clear.
So that’s OK. We’re organised people here. We want to do the right thing. And here we’ve a
checklist – which I’m sure isn’t new to you – of virtues to encourage and vices to avoid. So
the thing to do must be to make sure, through our lives, that we tick the correct boxes. That
way, at the end of time God will give us an A* grade instead of a C revised downwards to D
because heavenly regulations are tightening up. Right?
Well, no, actually. Wrong. That may be the way to pass exams, but it’s no way to form a
relationship. And because we are followers of Christ, in whom we find God, it is also that
relationship, not just an ethical checklist, which inspires and shapes our lives.
Think of someone you really like; someone in your family, maybe, your partner, or a really
good friend. You like being with them; they feel the same way about you. You want to do
things they like just becausethey like them, even if on your own you might not choose that
activity yourself. In what you say and do, you want to please them, because seeing their
pleasure gives you happiness too.
Have you got that in mind? Well, that’s what it’s like between God and us, only more so.
Don’t believe me?
Think of our second reading, from the Song of Songs. It’s not one of the usual church
readings, and not just because our weather doesn’t often let us be so lyrical, even in
springtime. It’s pretty sure that the book began life as a love poem between woman and
man – if anyone ever tells you God doesn’t think sex is a good idea, just give them the Song
of Songs to read. But traditionally the church has also read it as a description of the
relationship between God and each of us, whether female or male. And while the context of
the Song is sexual love, surely each of us can recognise that lift of the heart when that
person we really like comes and says, ‘Let’s go out somewhere together – it’s a lovely day!’
That enthusiasm for the presence of a loved one – and the word enthusiasm originally
means ‘God-filled’ – is the wellspring of what we say and what we do; not just a curriculum
of widow- and orphan-maintenance, of pure living and enemy-aversion, followed to escape
hell and get into heaven. It comes from a heart confident in God’s love and forgiveness, a
heart that knows its own shadows, weaknesses and failures, but never gives up hope of
God’s further help and transformation.
And because it is God and not ourselves in whom we have confidence, we can also practise
loving our enemies, praying for those who misunderstand or misuse us; for they too, by
God’s grace, can be transformed and become friends. Even self-absorbed racist ministers.
Isn’t God great?
[Preacher: Sarah Hall]

12th August 2012: Eleventh Sunday after Pentecost
Service Date:
12 August, 2012
Elijah gets a surprise invitation for breakfast, before reliving yesterday's excitement. A keen
prequel to the 2012 Olympics? Sarah Hall draws out the parallels between the sacrifices of
sporting life, Elijah's wilderness experiences, and a church visit to the York Mystery
Plays. What is it we are witnessing..?
Angel: Elijah! Elijah! Wake up!
Elijah: What? Stop yelling, Mum! It’s not time to get up yet!
Angel: I’m not your mother, you dozy prophet. I’m an angel.
Elijah: God’s angel?
Angel: God’s angel, your angel. Does it matter? The important thing is, I’m a messenger.
Elijah: And your message is?
Angel: Breakfast’s ready.
Elijah: I had no idea angels were so practically minded. This tastes amazing! What is it,
manna?
Angel: It’s a little recipe of my own. Heavenly secret. But that’s not important. Eat up!
You’ve got a long journey ahead of you.
Elijah: [gloomily] Oh.
Angel: Oh? You don’t sound too excited.
Elijah: Now I remember.
Angel: You remember what?
Elijah: I remember just how bad yesterday turned out.
Angel: You’re not going to tell me you have a hangover?
Elijah: Nothing of the kind! Well… maybe an adrenaline hangover.
It was just so exciting! Standing up to the prophets of Baal when
I challenged them to a deity duel. Baal couldn’t light a sacrificial fire to save their lives, but
God, God put flame to wet wood! It was just fantastic! So I said to the people, Get them!
And there was blood everywhere… I didn’t think I had it in me to kill them all.
Angel: So you’re suffering pangs of remorse?
Elijah: [doubtfully] Well, no. I don’t think so. After all, they were God’s enemies, weren’t
they?
Angel: Given that God created them, you may want to go on thinking about that one. But if
it’s not slaughtering 450 men who believe differently from you, what are you looking so
discouraged about?
Elijah: Well, God had definitely won that round. And you could tell, because we’d had three
years of drought, but now the sky grew dark. Rainclouds started to gather. I could see what
was going on, so I warned the king, ‘Get into your chariot and go while the going’s good, or
you’ll be cut off by the floods.’ But while the king was still instructing his charioteer, I felt
God’s hand on me. I ran like the wind all the way back to Jezreel, and I beat him, even in his
chariot.
Angel: So you’re exhausted, and that’s why you’re so down?
Elijah: It’s not that. The queen’s heard what I did, and she worships Baal. Now she’s
absolutely furious with me. I’m a dead man walking. And being really honest: I was just
showing off. For all that effort I put in, in the end I’ve not accomplished anything lasting for
God. I’m a waste of space. I may as well die.

Angel: Oh, humans! I’ve no patience with you. Good thing God has. Eat your breakfast, drink
this, and go back to sleep. I’ll be back with more in a little while. You’ve got to keep your
strength up, because you’ve got a long journey ahead of you.
Elijah: [despondently] Thank you.
Angel: And stop acting quite so gloomy and self-sacrificing, can’t you?
It gets on my nerves.
Elijah: But I thought God wants sacrifice? And surely, sacrificing yourself is the best you can
give?
Angel: Yes and no. Knowing God is worth everything we’ve got, the whole of life. But God
loves a cheerful giver, someone who wants to give.
Hymns:
Great God, your love has called us here (R&S 339) is a 20th-century hymn by Brian Wren,
written as a modern companion piece to Wesley’s hymn ‘And can it be’, to explore God’s
liberating mercy in the face of human guilt. The tune Abingdon was written by the organist
Erik Routley to accompany ‘And can it be’. The name is that of the Berkshire town where the
composer and his wife had recently spent their honeymoon.
Teach me, My God and King (R&S 538) goes back three centuries to the poet George
Herbert, first published in his posthumous book of poems The Temple in 1633 and not used
as a hymn until 1906. The tune Sandys, pronounced ‘Sandz’, is an English traditional carol,
originally fitting the words ‘A child this day is born’, and published by William Sandys in
1833.
Take my life, and let it be (R&S 371) is by the 19th-century writer Frances Ridley Havergal,
commemorating an intense spiritual experience which she described as consecration, which
took place on Advent Sunday 1873. It is not an easy hymn to sing with total sincerity. The
tune, St Bees by J.B. Dykes, is named for a coastal town near Whitehaven in Cumbria and
the Anglican theological college which was once there.
Brother, sister, let me serve you (R&S 474) is also from the 20th century, written, by the
New Zealander Richard Gillard, and spread more widely in the English-speaking world via
Australia. The tune Servant Song was also written by Gillard to accompany these words.
Sermon:
1 Kings 19:4-8; Psalm 34; John 6:35-51; Ephesians 4:25-5:2
When I hear of Elijah’s great run, beating the king’s chariot to Jezreel, it makes me think of
some of the great runners there’ve been in this Olympic Games: whether it’s Usain Bolt, Mo
Farah or Jessica Ennis. Athletes like that would be able to sympathise with some of what
Elijah went through: the restricted diet, the fatigue, the self-sacrifice, maybe even the selfdoubt. But there’s a department of the University of Sheffield dedicated to sports
psychology which has played a big role in Britain’s Olympic successes: and their findings
tend to suggest that though athletes are indeed put through huge stresses as they train to
win, their successes are achieved not through concentrating on the sacrifices they must
inevitably make, but reframing the negatives to focus back on the goal itself: the gold medal
for their country.
Christianity agrees: as Paul put it, two thousand years earlier, ‘Forgetting what lies behind
and straining forward to what lies ahead, I press on towards the goal for the prize of the
heavenly call of God in Christ Jesus.’ But looking in from outside, you’d not always think we
Christians were so motivated about getting closer to Jesus by loving God, neighbour and self
that we can be cheerful about the choices we have to make to do so. Just occasionally I
come across a Christian who, it seems, almostenjoys their suffering – the things they’ve

given up, their generosity without a word of thanks – at least, it’s difficult to hear anything
else in what they say. And oddly enough, it’s not always those with really hard lives who
behave like this. Maybe it seems to them the only way they can feel special, can get the
acknowledgment and encouragement that everyone needs. After all, we Christians worship
a God who suffered and died. It could be easy for us to assume that in this life we who
follow Jesus should deliberately suffer, so that at the end of time we can all crowd onto the
victor’s podium and have God give us the gold medal of eternal life.
But Elijah is given no encouragement in suffering by his angel – check it out in the first book
of Kings. On the contrary, the angel makes sure he has food, drink and sleep enough so he
can walk for 40 days to Mount Horeb.
There, after all, he must listen hard to hear God – remember the still small voice in the
middle of earthquake, wind and fire? – and his listening will result in some hard political
truths for him to pass on to others. But though Elijah, as a true prophet, will be required
again by God to speak truth to power, he will never again be in quite so much danger as
when Queen Jezebel wanted his guts for garters. God is evidently much more interested in
Elijah’s obedience than in making him suffer to prove his allegiance.
Doesn’t our reading from Ephesians this morning set down some sacrifices for us to make,
though? We are commanded to be honest with each other, not to take from each other –
and that includes reputation and confidence as well as physical possessions. We are urged
to build each other up through encouragement, not tear each other down through criticism.
We are implored not to grieve God’s spirit by bitterness, wrangling, slander, malice, but
instead to be kind, tenderhearted, forgiving. Small sacrifices, surely, for a Christian church.
Yet they take practice to put into effect. And over the next few months, as our new system
of church organisation comes in, we will have many opportunities for such practice.
People who are laying down responsibilities for different parts of church life will be able to
practise not saying (or thinking) such ominous phrases as, ‘It’ll never work that way…’ ‘If
they had only asked me…’, or, worst of all, ‘I told you so!’ People taking such responsibilities
up will be able to practise not blaming any difficulties on their predecessors. The rest of us
will be able to practise gratitude both to those graciously stepping aside and those
pioneering new ways. And we can all practise forgiveness in those inevitable times when
communication temporarily breaks down or things don’t quite go as expected. That means
we will have to sacrifice the keen enjoyment of pointing out other people’s faults. But after
all, sacrifice – even if we don’t keep going on about it – is just what Christians do for others,
isn’t it?
No, actually. It’s what Jesus has done for us. We are to ‘live in love, as Christ loved us and
gave himself up for us, a fragrant offering and sacrifice to God’.
Last week, a coachload of us under Margaret Fall’s guidance went to see the York Mystery
Plays, an amazing experience which I would heartily recommend to everyone here. The
plays cover edited highlights of the Bible from Creation to the Last Judgment, with a cast of
hundreds of York people, of many ages and races. Everyone who went will have their own
highlights: one of mine was the unforgettable sight of rainbow-clad angels spinning like Sufi
dervishes before Creation ever came into being.
But the thing which really struck me about this production was a very simple casting
decision: the very same actor played both God the Creator and Jesus. So at the beginning of
the play, God almighty could throw a rebellious angel out of heaven for disobedience; but
near the end, precisely the same character was unjustly nailed to a cross and could
do nothing about it. It brought home to me in a new way the huge sacrifice God made by

becoming human, limited and powerless in Jesus. For this was no grudging help – ‘well, I
suppose I had better do something; what a nuisance they are.’ This was a loving rescue from
the hell of mutual destruction in which we humans can so easily entangle ourselves, with or
without the devil’s assistance. And just as in the wilderness Elijah could not
give himself food and drink, but without the angel’s intervention would have perished, this
rescue, this offer of eternal life, is something which we could not and cannot provide for
ourselves.
Jesus is the bread of life. Whoever comes to him, whoever trusts him, will be sustained by
his love, by his life which even death could not end. Not just in extreme circumstances, like
Elijah in the wilderness or Olympic finalists, but in our life with family, friends and
neighbours, in our daily training in goodness, this bread is ours to eat and to share with
others. So we don’t need to fear that salvation depends on us: our efficiency, or our
goodwill, or even our sacrifice. The crucial sacrifice has already been made. The race has
been run. The medal has been won. Now all we need to seek is a closer walk with God in our
everyday lives. No record-breaking. No martyrdom, except, of course, in its original sense:
bearing witness to what we have tasted of the goodness of God.
[Preacher: Sarah Hall]
5th August 2012: Tenth Sunday after Pentecost
Service Date:
5 August, 2012
What is manna? Is that bus the answer to your prayers? And how does God provide for our
future? Time to go beyond the God’ll-Fix-It vision, recognise and remember God acting in
past moments of flourishing, and put trust in God despite our uncertainties...
MIRIAM’S DIARY
Wednesday 5th of Iyyar
My brother is really running into trouble. People loved him when we were running from bad
times in Egypt. But now reality is sinking in. There’s not so much to eat as there was before,
and it’s pretty poor stuff, too. Everywhere I go in the camp, people suddenly stop talking
when I arrive. They think I don’t know they’re grumbling about my brother, grumbling about
God, grumbling about not having enough to eat, about all that wonderful food they had to
eat in Egypt. They seem to have forgotten the slavery bit that went with it pretty fast. But
I’ve got ears to hear, and so has Moses.
He’s been telling God all about it. Bit daft, in a way – after all, God can hear what people are
saying, even what they think, whether or not Moses mentions it. But I reckon it does my
brother good to get things off his chest.
He keeps telling me, Moses does, ‘This isn’t God’s fault. And it’s not my fault either. What
do people expect? Desert takeaways? Fried chicken and pizza? We’re alive; we’re free; we
can keep our own children; we don’t have to spend our whole lives making the Pharaoh’s
tomb – can’t that be enough? Do they have to expect miracles from me too?’
Me, I reckon he takes too much responsibility on himself. If God didn’t want to help us, how
come we’ve got this far? I wouldn’t help people, save them from their enemies, and then
abandon them a few weeks later – so how come everyone seems to think God’s less
trustworthy, intelligent or resolute than me? If I were God, I’d be getting a bit miffed about
the way everyone’s reacting.
Friday 7th of Iyyar
God must have a sense of humour. Our desert takeaways really came along, right on cue.

First off, on Thursday night a flock of quails decided our camp would be a great place to
roost. Bad news, chicks – we did our bit towards endangering the species. But with quail
drumsticks in every mouth, I heard a lot less whinging about how God and my brother had
let everyone down.
And then this morning! All I could hear was as I poked my head out of the tent door was a
chorus of What is it? What’s it? What’s it? Sounded like a convention of cheesy snack
makers – and in fact that was closer than I’d thought. All over the ground – flaky white stuff;
quite moreish; and enough of it to feel really full. If God goes on pulling this off, we won’t
die of starvation in the desert after all. Time for a few people to eat their words, I hope.
But just because we’re family, my tent’s near Moses’, so I could hear him say, under his
breath, as he looked out, You’ve really done it, Lord. Just what you promised. And he looked
excited and a bit sick all at the same time.
Sunday 9th of Iyyar
Now I know why Moses looked worried, too. He reckons that when a lot of us got ill and
died it was God’s doing, because of all the grumbling. But
I think it was too much quail on an empty stomach. People are so much quicker to think
God’s punishing us when something goes wrong than to think God’s help is behind things
going right. Makes me wonder what sort of God they believe in.
Hymns:
R&S 485: Almighty Father of all things that be
R&S 345: Guide me, O thou great Jehovah
R&S 621: Almighty Father who for us thy Son didst give
R&S 586: All my hope on God is founded
Sermon:
Exodus 16:2-4, 9-15; Psalm 74:18-31; John 6:24-34; Ephesians 4:1-16
What sort of God do we Christians believe in, I wonder? What do we really believe in, I
mean – not what we know we’re meant to. Are we like Moses – and, indeed, the people
who wrote up that whole sorry incident in our psalm this morning – believing that God acts
both in generosity to those of whom God approves and in vengeance against those who
have angered God? Are we like Miriam in our theme introduction, giving God the benefit of
the doubt and judging divine action by the best human standards? Or – like, I suspect, many
in our churches – do we have difficulty believing that God’s actions have any direct effect on
our lives, bad or good? After all, as the former Bishop of Durham pointed out, it’s not easy
to have any respect for a God who performs strictly limited ‘laser miracles’ – who rescues
the Israelites in the desert but ignores the Jews in the Holocaust. Easier, in a way, to believe
in a God who set the whole thing going in the Big Bang, looked in to see how things were
going in first-century Palestine and has kept a purely watching brief ever since.
That was the sort of God many people in the 18th and 19th centuries found easiest to
believe in. At a time when science was making huge strides, when people were discovering
that the world was not hundreds but millions of years old and that species had changed
since the beginning of life on earth, it felt more plausible to think of God as lighting the blue
touch-paper and retiring, rather than intimately involved in human affairs in the way
described in our reading from Exodus. The main role of this so-called God of the gaps was to
explain anything science could not yet get a handle on – but of course, as science
comprehended more and more of human experience, this grew less and less significant.
What’s more, that distant, philosophical sort of God seems to have very little to do with
either the witness of the Hebrew Bible or of the first Christians whose letters and gospels

tried to express something of the difference they felt God in Jesus had made not only to
their own lives, but to the life of the whole world.
The writer to the church in Ephesus was in no doubt that it was God who gave gifts to each
member of the church to make the whole body work as it should. And these gifts became
ours through Christ who, having come down to share human life and death, after his
resurrection returned to the heights of heaven, bearing the essence of humanity with him.
In a way, such gifts are quite ordinary. Any group of people will want to be united to share a
common purpose and work together for a common goal. But the unity which we are
promised is of the faith and of the knowledge of the Son of God, [until we come together] to
maturity, to the measure of the full stature of Christ. And to attain that stature – for all of us
together to be transformed into Christ’s presence in this place – requires different gifts of
each of us. The list we read in Ephesians today covers apostles, prophets, evangelists,
pastors and teachers. In St Andrew’s terms, those who first established our church in
Sheffield were apostles; those who challenge us to meet the social needs of our world are
prophets; evangelists remind us of the good news of God’s love; pastors care for us and
teachers draw out the word of God through sermons, discussions and conversations.
Ministers and Elders are chosen with such gifts in mind, but I know you will be able to think
of otherswho possess them abundantly. And that list is by no means exhaustive. Elsewhere
in the New Testament we see that administration is a gift of the Spirit – one which I wish I
possessed in greater measure, but one with which our church secretaries past and present
have been amply blessed. Moreover, other practical skills are also part of building up
Christ’s body in this place. We acknowledge that in the way each of us is currently tasked
with considering who God wants to be part of our church’s new management committee.
So if I believe that, do I believe also that God supplies our needs in the rest of our ordinary
lives, that God is concerned not only with the health and wellbeing of our church but also
the needs of each one of us? Certainly I do – or I’d not say the Lord’s Prayer – and yet I want
to issue a caveat.
When I’m waiting for the bus, you may well find me muttering under my breath, ‘Please,
God – please may the right bus come in time.’ You may have found yourself uttering similar
words when you just have to find a parking space if you’re not going to be horrendously
delayed. Sometimes the bus will immediately come over the brow of the hill, or a free
parking space will appear as if from nowhere. When that does happen to me, I hope I give
thanks to God – though knowing me, I’m as likely to jump on board ungratefully.
However, if the bus does not come, if no space appears, that does not mean that we’ve
been demoted from the list of God’s favourites, or that there is no God. For a God whose
work is to make our life easier would be no God at all, but a magician in our pay and our
power.
So what, then, is the work of God, and how can we discern it? When the Israelites found
manna – and the word really does mean ‘What is it?’ – they recognised it as God at work,
nourishing the people. But even at the time, God warned them through Moses that it only
lasted for a day, and could not be stockpiled against future disaster. And when Jesus
reminds his hearers in our Gospel reading this morning of God’s provision of manna, he also
reminds them that all those who ate the manna still died in the end.
God is not Jimmy Saville, fixing everything for us. God does give us gifts enabling us to live
Christian lives – lives of human flourishing which enable others to flourish – and therefore
to do God’s work. But like the mysterious ‘manna’ – and the Hebrew word is written in your
order of service this week – God’s work can only be recognised by tasting it; by

remembering what God has already done for us and trusting through uncertain times to
come that God will act, not merely for our own benefit but for the good of all. And we dare
to exercise this faith, this trust in God because the greatest work of God has already been
done. For God sent Jesus, the true bread from heaven, to give life to the world; to the
church; to each of us. It is that gift of divine love which enables us to recognise and to do
God’s work: not of punishment and retribution but of forgiveness and transformation.
[Preacher: Sarah Hall]
29th July 2012: Ninth Sunday after Pentecost
Service Date:
29 July, 2012
Loaves, fish, and a generous child.... a familiar Gospel story, which expands on the story
heard in our Hebrew Bible reading: Elisha feeding a hundred people with food given to God
as the first-fruits of his harvest. But the pattern of generous sharing leading to abundance is
not just theoretical.
I’d never been so cross with Jimmy in all my life. We don’t have much. His father Reuben
can’t find work these days, since we were thrown off our land for not paying enough taxes
to the Romans – and the tax-collector’s cut on top. We’re staying with my sister, and heaven
knows she can’t afford to give us much, what with the size of her family. And then Jimmy
has to go and throw his food away! I could have killed him!
I’d better back up a bit. There was this wandering preacher, see. He’d not just talk in the
synagogue. I don’t go to synagogue much these days, not since the rabbi preached about
being poor like it was a disease, or a judgment on us for doing wrong. But this man went out
in the fields and by the lake, and people flocked to hear him.
And not just to hear him. My sister’s youngest, Mary, was sick with a fever, and they
couldn’t pay for doctors. But this man, Jesus – he’s from Nazareth – he took the child in his
arms, and blessed her, and the fever left her. And he was right in the middle of talking with
his friends, too. Not so many men would stop their business for a little girl, let alone to heal
her. That’s what Hepsibah says. So I’d a notion to go and hear him for myself. Reuben
wouldn’t go, but these days he just stays in bed and won’t talk. So Jimmy and I went to
listen to Jesus.
It was amazing listening to him. It must have been hours we were standing there, listening
to him, me and Jimmy. We were moving up through the crowd, nearer and nearer, so we
could hear him talking about God, not like the rabbi in the synagogue but in words Jimmy
could understand. But then there was a bit of a pause, and Jimmy piped up:
Can I have my lunch now, Mum?
Lunch? It was evening. We’d listened to Jesus the whole day and now we were famished.
Jesus’ friends could hear Jimmy – well, the whole crowd could hear Jimmy. I was really
embarrassed, the way your kids can show you up. And just to shut him up I gave him all the
food I had with us, the fish Hepsibah’s Tom had caught last night and the bread she’d baked
this morning. She’s generous, my sister. Generous to a fault. Ever since Jesus healed Mary,
she can’t do enough for people. And it looks as if Jimmy’s caught the habit. Because as
Jesus’ friends talked about how they couldn’t afford to feed all these people, Jimmy went up
to them and said, ‘You can have my bread and fish!’

It wasn’t his! It was the family’s food, Reuben’s too! And it was my sister’s food. But it
wasn’t meant to be for everyone! We didn’t have enough to share! That’s what I thought,
anyway. But it was too late. Jimmy had given it to Andrew, and Andrew had given it to Jesus.
You’ll have heard the rest of the story. How that bread and fish fed 5000 people. How there
was food left over! How it was all started off by Jimmy’s generosity. I have to admit that left
to myself, I wouldn’t have done it. I’d have kept what I had for my family. But then I’d never
have found out how good God is. I know better now.
(John 6:1-15)
Hymns:
R&S 41 For the beauty of the earth. Written by the 19th-century hymnodist F.S. Pierpoint,
inspired by the view from a hill-top near Bath which made him meditate on the gifts of God.
The tune England’s Lane was written by Geoffrey Shaw, a music teacher and folk music
enthusiast.
R&S 71 O God of Bethel. From the 18th-century Philip Doddridge, included in the Scottish
Translations and Paraphrases of 1745. The tune Salzburg by J.M. Haydn was named after the
city where the composer spent much of his life.
R&S 636 The church of Christ in every age. A 20th-century hymn by F. Pratt Green, a
Methodist minister who died in 2000; it formed part of his first collection of hymns
published in 1971. The tune Illsley goes back to the 17th century and was first found in A
Sett of New Psalm Tunes by John Bishop.
CG 35 For your generous providing. Also a contemporary hymn written by Leith Fisher, a
Church of Scotland minister who died in 2009. The tune Austria by F.J. Haydn was written to
accompany words praising the Austrian Emperor Franz, but originated as a Croatian folksong; by 1802 it was also being used as an English hymn tune, though subsequently it was
also pressed into service as the German national anthem.
Sermon:
2 Kings 4:42-44; Psalm 145; John 6:1-15; Ephesians 3:14-21
It’s easy to be generous with other people’s money, isn’t it? If I were running the country, I
could think of wonderful things to do with our tax revenues. But sit me down with my own
chequebook, and I know I’d start to calculate all the expenses I’d have to take into account
before I could begin to think about what money to give to even the best causes.
I suspect most of us here today were brought up to be careful with money: not to spend
what we didn’t have. That way of thinking goes against several decades of being told ‘spend,
spend, spend!’ and ‘greed is good’. We’re now in danger of being a little smug and thinking
‘I told you so,’ seeing so many people and so many financial institutions in trouble through
overspending and incurring huge amounts of debt. But a cautious attitude has done us well
through the years: looking after our buildings and our reserves. For though compared with
the church’s glory days we may feel poor, compared with many URC churches in Sheffield
and beyond we are swimming in money, and our buildings are sounder than many too. Now
we have decided to split the organisation of our church’s work into the Management
Committee – that will go on looking after our money, after our buildings, with prudence and
forethought – and the Elders. And relinquishing the practical work of management will leave
our Elders free to – well, to do what? What will we do with ourselves once we no longer
have buildings and finance taking up a large proportion of our time and attention? Will
Elders become so heavenly minded that we are of no earthly use?
By no means! as Paul is fond of telling his friends when they get the wrong end of the stick.
If Elders are to focus on the spiritual leadership of this church, it will have some very

practical outworkings. Take just one example: our reading this morning from the letter to
the Ephesians. The writer prays for his readers that they ‘may have the power to
comprehend, with all the saints, what is the breadth and length and height and depth, and
to know the love of Christ that surpasses knowledge, so that they may be filled with all the
fullness of God.’
Filled with all the fullness of God – what’s that about?
You could take it to mean, as those who preach prosperity theology do, that obeying God
will bring us big bank balances. That can be very comforting until something goes wrong in
life – but then, like the mother in our theme introduction, we’re apt to lose fair-weather
friends, and to be told by other Christians how we must have done something wrong for
God to be punishing us. Yet we know from the book of Job and the cross of Christ that life’s
not as simple as that. Bad things do happen to God’s people.
It might mean that we’re so focussed on the spiritual side of life, our relationship with God,
that we just don’t notice or care whether our physical needs are met. I’ve read of saints who
were perfectly happy to waste away so long as they could go on praying. I’ve heard that sort
of sanctity – often practised by young women – dubbed ‘holy anorexia’. It seems a long way
away from our own experience as Christians in 21st century Sheffield. But though fasting is
no longer part of our regular religious practice – except, of course, for those of us giving up
something for Lent – what and how we eat is a spiritual as well as a physical matter. The
world is increasingly divided into those whose health is threatened by malnutrition or eating
disorders and those who are ill through conditions linked to overweight and obesity, and in
both cases, in our unjust global economy, people with less money are more at risk. Physical
situations have spiritual dimensions too; and to Christians, who believe God physically came
to live among us in Jesus, that should be no surprise.
Or being filled with all the fullness of God might mean something else again. It might mean
that we are so convinced of God’s goodness to us, Christ’s love for us – that we have
encountered these things ourselves – that we can be generous with whatever is ours,
whether little or much. Think of Jimmy, in our theme introduction. He’s a little boy, so he
hasn’t yet realised there’s not always enough food to go around, and he wants to share
what he has with his new friend Jesus. We could write Jimmy off as naïve, but what about
Jimmy’s aunt? She has many children to feed yet, when her sister’s husband is thrown off
his land – and this happened frequently in first-century Palestine, where absentee landlords
had great power over their tenants – she is willing to take them in. Why? Jesus healed her
little Mary, and her gratitude to God makes her able to pass God’s love on to others. It’s a
chain reaction; I suspect it didn’t even end in the feeding of thousands, but rippled out into
the community.
Of course, that’s a story I’ve imagined to make a point. I’ve woven it around a familiar
Gospel story, which expands on the story we heard in our Hebrew Bible reading of Elisha
feeding a hundred people with food given by one man to God as the first-fruits of his
harvest. But the pattern of generous sharing leading to abundance is not just theoretical.
We see it in our own Broomhall Breakfast. The church allows it to use the building at a
subsidised rent each week. Last Friday one of our regular Breakfasters was already waiting
outside at 25 past 7 to help us set up tables and get ready to begin at 8. And tomorrow,
thanks to one of our Breakfast helpers, I shall be taking the Breakfast’s story to one of the
Sheffield Rotary clubs, hoping that they will be financially generous in helping us to carry on
expressing Christian hospitality on Friday mornings to an ever-increasing number – more
than fifty last week.

But you in St Andrew’s are generous with what you have on a greater level than that. I am
very glad to say that part of the church’s longer-term development plan is to increase the
input of our local community to these premises. As we make plans to refurbish, we are
already getting advice from the local community development worker, who has experience
in interior design. And I believe our generosity in opening the building to Broomhall use will
meet an answering generosity, that may take us by surprise. As prudent adults, we have
grown out of Jimmy’s childish expectation that there will always be enough for everyone.
But as Christians who believe the spiritual is expressed through the physical, we have good
news for others stuck in a spiral of increasing want and debt: God’s abundance, God’s plenty
is released when we dare to offer whatever we have to give. Now to him who by the power
at work within us is able to accomplish abundantly far more than all we can ask or imagine,
to him be glory in the church and in Christ Jesus to all generations, forever and ever. Amen.
[Preacher: Sarah Hall]
Fourth Sunday in Easter
Service Date:
29 April, 2012
Acts 4:5-12
Please get together in groups of 3 or 4 to consider these questions:
• What names are you called? Official ones, pet names by the family, nicknames at school or
work or church, maiden names or married ones?
• Do you go by the same name to everyone - your parents? your children? your
grandchildren? your boss? What does the choice of name say about you?
• What names can you think of for Jesus that you'd find from the Bible or from hymns or
anthems?
Some may be about who he is. Some about what he does. Some about where he comes
from. See if you can think of half a dozen names of Jesus between you. It doesn't matter
whether you can tell what book or hymn they came from - that's not important. Which of
these is the one you like best, and why?
• What are some of your favourite names for Jesus?
Hymns:
R&S 234: Alleluia, alleluia, give thanks to the risen Lord
R&S 277 (ii): How sweet the name of Jesus sounds
R&S 280: Join all the glorious names
God who is everywhere present on earth
R&S 261: At the name of Jesus
Sermon:
John 10:11-18; Psalm 23; Acts 4:5-12; 1 John 3:16-24
I was away in Manchester most of this week, inspecting Northern College, where we train
URC students to be ministers and CRCWs, and Hartley Victoria College, where Methodist
ministers are trained. Our group of inspectors also had to monitor the Northern Baptist
Learning Community, training Baptist pastors. That's not quite as impressive as it may
sound, because all three colleges are in the same building and share courses and lecturers.
But from their names you can't tell that.
Names are important, as you'll have realised from our earlier discussions in the theme

introduction. They clue us in to what sort of person they describe. But as I discovered in
Manchester, names may give us pictures in our mind that don't quite correspond to reality.
Any of our names don't quite cover the whole of who we are. The loving pet name your
mother whispered into your ear at night would not be suitable to be giggled over at school
the next morning. Women may decide to keep professionally their single name through
which their reputation has been built up, and use their husband's surname in the family. It
can be useful for me to be a Doctor when I'm inspecting colleges, but it's irrelevant at the
Broomhall Breakfast, though being Reverend might be helpful.
And over time, our understanding of names can change. There was a good example of this
on Radio 4 yesterday morning. We heard about a young person starting to learn a
shepherd's trade, out and about in all weathers looking after the sheep. The interviewer
evidently had a romantic view of shepherds. They were reassured that the interviewee had
a crook, to haul sheep out of danger or guide them along the right path, and sheepdogs to
help, though a bit disappointed to discover that shepherds cover the ground on a quad bike
these days. I bet you've a picture in your mind now, updated from the biblical description, of
a young shepherd in jeans and wellies. But the shepherd I heard from on the radio is female.
So now, my understanding of the name ‘shepherd' covers women as well as men.
It's the same with names for Jesus. None of the names we have for him makes sense of the
whole of who he is. People will pick up and remember the names that make sense for them.
And over time those names change meaning, and new ones are coined. To start with, it was
the Jewish name Messiah, God's chosen leader, that said for his first Jewish followers what
he was about - but for Christians who weren't Jewish, for whom Acts was written, that
didn't help, so by then, the Greek version of Messiah, ‘Christ', had turned into a surname,
not a job description.
John's Gospel names Jesus in a vivid series of images, using Jesus' I Am... sayings to remind
people of God's name shared with Moses at the burning bush: I am who I am. Many are very
agricultural. For most of us, except those who have grown up in the country, or people like
Sheila Dunstan, volunteering at Whirlow Farm, our understanding of names like the ‘good
shepherd' now may have more to do with romance than reality, in a country where wolves
have died out but sheep may be incinerated in thousands.
For the first few centuries, it was dangerous to call Jesus anything at all in public; so the fish
acronym on the back of your orders of service was born. Every letter of the Greek word
Ichthus, fish, spelled out a phrase to remind the early Christians of who he was - Jesus
Christ, God's son, saviour - and to identify fellow-believers who also used the sign. But after
Christianity went public with the Emperor Constantine, names for Jesus also went grand and
powerful - Creator of All; High King of Heaven. Jesus was invoked as leader of victorious
armies, as well as prince of peace.
I wonder, what is Jesus' name as far as we're concerned, in St Andrew's? For names are
powerful things. The first letter of John tells us of God's commandment: that we should
believe in the name of his Son Jesus Christ and love one another, just as he has commanded
us. If we are to believe in Jesus' name, we had better work out what we think it is, for that
will influence who and what as Christians we think we are. Furthermore, in our reading from
Acts Peter makes a massive claim about the name of Jesus.
He and John are in trouble. They are on their way to worship in the Temple when a disabled
man, lame from birth, is carried by his friends to the Temple gateway, where he plans to beg
for charity. When he asks Peter and John for money, Peter tells him that they have none,
but will give him what they have. ‘In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth,' Peter tells him,

‘get up and walk!' And he does.
A crowd naturally gathers. Peter tells them, in the words we heard in last week's reading,
that this has been accomplished through appeal to Jesus' name: that same Jesus crucified in
their city only a short while earlier. He is just telling the crowd to repent and turn to God
when the religious authorities turn up, much annoyed at unauthorised freelance miracles,
especially when committed by appeal to the name of a condemned and executed criminal.
It's looking bad. We come in during the public enquiry next day, at which Peter goes even
further. There is no other name, he insists, by which we must be saved: rescued, forgiven,
made whole. No other name. Only that of Jesus - which in Hebrew means, ‘God saves'.
God saves. How does God save? As shepherd, sacrificially tending many flocks, which may
not know each other; as sacrificial lamb, whose death puts an end to the cycle of murder
and revenge. As bread and vine, given to nourish us. As living water, quenching our thirst. As
the gateway to shelter, to pasture. As the way we travel towards God's truth and the new
life of God's kingdom. As light illuminating not just Christians, but everyone coming into the
world. And those are just some of the names given to Jesus in John's Gospel alone! Just as
none of our names completely describes our reality, none of us can fully understand or
name who Jesus is. But we can each have our own personal names for him, based not only
on scripture and song, but also on our life experiences of rescue, healing, forgiveness, love.
For me, Jesus is the bass note of a chord by which I can pitch my own song; the older
brother who holds my hand as I go into new situations; the stranger waiting for me to notice
and welcome him. Who is he for you?
Third Sunday in Easter
Service Date:
22 April, 2012
Luke 24:36b-48
Peter: Um, Jesus?
Jesus: Yes, Peter?
Peter: Could we have a quick word, please?
Jesus: I thought you had something on your mind. Go on, spit it out!
Peter: Can you really forgive me?
Jesus: I know you finished up most of the fish before I came in this evening. And you know
it's my favourite. You could have saved me more. But yes, I forgive you. And when I
encouraged you to spit it out, I hope you know I didn't mean it literally.
Peter: Jesus! You know I'm not talking about the fish.
Jesus: I know what you mean. But didn't we sort all that out in our private talk, the one we
had a little while ago?
Peter: I suppose so. But I still betrayed you!
Jesus: No, actually, you didn't. You pretended under pressure that you didn't know me, but
that's not quite the same.
Peter: Three times! Three times I did it. I'll never live it down. People will point at me and
say, There goes the man who disowned Jesus.
Jesus: Yes. They may do.
Peter: And what's worse, every time I look at your hands or your feet, those horrible scars
will remind me of what I did. How you died because I didn't stand up for you when it
counted.
Jesus: The story's moved on a bit from then, though.

I mean, look at me. Do I look like someone who's dead?
Peter: Well, no. But you were.
Jesus: Peter. Were you listening at all just now when I was trying to explain what's been
going on?
Peter: Yes.
Jesus: OK, what was I saying?
Peter: Something about the Bible.
Jesus: Yes?
Peter: Something about everything that happened to you being part of God's plan.
Jesus: Yes?
Peter: And, um, how we had to pass the message on.
Jesus: What message?
Peter: Um, that's where I got lost. You were using words that were much too big for a
fisherman like me, you know. Words like ‘repentance' and ‘proclamation'.
Jesus: What do you think repentance means?
Peter: Um, saying you're really really really sorry and you can't think what got into you and
you'll never do it again, really, cross your heart and hope to die?
Jesus: Not exactly. It means changing your mind.
Peter: Just changing your mind? What good does that do?
Jesus: If you spend the rest of your life thinking the most important thing about you is that
you let me down, it'll be wasted. But if you use what's happened to learn something about
yourself, if you realise that everybody has it in them to go horribly wrong, that won't just
change your mind. It'll change your whole attitude to other people. And that's what
repentance is about.
Peter: Ye-es, I can sort of see that. But how about someone really bad? Judas, for example?
He didn't repent, did he? He just went off, and we've not heard from him since.
Jesus: Just now, when you mentioned the long words you'd heard me say, oddly enough
‘forgiveness' wasn't one of them. Do you remember anything of what I've taught you about
that?
Peter: Well, I remember you told me to forgive my brother up to seventy times seven. But
I'm not talking about Andrew. Judas is a completely different kettle of fish. It was all his fault
they arrested you. You surely don't mean I should forgive him, do you? When he hurt you so
badly, and let all of us down?
Jesus: Do you want to be forgiven?
Peter: Of course I do. But you have forgiven me, haven't you? Unless I've got it completely
wrong.
Jesus: I've forgiven you. Whether you have forgiven you is another matter. And until you
can look at my hands and feet, and hurt for yourself and for Judas as well as for me, you
won't truly understand forgiveness from inside.
Peter: Um. What about ‘proclamation'?
Jesus: That's what happens when you really understand repentance and forgiveness. You
just can't help passing it on.
Hymns:
R&S 243: Now the green blade rises
R&S 522: From heaven you came
R&S 616: Peace with the Father
R&S 579: Lord, thy church on earth is seeking

Sermon:
Psalm 4; Luke 24:36b-48; Acts 3:12-19; 1 John 3:1-7
There's a UK-based charitable organisation called the F-word Project. And the F-word isn't
Feminism; or even another common word that's less pronounceable in church: it's
Forgiveness. Its founder, Marina Cantacuzino, says: There are those who see forgiveness as
an immensely noble and humbling response to atrocity - and then there are those who
simply laugh it out of court. For the first group, forgiveness is a value strong enough to put
an end to the tit-for-tat settling of scores that has wreaked havoc over generations. But for
the second group, forgiveness is just a copout, a weak gesture, which lets the violator off
the hook and encourages only further violence. This is why, she says, we called the
exhibition, The F Word. For some people, forgiveness is a very dirty word indeed. On the FWord exhibition boards, and on their website, you will find personal stories from both
perpetrators and victims of violence, from many nationalities, faiths, political points of view.
Sampling the website I came across firsthand stories from a woman who caused death by
careless driving; a gangster disabled by police marksmen; the mother of a son shot by a
sniper while serving in the Israeli army, who refused to let his death become a call for
revenge; a survivor of a Bosnian Muslim concentration camp; an ex-paramilitary Ulsterman.
But you don't need to travel widely or even have a computer to come across questions of
sin and forgiveness.
Every Sunday in our service we take a few moments to consider the week that is past with a
particular focus on the moments of which we feel ashamed, the things we need to bring
before God for forgiveness. Every week in our service I pronounce what our tradition
technically calls the assurance of pardon: words expressing our certainty of God's
forgiveness.
This morning, however, you have not yet heard these words. I wonder: has that omission
registered with you? If you noticed, did it just make you wonder what I was up to, or
whether I might simply have forgotten to say the words? Or is it important to you that,
having brought to mind those things which we regret, we should also hear out loud and
plainly the fact that God forgives us?
I'm aware that for some people at St Andrew's, a weekly public confession of sins feels
rather like overdoing it. After all, we're not - so far as we're aware - harbouring axe
murderers in our midst. An instant of lost temper, leading to our saying words we may
afterwards regret; a senior moment which made us leave undone something we had
planned to do: such everyday incidents are molehills to the mountains of wrongdoing forced
on our attention in the news every day. You may wonder: is our practice really worth it?
Certainly, forgiveness covers a huge range of imperfections. On Friday afternoon I received
a patient phone call from Aileen, waiting at church to photocopy today's service sheets
which I had completely forgotten to leave for her after the Broomhall Breakfast - and she's
not the only one who regularly exercises forgiveness towards me in such small ways. Living
in community as we do, we people in churches must exercise forgiveness over years; for
small imperfections, repeated, can grate out of all proportion to their original size. When we
know - or think we do - how people are likely to react in most circumstances, repeated
forgiveness of others for ways in which we rub up against each other is not only a virtue but
a necessity, if we are to maintain the fabric of church life.
But within this congregation I am aware of people who have been deeply wronged by
others. And I am also aware that even wanting to show forgiveness to those who have met
us, or those we love, with deceit or violence, may not be at all easy to achieve. I can hardly

imagine, for example, the feelings of those Norwegians currently listening to the views of
Anders Breivik, on trial for mass murder of left-wing teenagers, who have lost family
members to his apparently remorseless slaughter. If, however, we want our own stories to
focus on forgiveness, not revenge, what resources do we have from our tradition to help
us? We have heard in our Gospel reading a little of what Jesus has to say about forgiveness.
But what about our other readings today?
Our psalm expresses the feelings of someone who has been injured by others, who has
suffered while others prosper, and who, lying in bed at night, is going over his sad situation.
It urges its subject not to sin himself, but instead to trust in God's protection. Our reading
from the first letter of John goes even further. It could be understood to mean that
Christians are incapable of committing sin:
No one who abides in Jesus sins; no one who sins has either seen him or known him. When I
was first a Christian, that line worried me a lot. I knew that I certainly was still making
mistakes, still hurting people. And that was true of everyone else I knew, too. So did that
mean we weren't really Christians at all? Later, someone who knew the original Greek
explained to me that the English translation was misleading. It would more accurately read:
No one who abides in Jesus goes on sinning; no one who goes on sinning has either seen
him or known him. So the problem comes when we realise that we are doing wrong, but still
choose that wrong.
That's backed up by our reading from Acts. Peter confronts the crowds of Jerusalem,
gathered by his miraculous healing, with their complicity in Jesus' death, but acknowledges
that none of them knew the magnitude of their sin: who it was they were crucifying. On that
basis, he calls on them to change their minds, to repent, to turn to God for forgiveness. The
language sounds very churchy, doesn't it? Yet repentance is by no means only a churchrelated affair. I think of two regulars at the Broomhall Breakfast. One used to be a highflying salesman, whose life was ruled by profit margins. But drink made him crash and burn
out. Now he says, I used to be ruled by greed. But I've changed. Another tells me how once
he would react to every minor provocation with anger and violence - and I believe him. But
now he's different. Over the course of my life I have changed, too: seen how my
perfectionism can be bad news for others and for myself. And as I realise myself truly
forgiven, I find it that little bit more possible to forgive others in my turn. Does that ring a
bell with you?
Listen: here is good news. Christ Jesus came into the world to forgive us in our failure, to
accept us as we are, to set us free from evil's power and make us what we were meant to
be. Through him God says to each of us: You are accepted. You are forgiven. I will set you
free. And we respond: through Jesus Christ our Lord: Amen. Thanks be to God.
Easter Sunday
Service Date:
8 April, 2012
Mark 16:1-8 - Salome's viewpoint
• I've been thinking about this for hours and hours, and I still don't know if I should tell you
or not. You're going to think we got lost.
• Or maybe you'll think we're mad. Maybe you'll pretend you believe me - but behind my
back, you're going to be nodding to each other: She can't take it, you know. It's the grief.
• And if you do believe me, there are going to be a whole lot of questions in your mind. Like,
who did it? Like, was she involved? Like, should we lock her up while we investigate further?

• But you don't look like that, and I've just got to tell someone. It's bursting out of me.
• Well, OK, I'll take the plunge. You know what happened Friday? His death? I'd rather not
go into details, if you don't mind. Anyway, it was over at last, they let us have the body, and
good old Joseph of Arimathea said we could use his very own tomb.
• But of course it was nearly Sabbath by then, so all we had time to do was to give the body
a quick wash and leave it there. We knew there'd be more time after the Sabbath. So this
morning, two of the Maries and I set off before it was light.
• Some places, everyone seems to be called Jean. Well, in our group you can't move without
falling over a Mary. Mary of Bethany. Mary of Magdala. Mary James' and John's mum. And,
of course, there's Mary Jesus' mum. And then there's me, Salome. Not the famous dancing
Salome, I hasten to add. Just one of Jesus' friends.
• We took all the spices we needed to preserve his body and make it smell good as long as
possible. We reckoned we'd thought of everything. And then as we were about to come
round the corner to the tomb, I groaned. We'd forgotten about the stone. A hefty great
thing. We'd never be able to shift it.
• But just as I was about to say, We'll have to go back and get one of the men to help us, my
mouth fell open. Because there the stone wasn't. Off to the side it was, as if someone had
shoved it out of the way. And the entrance open wide.
• Well, we looked in. We were afraid to go right in - something very strange was going on
here. And that wasn't all. There was someone sitting right inside the tomb; a young man; a
stranger in a white suit. And he called out: I've got a message for you!
• We had to go in, then - and there was absolutely no body in there. Just the cloth we'd
wrapped it in on Friday.
• Don't be scared! said this total stranger. He's not dead any more. Go and tell Peter and
everyone. He's gone to Galilee - you'll meet him there. But I'm afraid we've not told Peter.
The whole thing is just too scary for words. We've not told anyone. Till now I've told you.
• And it doesn't feel as bad as I'd feared it would do!
Hymns:
R&S 247: Thine be the glory
R&S 238: Good Christians all, rejoice and sing!
Creatures, once in safety held
R&S 431: Lord of the love
R&S 435: Christian people, raise your song
R&S 232: Love's redeeming work is done (vv.2-6 only, tune R&S 348 Savannah)
Sermon:
Isaiah 25:6-9; Mark 16:1-8
I want to make quite sure everyone is awake this morning. Testing:
Christ has risen! [He has risen indeed! Alleluia!] I'm checking because, unlike Salome, who I
think may still be in a state of shock after what she's seen and dared to pass on today, I
suspect the news of Jesus' resurrection may not have come as a complete surprise to you.
As we do every year, through these last six weeks of Lent, we've been travelling with Jesus
towards his resurrection, the new life God gave him out of death. Even before Salome had
opened her mouth you knew the punchline to her story. So what makes it good news for us
today, in 2012?
Well, we've heard enough bad news this Lent: about God's covenants with humanity, and
how hard it can be for us to keep them. This year on Good Friday we reflected on some of
the ways in which we go back on all those agreements. But on Maundy Thursday we also

remembered together the new covenant Jesus offered his friends, sitting together around a
meal table, sharing good food.
Now this church is very good at sharing meals. I know this to my cost, for I've put on weight
since first I came to Sheffield. Whether it's lunch after the Users Service or it's the Tuesday
Afternoon Group lunch out, whether it's the Network Bring and Buy sale - where, sadly,
there's always such a run on the cakes that I'm too late to buy anything much by the time I
get there - or, on a much smaller scale, our regular Sandwich Sundays - this church knows
how to eat together, how to celebrate.
So our second reading this morning, from the prophecy of Isaiah, has to be good news. God
is going to serve us the meal to end all meals: 'a feast of rich food, a feast of well-aged
wines, of rich food filled with marrow, of well-aged wines strained clear', Isaiah tells us.
Translated into a Scottish idiom:
a feast of haggis, neaps and tatties, followed by shortbread and washed down with a good
malt whisky. And since it's for all peoples, even vegetarians and teetotallers like me will find
their favourites on the menu.
But I do find just one snag in the programme as described. At that time, Isaiah tells us,
people will say: this is our God; we have waited for God, so that God might save us. What's
my problem with that? you may be wondering. It's that little phrase: 'we have waited'.
Unlike the St Andrew's Night Ball, where it's all timed to the second; unlike the date of
Easter, known for years in advance, the timetable for this event is not under our control. It's
through God's initiative that we will find salvation: healing, wholeness. We have to wait for
it, and we don't know exactly when it's coming. We can't write the date in our diaries.
Now I'm not overly keen on waiting. I hate waiting at the bus stop, looking at my watch, till
three nervous buses arrive in convoy, half an hour late. I hate drumming my fingers on the
desk, waiting for the computer to do something it should have done five minutes ago. I'm
not even overly keen on waiting the full six weeks of Lent until we can finally celebrate
Easter. After all, given the choice between wandering in the desert for forty days and eating
lots of chocolate, between self-examination and celebration, which would you rather?
Precisely.
And yet some things can't be pinned down to a particular date, or hurried. A daffodil bulb
takes its time for leaves and flowers to unfurl. A baby takes her time growing in the womb.
The relationship between church and minister takes time to develop, as I have discovered
these past seven years. And in none of these cases are we in charge of the schedule. More
than that: in the case of God's heavenly banquet, we're not even the ones initiating the
process: sending out invitations, planning, welcoming, serving.
No. We are the guests.
We in St Andrew's are used to being a church of givers: givers of time, of money, of effort.
Jesus said it's more blessed to give than to receive, yet giving can also seem more attractive;
for the giver controls the process. But of course we are also a church of receivers - and I
don't mean by that, that we are in receipt of dodgy goods that fell off the back of a lorry.
What I do mean is that, just as good parents love their child before it's even born, it's God's
love for us, getting in first, which calls out the love in us which inspires and powers our own
giving.
From our look through this Lent at God's covenants, we have seen how God's initiative is
always there before us: partnering us with all creation; relating us to one another; giving us
laws to live by; forgiving us when we break them. God's new covenant with us, foreseen by
the prophets, is the even closer relationship we have with God through Jesus: tested to its

limits by his death, confirmed by his risen life.
Wonderful words, you may be reflecting - but what can any of it mean in practice? The
world's still the same old place it ever was, where the strong get what they want and the
weak are trampled. So let's enjoy our Easter hymns and our Easter eggs and forget about
the painful realities we can't affect, till real life crashes back in after the Bank Holiday.
Well, there is certainly plenty of bad news around. But if we are tempted to equate 'bad
news' with 'real life' we're sadly mistaken. For news of new life out of death is not restricted
to Easter Day, but springs up all over the place. Internationally, think of what seems to be
happening in Burma, as its repressive leaders are cautiously loosening their grip on the
country; or in Egypt, as the Muslim Brotherhood this week seeks for the first time to build
relationships with the United States. Locally, think of the new possibilities we are glimpsing
as we seek to renew our committee structures and revitalise our church's social life.
I'm not saying the ultimate happy ending is already here, that we should already be taking
our seats for God's great banquet at the end of time. Salome and the Maries will discover
that breaking their silence and passing on God's good news will land them in no end of
bother. But now we know that nothing, not human disobedience, not death itself, can
separate us from God's transforming love. Sometimes we may feel stuck in Good Friday, but
Jesus' resurrection is ours, and our world's too.
This covenant is forever.
Palm and Passion Sunday
Service Date:
1 April, 2012
The story of Palm Sunday - the viewpoint of a toddler's mother.
Hymns:
R&S 141: Make way, make way!
R&S 523: Give me joy in my heart
Witnesses for the defence (see sermon)
R&S 217: When I survey the wondrous cross
Sermon:
Jesus said: Now is the judgement of this world; now the ruler of this world will be driven
out. And I, when I am lifted up from the earth, will draw all people to myself.'
This morning, to help us reflect on the events of Holy Week leading to Jesus' death, I have
imagined what the trial might be like if this world was brought under judgment for breaking
God's covenants, with humanity as the defendant. We will omit the case for the
prosecution, for Satan, the accuser, is far too good at twisting the facts to suit his case. We
enter the trial, instead, as the Defence begins to make its case, calling a number of
witnesses in defence of humanity.
Defence: Call the woman who anointed his feet!
Woman: Here!
Defence: My Lord, my learned friend Satan has attempted to damage this woman's
reputation, and thereby to discredit her actions. I intend to show how she is an example of
disinterested human love at its best.
[To the woman] You are Susanna bat Hepzibah?
Woman: I am.
Defence: Why did you do it? Why did you massage his feet with your most expensive oil and
wipe them with your tears? Remember you are on oath. Did you hope to marry him?

Woman: Hardly, sir. He knew exactly who and what I was.
Defence: Why, then?
Woman: I just felt sorry for him. He looked so tired and sad, and none of those friends of his
were taking any notice. They kept on talking about what a triumph they'd had, and how the
Pharisees would have to listen now. But he knew what was to come - you could see it in his
eyes.
Defence: But that top-quality oil - what would you have used it for otherwise?
Woman: It's bridal oil, sir? You use it on your wedding day, to smell good for your husband.
It cost me a pretty denarius, but I wanted to have it by me.
Defence: But with your background, would you expect to have a wedding day?
Woman: No - but a girl can dream, can't she? And if I never got that far - well, it would have
done for my funeral, so it could do for his. I don't regret it. All the love in the world, that
man had for others, but there was no one for him. He caught me looking his way when I saw
him sad, and he smiled. At me. Not at the good-time girl, not at the scarlet woman, but at
me, Susanna. That's why I did it.
Defence: My Lord, that's why she did it. Out of pity for one uncared for. Pity, my Lord. A
very human trait.
[to the woman] Thank you. That is all.
Hymn (tune: Herzliebster Jesu, R&S 215):
She gave her ointment, precious and expensive,
for he was weary, travel-sore and pensive:
her only dowry spent to help a stranger
who was in danger.
Defence: Call Judas Iscariot!
Judas: Here!
Defence: My Lord, this is a hostile witness, but even so, I should like to call him for the
defence. Thank you.
[To Judas] Did you ever understand Jesus?
Judas: I thought I did.
Defence: What did you think he wanted to do in Jerusalem?
Judas: I thought he wanted to bring God's Kingdom in. God's Kingdom, where the rich are
cast down and the poor raised up. I believed in his vision. I wanted to help him achieve it.
But he got sidetracked. He let God down.
Defence: What made you think so?
Judas: He let that woman touch him, caress him. The oil she used to massage his feet must
have cost at least a hundred denarii. What that would have bought for the widows... But he
let her do it. And you could see he enjoyed it. Enjoyed being in the spotlight at last. All those
hosannas ringing in his ears. I couldn't let him spoil it all. If he wouldn't be God's leader, he
could be a martyr for the cause.
Defence: That's what you thought then, Judas. Do you still think so now?
Judas: I don't know! I don't know. The men I sold him to agreed with every word I said,
buttered me up, even gave me money for my pains. But it wasn't about the money.
Defence: Though money had been the last straw?
Judas: No. It was never really the money. I saw the way she looked at him. Why does
nobody ever look at me like that, as if I was the sun and the moon and the stars of heaven?
Defence: Wasn't Jesus your friend? Hadn't he called you?

Judas: Yes - with those numbskull fishermen, the inner three. And the cheating taxman, and
the hothead rebel, and the women, and the children... All I wanted was to be known as the
one who understood him. But he always turned to the whole world in love. Never just me.
Until my last kiss of greeting.
Defence: He wanted to be special, my Lord, but didn't realise he already was. A very human
failing. [To Judas] Thank you. That is all.
Hymn:
He saw the poor in need, and money wasted;
God's love, accepting all, he had not tasted;
Poor Judas, stooping to betray his master
through such a gesture.
Defence: Call Simon Peter!
Peter: [To Judas] I'll call you numbskull, you treacherous swine!
Defence: Peter, what did he use to tell you about forgiving your brother?
Peter: I know. Seventy times seven. But I still rush in where angels wouldn't. It'll take me a
while to change that, even in eternity.
Defence: In the meantime, I'd like to take you back to a certain evening when you were
preparing the Passover meal with your brother Andrew for all of you to share. We can skip
the preparation. What did he tell you as you ate together, Jesus and the Twelve?
Peter: He said someone would betray him. Someone sharing bread and wine with him at
the table.
Defence: And you said?
Peter: I shouted him down. I said it'd never happen. And I said that if it did ever happen, any
lousy stinking betrayer would have me to answer to.
Defence: How did he react?
Peter: He sighed. Then he tore a loaf apart, and gave us all bits of it to eat. He poured wine
as if he was opening a vein, and made us all drink that. He said something about a new
covenant between God and people. But then he repeated: that very night we would all
desert him.
Defence: How did you feel?
Peter: As though a very fragile and precious agreement was about to smash. It made me
even more aggressive. Never, never, never! I insisted. You can count on me till the end of
time. But he looked straight at me and said, I can't count on you till the cock crows at dawn.
And he was right.
Defence: Later, when you pretended not to know him, how did you feel then?
Peter: Dead. Dead inside. All I could do was weep.
Defence: My Lord, when this man turned away from good, he could feel the difference. He
knew his fault, even when he could not conquer it. [To Peter] Thank you. That is all.
Hymn:
He shared the bread and wine with all at supper time,
thought he was strong without the help of strength divine:
yet he, when questioned, thrice denied his Jesus:
How fear can freeze us!
Defence: Call John Mark!
My Lord, this man witnessed the witnesses, and later wrote about it. People know the story

through his eyes and ears.
Mark: I didn't see and hear all of it. But yes, in Gethsemane I was there.
Defence: What were you doing there?
Mark: I was a hanger-on; not one of his close followers. Peter was a great friend of mine,
though not always an easy one. And he was one of Jesus' inner three, so when I saw the
four of them walking away from the others together, I thought it was worth finding out
what they were up to. It was quite dark in the olive grove, in spite of the Passover full moon,
so I could creep up on them.
Defence: And what did you see and hear?
Mark: Peter and James and John were all together, propped up against olive trunks, trying
to stay awake. But it wasn't working. I could hear snores.
Defence: And Jesus?
Mark: Further into the olive grove: fiercely talking to God as you or I would talk to someone
in the same room. Pleading not to have to drink sorrow to the dregs. Then looking round to
see his friends, to find a little comfort; but finding them dead to the world, indifferent to his
suffering. Three times! I would have woken them myself, but for feeling I should not be
there at all.
Defence: What did you think of their behaviour?
Mark: I was so disappointed in them. The one time he really needed them, they let him
down. But would I have done any better? When the temple police came to arrest him, they
tried to grab me, and I ran away.
Defence: How do you judge those who arrested him?
Mark: He warned us against judging others, bringing judgment on ourselves. Our leaders
were afraid of him, and of the people's reaction, so they arrested him secretly, by night. But
doing so, they made themselves into villains. We can be our own worst enemies, though we
don't realise we're doing it.
Defence: Note his words, my Lord. [To Mark] Thank you. That is all.
Hymn:
Not one of them, yet still a witness to it,
He saw Gethsemane: how Jesus rued it.
Whilst he in anguish painful watch was keeping
his friends were sleeping.
Defence: Call the High Priest!
High Priest: Does this court have any authority to call me?
Defence: This court is sitting in judgment on humanity. Do you not call yourself the
mediator between God and people?
High Priest: That is my role, yes.
Defence: Then you must give an account of your office. What did you think of Jesus of
Nazareth?
High Priest: A tuppenny-ha'penny Messiah. We get them all the time. They believe God's
called them. Rome believes they want to overthrow the state. I know they're inflammatory
nuisances, best on the gallows.
Defence: But you are awaiting the Messiah?
High Priest: In God's good time, which is my good time. Believe me, whoever you are, this
one wasn't him. A Messiah from Galilee? From Nazareth? I don't think so.
Defence: So what was your problem?

High Priest: Well, we had to demonstrate his blasphemy.
Defence: How did you plan to do that?
High Priest: Oh, there are ways and means. There are always men on whom one can rely to
say the right thing.
Defence: Except they didn't, did they? Their stories didn't agree. In the end, you had to
condemn him out of his own mouth. He couldn't refuse a direct question about his status.
High Priest: I didn't much like having to do that. It does go against the rules, strictly
understood. But he left me no choice!
Defence: A man in the dock, and he left you no choice?
High Priest: I don't expect someone like you to understand. But it's for the good of the
whole country. Every time there's a false Messiah, what happens? Bloodshed, that's what the deaths of innocent people for his cause. Well, I happen to believe that it's better for one
man to die than the whole people. And it's my painful task to make these hard decisions.
Defence: You really mean that, don't you? My Lord, this man evidently loves his nation. He
has sacrificed everything, including his own integrity, for it. Yet it is a real love. [To
priest] Thank you. That is all.
Hymn:
He knew this rebel one day soon must surely die,
to save the people from the wrath of Roman might;
a few false witnesses would be worth paying
for such a slaying.
Defence: Call Pontius Pilate!
Pilate: Look, I'm a busy man. A Roman province doesn't administrate itself, you know. Ask
me what you want as quickly as possible, and then I can get back to work.
Defence: Shall I call for water to wash your hands again?
Pilate: That's an unfair blow. I really did try to save him, you know. In spite of himself.
Defence: Why did you want to do that?
Pilate: Well, you may think this is a provincial backwater, but the politics here are vicious! I
can never make out what all their little sects are about, but this poor lad had evidently got
on the wrong side of the high priest, and that's a death sentence. Well, it would be if they
had the power to kill. That's one reason only Rome carries out the death penalty.
Defence: But he'd claimed to be a king, hadn't he? Isn't that the sort of thing Rome comes
down pretty hard on?
Pilate: That was the charge, certainly. But when I asked him, he didn't admit or deny it and
then he wouldn't say another word to me. So I tried the Barabbas dodge.
Defence: What?
Pilate: If you want to persuade someone to do what you want them to do, you offer them
an alternative that they like even less. So I dredged up the worst prisoner I could think of Barabbas, I think it was, a terrorist on death row - and offered the people a choice. To
celebrate their Passover, I'd free either him or Jesus.
Defence: And did it work?
Pilate: No! And I have a nasty feeling whatever I did, the leadership would have twisted it.
People say Rome has all the power. Well, it didn't feel like it that Friday, when I was made to
condemn an innocent man because my opponents had outmanoeuvred me. Some days it
feels as though, whatever you do, it'll come out wrong.
Defence: Some days, whatever you do, it'll come out wrong. My Lord, it's never easy to live

a human life with integrity. [To Pilate] Thank you. That is all.
Hymn:
With Rome he wanted to maintain a state of peace,
he'd work with priests or choose a pris' ner to release:
but if this so-called king maintained his silence
the end was violence.
Defence: Call the Centurion!
Centurion: Here, sir!
Defence: How long have you served in the legions?
Centurion: Man and boy, fifty years, sir!
Defence: Like your current tour of duty, do you?
Centurion: Speaking frankly, I prefer active service. These people don't like us. We're
bringing them good roads and hot baths - you'd think they'd thank us for peace and
prosperity. But it's a funny old empire.
Defence: It's very much us and them, then, is it?
Centurion: Well, the thing is, sir, they're just not civilized. Not like us. Take this crucifixion
the other day.
Defence: Oversee a lot of crucifixions?
Centurion: Standard operating procedure, sir. And normally the gentlemen concerned are a
bunch of toerags, excuse my Greek. But this one was different.
Defence: How?
Centurion: The lads had their bit of fun. And seeing he was a Messiah, the purple cloak
came out as well as the whips. Not very subtle, but you know the troops. He he didn't say a
thing, but he must have felt it, because we had to get some volunteers from the crowd to
carry his crosspiece up the hill - he was having enough trouble getting himself there.
Defence: There was a crowd?
Centurion: Some of the nobs had turned up to watch him go. Taunting him, they were telling him to get down off the cross if he was so special. But be fair, there was a do-gooder
too. When the deathpangs took hold of him and he called out, someone offered him a
painkiller. He refused it, though.
Defence: He didn't want the pain taken away?
Centurion: He was as brave as a Roman. If it'd had been one of the heroes, sir, you know,
one of the sons of our gods, he couldn't have died better. Taught me a lesson, that did - not
to write off a man, just because he was Jewish.
Defence: You see, my Lord, even at an advanced age, human beings can still learn the error
of their ways. [To the centurion] Thank you. That is all.
Hymn:
This man was under orders for the killing:
he had to, having taken Caesar's shilling.
But unlike priests, or those whose deeds had death won,
He saw a God's son.
Defence: My Lord, my summing up will not be long. You have heard the faults of humanity.
But you have also heard their virtues, even those twisted by my learned friend into evil. You
are known for mercy as well as for justice. With these last words, I am content to rest my

case:
Father, forgive them. They don't know what they're doing!
Fifth Sunday in Lent
Service Date:
25 March, 2012
Jeremiah 31:31-34 - a daughter's point of view
• You won't know me. I'm just an ordinary teenager. But I bet you'll all have heard of my
dad. That's right - Jeremiah the prophet.
• It's bad enough growing up in the Iron Age, though I reckon my family's still back in the
Bronze Age. But it's even worse having a dad who's a prophet - and a famously grumpy
prophet, at that.
• I do try hard not to show him up. When he's telling heads of state they've got their politics
all wrong, and they should be trusting in God, not in military power, as you can imagine, the
press are all up in arms. You can imagine the headlines: Grumpy Prophet At It Again; King
Tears Prophet's Words to Shreds; Prophets at War; We're All Doomed!
• Dad keeps saying he's going to write his own book, to put his side of the argument, but he
never gets round to it. I reckon unless someone like his friend Barach helps - Barach's a
professional scribe - it's never going to happen. But anyway, the press has it in for him, and
so do the court. It'd be even worse if they said he couldn't control his own daughter. So I try
hard to keep my head down. That's why you won't have heard of me. But it's not easy, being
a prophet's daughter.
• He can be sweet, when he remembers I'm there. Once he told me what it was like when
he was young: how God had spoken to him, told him his job for life would be to let powerful
people know what God thought of them. And he'd said, my dad: I'm too young! No one will
take any notice of what I say. But God said, Don't worry: I'll stay with you all the time. I
won't leave you alone.
• And Dad must have felt that was true, or he'd never have dared to say the things he's said.
Go into exile! he tells people. Leave Jerusalem! God doesn't want us to win against the
Babylonians! And any prophet who disagrees and says God's pleased with us is a false
prophet! He's been beaten up, he's been locked up. But no one can stop my dad talking.
• But Dad's not looking as worried as normal. At breakfast this morning - kosher rats and
ditchwater; being besieged is overrated, believe me - he actually smiled. So I took a deep
breath and asked him what was up.
• Do you remember, he asked me, that time when you were little, and I found you trying to
eat one of my most important scrolls? I'd told you a story about my friend Ezekiel - how God
told him to eat a scroll with God's words written on, because he'd find them sweet to the
taste? And you thought every scroll must be like that, so I found you chewing mine and
spitting it out?
• I remembered that. The disappointment. The embarrassment. But my dad remembered
what I'd said, when I realised I'd gone wrong. You were so sorry you'd hurt me by eating my
scroll, he said, you asked me to make you good, to put God's laws right inside your heart so
you'd never get them wrong again. I laughed, because you thought your dad could do
anything.
• But now God's reminded me of that, Dad said. And God's telling me, telling all of us, really:
there will be a time when God does exactly that. Writes the important laws in our hearts, so
we'll all know from the inside out how to live.

Hymns:
R&S 489: Be thou my vision
CG 51: How can I keep from singing?
R&S 364: Just as I am
R&S 497: Give to me, Lord, a thankful heart
Sermon:
Jeremiah 31:31-34; John 12:20-33; Hebrews 5:5-10
Jeremiah certainly went through an awful lot of suffering in doing God's will - though I
suspect his family, if he had one - and generally, Jewish people were expected as a religious
duty to marry and have children, so Jeremiah's teenage daughter isn't a completely
impossible character - I suspect his family may have had an even worse time of it. Living
with someone who has ideals and will carry them through no matter what must be rather
dispiriting if you're just trying to get by in life, especially if you're worried about the
consequences of their big ideas, both for them and for you.
Jeremiah might have gone down in biblical history as one of those people who are never
satisfied with things the way they are. As it is, the poor man has given his name to a tirade
of condemnation: a jeremiad. But as we heard in our theme introduction just now, that
wasn't all there was to him. For just because he had spoken truth to power, told it like it
was, and got into a lot of trouble for it, he was also able to speak true words of hope, to
point forward to a time when God would transform us, would enable us to keep the
covenants that we human beings are so frequently tempted to break.
Not every religious person, of course, was on Jeremiah's side of the argument. As well as the
kings and courtiers whom he lambasted, other prophets also came in for the rough edge of
his tongue. Because he had to be top prophet? No: because they offered hope to people:
but false hope, hope that would never be borne out in reality. They were promising in God's
name that none of the terrible things that Jeremiah was warning about would ever happen.
But their words were lies.
Of course, a world in which their words were true might be greatly preferable. A world in
which everything always turns out right for us, in which God is always on our side of the
argument, I suspect would be much pleasanter to live in than one where God's people are
just as likely to live through times of suffering. But the cost would be high. We would have
to ignore the voice of conscience, close our eyes to everything that's wrong, leave people
we love helpless and alone.
Jesus could have done that. He could have led a quiet life as a Galilean carpenter, husband
and father, or led a construction company working in the cities of the Roman empire. He
could have wandered through the ancient world, discovering the cultures and wisdom of
Greece, of Egypt and of Babylon. He could have trained as a rabbi and had an illustrious
academic career in Jerusalem. But God's wisdom was written on Jesus' heart; and written
painfully; as it says in the letter to the Hebrews, although he was God's son, he learned
obedience through what he suffered.
That makes sense: we can have all the book-learning in the world, or the most fascinating
ideas in our heads, but until we have learned through experience, wisdom cannot change
our hearts. Jesus could have got a PhD in human studies - but that wouldn't have helped
him understand the pains and the joys of being human. It is because he knows human life
from the inside that he can uniquely act as a mediator between God and us, reconciling us.
And once we're reconnected with God, the Spirit can get to work, writing on our hearts,
changing who we are into who God always intended us to be.

For Jesus, as for Jeremiah, I believe this wisdom would have come as a result of reflecting in
God's presence on his life experience. No angelic short-cuts; no fast-track promotion into
the family business for God's son, but a gradual realisation of how his life would go. After
the first vision of his mission, out in the Judean desert; the excitement of calling others to
travel with him; the joy of making people whole, or seeing them begin to glimpse the vision
of God's kingdom; after the hope that his nation as a whole would understand, would turn
back to God; after the first few contacts with people beyond Judaism, even the hope that
maybe, the whole world might one day catch fire with God's love: after all that, he gradually
understood that his road would be a different and darker one: the road of suffering, failure
and death.
Jesus could well be seen as a follower of Jeremiah: yet not the Jeremiah of jeremiads. For,
and especially when seen through the lens of John's Gospel, his suffering was also God's
glory.
Right from our reading a fortnight ago in Mark's Gospel, we see Jesus coming to terms with
the necessity of his suffering and death. Mark shows Jesus in the most human light. But by
the time John's Gospel is written, his suffering is much more readily equated with divine
glory. As Jesus comments: Now my soul is troubled. And what should I say--' Father, save me
from this hour'? No, it is for this reason that I have come to this hour.
Gerard Manley Hopkins, as our discussion group discovered last week, knew the
relationship between human suffering and divine glory. In his lifetime, his poetry remained
unpublished, and few saw it as worthy of recognition. He spent much of his life in
uncongenial work, died young. We can understand his jaundiced view of work and of human
activity in general: smeared, bleared with toil. Yet living through these experiences Hopkins
retains, as in the poem we have heard this morning, a great hope of divine transformation:
that right alongside the marred and suffering world of humanity, God's spirit still broods
hopefully over creation, nurturing new life.
How, if at all, does this tie in with our own experiences? Many of us may identify with
Jeremiah's imaginary teenage daughter: we may admire these great characters who suffer
for their faith, but it seems to have little relevance to our lives, where suffering comes as a
result of circumstances rather than ideals. And yet so much of our suffering comes as a
result of love: love for our family, for our friends, on difficult paths; love for others whom
we may never meet, but whose pain we experience at second hand through our television
screens or the pages of a book.
Where we are tempted to believe the words of false prophets, to expect everything to go
well for us, and to complain bitterly if it does not, our suffering, turned in on itself, can be
destructive. Yet suffering for love of others can indeed transform: working inwards to our
hearts, where God's law of love is written; working outwards, as we become signs of God's
presence in the world. So suffering or joyful, in pain or in hope: let us come with all that we
are to God, who invites us this morning, once more, to make a new beginning.
Fourth Sunday in Lent: Mothering Sunday
Service Date:
18 March, 2012
Numbers 21:4-9 - a mother's point of view
• It's all right now. I have to keep reminding myself, it's over. It's all right now. God has
healed him, my precious, precious Reuben.
• Of course, how silly of me, you don't know what's just happened. I must come over like

someone out of her mind. But it's been so horrible, what happened. What mother doesn't
imagine terrible things happening to her children? But I never thought my worst nightmare
would come true.
• I'd better tell you things in order. To start to understand it myself. It all began with my
young Reuben. He's growing up, and of course he knows it all. His father knows nothing, I
know nothing. Even Moses knows nothing. We brought him up right, as well as we could. I
think maybe it was what happened in Egypt that changed my good, obedient boy into a
stranger who talks back to his elders and has no respect for anyone. Seeing all those
plagues, all those deaths, even though he was a little boy then. Trying to make sense of it
all, and failing.
• Well, his father and I, we were really worried about Reuben. All those rules for living that
Moses brought back from Sinai - they might as well not have existed. He was rude. He
started lying to us. And then - I was so ashamed - he started talking disrespectfully in public
about Moses, even about God.
• What sort of leader, what kind of God, he asked, would bring us out into the desert and
lead us round and round and round? With no proper food, no water? A god without a
compass! he said. A leader who'd lost his way! he said. Other young men were starting to
listen to my Reuben, starting to grumble against the elders. And then - I think it was because
everyone was listening, and watching - he picked up a stone, and started aiming it at Moses!
and his stupid friends picked up stones too!
• But then he looked down at his ankle, and he said, Ow! and he collapsed. And his friends
started shouting out in pain too, and it turned out that a great slither of snakes had invaded
the camp, and were biting all the troublemakers, right left and centre. Bright coloured
snakes, sort of bronzy. And you know how it is with snakes - the bright coloured ones mean
business. They're poison.
• We had no medicine. We had no water. Reuben was bound to die. But after days of
fighting, I still refused to give up on my son. He used to be quite a weight, but now he was
so thin, I lifted him up. And I don't know how I dared, but I called out to God: See this? This
is my son, Reuben. I know he's done wrong. I know he's not respected you or Moses. But
he's my son! I carried him nine months in my body. I carried him for years in my arms. I'm
still carrying him in my heart. God of Sarah and Miriam, I'm his mother! I've never asked you
for anything before, but now I'm asking for his life! And I collapsed, weeping.
• Then my husband was calling me over to where Moses stood. Bring Reuben! he said.
Moses has had a message from God. If Reuben can just look at this, he's going to live. And
he pointed to the image of a snake, just like the one that bit Reuben, made out of bronze
and stuck up on a pole so everyone could see. Reuben's eyelids fluttered and opened. And
then he was squirming out of my arms, getting up, hugging me. Thank God, I thought, God
who must know what it is to be a mother.
Hymns:
R&S 104: Praise, my soul, the King of heaven
Hymn (tune: Bunessan, R&S 45) Maker maternal
R&S 655: When Christ was lifted from the earth
R&S 95: God is love: let heaven adore him
Sermon:
Numbers 21:4-9; Ephesians 2:1-10; John 3:14-21
I shall let you into a secret. Mothering Sunday, in my opinion, is the hardest preaching day

of the year, even counting Christmas and Easter when there is nothing new to be said,
Trinity when what is said may be incomprehensible and Remembrance when people may
not agree on what the day should mean. Mothering Sunday, when preachers turn pale and
excuse themselves on the grounds they've got to go and see their mothers. Why is it so
hard? Because for so many people in church today, the subject of maternity will be a ticklish
one, for so many different reasons.
Some of you here will be uncomplicatedly glad to celebrate God's gift of your mother,
during and after the service. Others here will be sad because you are missing your mother,
whether she is far away, or whether she has died. Pam, the daughter of Rose Hollinsid
whose funeral will be held in this church next Friday, describes her mother as her best
friend - and Rose said the same of her daughter. Yet others here may be sad, on this great
festival day of mother love, to recall that you and your mother have never really got on. And
it doesn't end there. Some of you may be active mothers, with all the joys and troubles, not
to mention the sleep deprivation, involved in bringing up children in this complicated world.
Others may long to be mothers, but do not see how that longing can ever be fulfilled. Some
of you will know the bittersweet option of adoption, with your children chosen rather than
blood-related. Others whose lives do not revolve around children may feel excluded by all
this focus on maternity. And meanwhile, the men in the congregation may feel consigned to
the status of chocolate teapots - very nice, but of no particular relevance or use in the
context. You see my problem? It's a minefield!
In the meantime, the lectionary - which doesn't usually bother too much about women, let
alone mothers - offers us what at first sight seems to be a conflicting picture: Jesus' selfgiving love, expressed to the highest in his crucifixion, and to partner it, that mysterious
little episode in Numbers to which the first Christians looked back for significance as they
tried to get their minds around Jesus' death.
Just as the grumbling, disobedient Israelites, on whom Moses' covenant had evidently had
little effect, were saved by God from a plague of snakes by gazing at a bronze model of a
snake, they argued, so we are saved from the destructive consequences of our faults and
failures, our sins, by seeing the true nature of Jesus' death on the cross: not just one more
act of murder by an oppressive state, but God's final word on sin.
And let's face it: a final word on sin is sorely needed. For the covenants we have looked at
so far, though they're impressive, haven't really been that effective in helping us lead good
lives. In spite of the covenant God made with Noah and all living things, we are still tempted
to mistreat our non-human neighbours. In spite of the covenant God made with Abraham
and his wives, we still have difficulty recognising people who are different from us as equally
human and treating them accordingly. And - as the Israelites depressingly demonstrate in
our first reading, just a few chapters after the covenant God first made with Moses and his
people - in spite of knowing the rules, we still, even the best of us, struggle with a powerful
tendency to break God's laws.
John Donne knew that all too well. He'd had his wild days in youth; he'd known poverty,
illness, the death of his wife and some of his children as well as the respect earned by his
poetry and, later in life, by his preaching as Dean of St Paul's. With such a full lifetime,
inevitably he felt regret over some of his choices, as we see in the poem I read just now.
How would God treat the mistakes of his youth? the bad habits with which he still wrestled?
the people he had led astray through his example? his relapses in spite of good resolutions
into bad ways? Theoretically Donne knew that God forgives sin, but he still had problems
trusting that forgiveness counted for him - and he's not the only Christian with that

difficulty.
So what's the good news this Mothering Sunday morning?
The mother I impersonated in our theme introduction is one of the many women who don't
quite make it into the pages of the Hebrew Bible, even unnamed. On the other hand, I felt
pretty safe putting her in, because every Israelite, even the grumbling ones, must have had
a mother. I also felt pretty safe in reassigning to her Moses' official role in the story of
pleading with God to heal the people, even when they showed little trust that God would
get them through this danger. For the best of mothers - and of fathers too -will always plead
with heaven for the life of their child, no matter what that child may have done.
Going back to my earlier quandary, some of us here today will have had the best of
mothers, and some will not. Some of us will be the best of mothers; some will not. But each
of us here today knows what it is to be a child, hungry for love; and each of us knows what it
is to regret relationships that have gone wrong; to be in need of forgiveness.
In a typical pun, Donne sees the everlasting shining of God's son, Jesus, as the one truth that
can make him be done with chewing over old regrets, that can finally reassure him of the
trustworthy nature of God's love. He looks to Jesus as to a good mother. And in spite of the
obvious difficulties of gender that involves, he's not the first or the only Christian to do so.
Anselm of Canterbury, a Benedictine monk who became Archbishop of Canterbury under
William the Conqueror's son, wrote the prayers we have used this morning, using Jesus'
own picture of himself as a mother hen wanting to gather the people of Jerusalem under his
wings. He prayed: ‘Jesus, like a mother you gather your people to you.' Three centuries
later, the solitary nun Julian of Norwich went a step further, declaring: As surely as God is
our Father, so surely God is our Mother. On this day when we celebrate good mothering,
from our parents or others who had a hand in our upbringing, and from our church family,
we can recognise the characteristics of maternal love that ‘bears all things, believes all
things, hopes all things, endures all things' in God's own self. God, our father and mother,
who so loved the world as to send the Son, not to condemn the world, but to show through
the cross the true power of God's forgiveness, for us and for all.

Third Sunday in Lent: Fairtrade Fortnight
Service Date:
11 March, 2012
Exodus 20:1-17 - from Miriam's point of view
• If any of you are older sisters, you'll know there's a point when your little brother grows
up and starts laying down the law. That just happened to me.
• My little brother owes everything to me, and I don't mind reminding him of it every now
and then. When you were in danger from the soldiers, who put you in a lovely little basket
of reeds and floated you out on the river? I ask him. Who ran and showed the princess of
Egypt that little basket, floating by on the waves? Who suggested the princess would love a
little Hebrew boy to bring up as her very own? Who brought Mum to do the dirty work of
feeding and clothing you, so the princess could get on with being royal?
• You did, Miriam! he has to admit.
• But little brothers get too big for their boots. It was bad enough Moses hitting that
Egyptian and running away when he hit him too hard. After all, even if the Egyptian was
being nasty to his Hebrew slave, no one thanked Moses for showing up the problem in

public, not even the other Hebrews. I could have told him that for nothing. But I'm just his
big sister.
• But he started over, got a good job shepherding in Midian, wrote home now and again,
and we were just starting to think, Aaron and me, that maybe he'd make a go of it there.
Then we heard he was back in town, because he'd stared too hard into a burning bush.
Would you believe it, he started talking as if he'd met God out there in the desert. But the
Egyptians already have a god for every animal in the zoo. If you've got to choose a god, I
said to Moses, why can't you choose one of the ones you can see? He said it was the one he
couldn't see who'd chosen him.
• Mind you, he wasn't too happy about what this god wanted him to do - free us all from
Egyptian slavery! After hundreds of years here! Moses tried his hardest to make excuses. He
said the king wouldn't listen. But God gave him a few tricks to get the king's attention. Then
he said he wasn't a good speaker. Well, he was right there. But God just said, OK, get Aaron
to do your public speaking. And Moses was fresh out of excuses, so he said yes.
• Well, I have to admit, my little brother has staggered me. He got us out of Egypt, he's got
us through this desert, though I for one am sick of the taste of manna. But you'll never
believe what he's done now. He's only gone and got us some rules for living. Not just our
family - all the Hebrews. Ten big rules, and he says that's going to lead to lots and lots of
little ones too.
• I can't really disagree with a lot of Moses' rules. Honouring father and mother makes
sense, though I wish there'd been a bit in about honouring sisters too. Don't murder, don't
break up marriages, don't steal, don't lie, don't envy - well, it's common sense, really.
Everyone agrees with those, except the ones they want to break. But the ones about Moses'
God? Choosing that God above anything you can see? Not trusting anything or anyone else
more? Not using God's name just as an excuse for what you want to do? They're going to be
the hardest ones to keep, I reckon. Moses likes thinking big, but these ones we're going to
have to go step by step
Hymns:
R&S 76 (i): The Lord is King!
R&S 547: Moses, I know you're the man
Father of all, whose laws have stood
R&S 549: One more step
Sermon:
Exodus 20:1-17; John 2:13-22; 1 Corinthians 1:18-25
I made Miriam, Moses' big sister, into more of a sceptic than I think would be fair to the
biblical woman, though she and Moses certainly had a tense relationship - look at their setto later, which Moses won, in the book of Numbers. But she has got a point. Most societies
have some form of the Ten Commandments, though they will define differently the people
linked by this agreement. It only makes sense for the tribe to protect the tribe. For the
Israelites, that meant all the people God brought out of slavery in Egypt, bound into a nation
through their common experience of suffering and liberation. But the covenant, the
agreement between God and Israel brought by Moses from Mount Sinai, was more than an
agreement that this newly born nation would live well with each other. They should also live
well with the God who had rescued them from slavery: worship this God alone, not any
power their carving could imagine or represent; listen to this God, rather than, while
pretending to speak for God, elevating their own desires to divine status.
It's relatively easy to agree with those of the Ten Commandments which deal with how we

should live with each other - except, of course, whichever ones we're tempted at the
moment to break. And Arthur Hugh Clough's poem The Latest Decalogue shows how
horribly easy it can be to keep the letter of the law while stepping away from its spirit. Don't
bother using God's name to hurt others by cursing - that won't send down any thunderbolts
on them, more's the pity. Show respect to anyone who can do you some good. If you can
manage to ignore someone whose life is in danger, if they die you can't be blamed. Keep out
of other people's marriages, not because it's wrong but because it's messy. Cheating doesn't
really count as stealing, especially if you have a good tax avoidance expert. Let gossip and
misrepresentation flourish, and you won't need to lie. And without the endless goad to buy,
buy, buy what we don't need - well, the economy would crash. Wouldn't it?
Clough reckons that going by our keeping of the Ten Commandments, loving God has no
connection with loving our neighbour. And even in the highly churchgoing age when he
wrote, it's easy to see how he could reach that conclusion.
Side by side with the powerful churches of Victorian Christendom - though even then, not
every church was full every week - there was poverty unalleviated, disease untended,
physical and sexual abuse rampant. How could good Christians possibly let such a state of
affairs continue, except by pretending that it did not exist?
Since then, it seems to me that the only way in which Clough's poem has gone out of date is
the couplet: At church on Sunday to attend/ Will serve to keep the world thy friend. And on
the whole, I suspect for us this may be a saving grace rather than a sad decline. Now our
worship can no longer be twisted into an act of social climbing, we may be able to return
our attention to God. And this lessening social status for Christians, however much it may be
lamented by those in the churches who once held sway and could control and condemn
others with impunity, isn't so far removed from the state of affairs described in our reading
this morning from Paul's first letter to the church in Corinth.
There were dozens of religions in Corinth, hundreds of gods to worship. And from the
outside, the one Christians worshipped really didn't look like a winner. What fool would
choose a crucified man as god? Wisdom and strength are what you need to get on in life.
That was the pragmatic Greek point of view. And from the Jewish point of view, a few
miracles, some plagues like the ones which persuaded the king of Egypt to let his slaves go,
or some thunder and lightning like God showed Moses on Mount Sinai, might help to draw
their attention. But someone who was cursed by the very manner of his death? You must be
joking.
It's not always easy to tell whether God is joking. When Jesus and his friends went up to
Jerusalem for Passover, the festival commemorating God's rescue of their ancestors from
Egypt so many centuries before, Jesus broke goodness knows how many minor
commandments by his violent reaction against the normal Temple system of exchange
whereby worshippers procured the flawless beasts required for sacrifice - at a price, of
course, profitable to the Temple. And when the authorities very reasonably asked him how
he could justify causing such mayhem in God's house, he started babbling about the
forthcoming destruction of the Temple, and his ability to reconstruct the whole thing - built
over a period of more than 40 years, mind - in three days. Well, obviously you couldn't take
that seriously. It must have been a bad joke made by someone who, like Moses, had been
out in the desert too long and had his brain turned by the heat. After all, here was someone
who seriously thought God might be concerned about the exploitation of the poor by the
religious authorities. Obviously, a naïve idiot.
Today, too, there are those in and beyond churches who think that worshipping God means

sitting in church, singing nice hymns, shaking hands with our friends and then going out to
do to others whatever brings us most advantage. But, thank God, there is another point of
view, one that believes God's interest in justice, exemplified by Jesus' actions in the Temple,
is still something for Christians and others to take seriously. The Fair Trade movement has
been around since the late 1980s, but it was twenty years ago in 1992 that the Fair Trade
foundation was established by CAFOD, Christian Aid, Oxfam, Traidcraft, the World
Development Movement and the National Federation of Women's Institutes. (Good old WI!)
Since then, in small steps, the range of fairly traded products has increased from the coffee
and tea of the early years - and I have to admit that drinking some of that coffee required
great dedication to the cause - to a huge range of products, from butterscotch to rubber
gloves.
We've seen this morning, with Clough's help, how easy it is to take small steps away from
the spirit of God's laws, thereby twisting them to our own advantage. But it's also possible
to take small steps towards the covenantal justice God requires of each of us, not just the
Israelites. Many of us support Jo Hunt's Traidcraft stall regularly, but why not decide, this
Lent and beyond, to do a little bit more? Why not invite a friend out for a Fairtrade coffee?
ask your local shop to stock more Fairtrade choices? have friends round for a Fairtrade wine
tasting evening? organise a FT picnic this summer? decide to buy FT fruit once a month? Not
because it will make God love us more than God already does - that would be impossible.
But because the covenant God first made with Moses involves our loving God not only
directly, but also through our living well with others, across the road and around the world.
Second Sunday in Lent: Celebration Service with Those who Use our Building
Service Date:
4 March, 2012
Genesis 17:1-7, 15-16: Sarah's point of view
• Nobody asked me. God never asked me what I thought of making a covenant, making an
agreement with God.
• You'll be my people, and I'll be your God, he told my husband Abram - no, I mean
Abraham, I keep forgetting all this name changing. I've had a name change too: I can't
answer to Sarai any longer, the way I've done my whole life long. Oh no. Now it's Sarah.
Doesn't sound that bad, but it'll take me a while to get used to answering to it.
• Why? I asked Abraham. What did you do it for? Why didn't you ask me?
• You don't say no to God, he answered. And besides, it's a good thing, isn't it? Me, the
father of nations - you, the founder of a royal family. Why wouldn't I say yes?
• Now Abraham's already said yes to God a lot. He's said yes, he'd leave his home in Ur and
wander God knows where for God knows how long, because God called him to do so. He's
said yes, I believe you, God, I'll have many descendants even though my wife, excuse me, is
past that sort of thing. And now he says yes, I'll agree to change my name and become the
father of many nations, and it's my wife Sarah, royal princess, my past-it wife, who'll be the
nations' mother.
• But when will anyone ask me what I think about pregnancy in my much later years? If I
want to know any more details about the timing, I can see I'll have to resort to trickery. I've
already tried handing over one of my maids as a surrogate mother, and that went horribly
wrong. Now I'll have to listen at tent doors to see what God wants of me. It's not going to be
easy, this bargain with God. Abraham thinks it's all going to be milk and honey, but even if
we do have - say, just one child - even if I do have a son to hand on our name to all these

thousands and millions of descendants, there's bound to be some snag. Because nothing
has gone easily for me since God called Abraham and my husband got this idea about
founding God's chosen people into his head.
• And yet, if it does work out, if our dreams and hopes are realised, wouldn't it be
wonderful? Not just a family descending from us, but whole peoples. Different nations, all
descending from Abraham, all looking to their covenant with God. And maybe even some of
them descended from me, though that Hagar's got in first with her Ishmael. Think of it - a
whole group of nations, related by having us as their ancestors! Surely they'd get on with
each other then, if they all looked back to the same history. Surely they'd realise, like
Abraham and Lot, that even with all our different needs there's enough room for all of us to
spread out and enjoy the resources of this world. Wouldn't that be worth going through all
this trouble for?
• Mind you, I'm not saying I'm looking forward to bringing up a baby wandering in the
desert. It's not the best way for any child to make a start in life. But thinking of the longterm possibilities gives me hope. Maybe God has a point. Though I'd still like to have been
asked first.
Hymns:
R&S 647: In Christ there is no East or West
R&S 553: To Abraham and Sarah (tune: Aurelia, R&S 566)
Music from members of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church
R&S 650: God with humanity made one
Sermon:
Genesis 17:1-7, 15-16; Wild Geese by Mary Oliver; Mark 8:31-38; Romans 4:13-22
Sarah is perfectly right - I like saying that phrase, so I think I'll just repeat it - Sarah is
perfectly right that God's covenant with her and Abraham is not going to be all plain sailing.
They've already tried to force God's hand one way, by Sarah giving her young, fertile slave
Hagar to Abraham to be a surrogate mother. Abraham is quite happy with the idea, but
once Hagar's child Ishmael is born, Sarah starts to ill-treat her, to the point that Hagar tries
running away into the desert with her young son Ishmael, gaining the accolade of being the
only person in the whole Hebrew Bible who has seen God and lived to tell the tale. A few
chapters later, once Sarah's son Isaac is born, there will be trouble between the two
mothers again. And thousands of years later, there is still trouble in the Middle East
between Jews, children of Sarah and Muslims, children of Hagar. Moreover, once Isaac,
child of the Jewish promise, is born, his childhood and his whole relationship with his father
will become overshadowed by the fear that God will demand Abraham sacrifice his son.
So maybe Sarah's right in wondering: what's so fantastic about this covenant? And as
Christians we might be asking too: how come we're tied into it? After all, most of us are not
Jewish, so not part of the original covenant with Abraham, that agreement by which God set
particular peoples apart to be in a special relationship with their creator; a much more
intimate relationship than Noah's covenant we looked at last week, symbolised by the
rainbow, which was made between God and all living creatures.
Well, to answer the second question first, we non-Jewish Gentiles are linked into the Jewish
covenant with Abraham through an explanation Paul first gave to his non-Jewish friends
from the church in Rome. Paul's trying to work out how Jesus' death has changed the whole
relationship between people and God - and not just Jewish people, everyone. Throughout
the Hebrew Bible, God has shown people how they should live - yet no one can perfectly
keep God's law. So our trying to be totally perfect can't be the way for us to please God,

Paul argues. And he looks back to Abraham for another way.
Abraham's faith, Paul reckons, his trust in God no matter what, was the reason God chose
him to start off God's chosen people. And, as Sarah mused in our theme introduction,
Abraham had a lot of trusting to do. God asked him, his wife and their closest family to leave
their city and their homeland and go off into the unknown, with no idea whether, when or
where they would ever settle. God asked him to take on trust the promise of descendants,
even though both were past child-bearing years. And God asked him to trust in God's
promise that these descendants not yet born would become great nations. Very well, said
Abraham: I believe you're telling me the truth, God, and I'll follow your call. And the rest is
Genesis.
OK, says Paul: that was how Abraham in his day showed that he trusted God. We Christians
are called to trust God, too. We are challenged to believe that when Jesus died because,
unlike those warring half-brothers Isaac and Ishmael, he insisted on loving people, whoever
they were - when he let himself be killed in self-sacrifice - God gave him new life out of
death.
And though we know the story so well, it may be as hard for us to take it on board as it was
for Sarah, struggling with miraculous pregnancy in old age. It's relatively easy to find people
laying down their lives for others. Just think of Marie Colvin, the journalist bombed to death
in Syria recently because she believed the story of civilians slaughtered by their own
government should be heard. But it can still be very hard for us to believe Jesus when he
says that if we hold onto the lives we cherish, we will lose them; but that if we give up all we
treasure, we will receive it again. It may sound idealistic, unrealistic; we may be ashamed to
be found holding such beliefs in public. We may be much happier when we stick to tutting
over each new atrocity, strengthening our belief that really the world is full of bloodshed
and tears, that only an idiot would hope for anything better, only to be disappointed. I can
quite understand Peter trying to change Jesus' mind when he begins to explain the way
things must be for him: the suffering, the death, the rising to new life. But that is the way
Christians are called to trust God: by looking for that pattern in life here and now.
Believing in life out of death does make us peculiar people - and I don't mean the sort of
extremist politics that gives Christianity a bad name. But that's how it's been from the
beginning of God's covenant with Abraham. The more awake among you may have
wondered why in your orders of service the first reading, the one I retold as Sarah, missed
out verses 8 to 14. It's the lectionary writers showing their squeamishness by missing out
the command that all males of Abraham's tribe, including slaves, had to be circumcised.
Jewish and Muslim males still have this as a painful mark of difference between those who
are believers and others. Most Christians lay no store by circumcision, seeing it as part of
the Jewish way of keeping God's law which Paul set aside for Gentiles. Our trust in Jesus is
meant to supersede such particular ways of being good. Yet different Christian groups are
still, by the way they live, marked as followers of Jesus. Our Ethiopian Orthodox friends, for
example, mark this season of Lent by fasting from all animal products, so when after the
service we share lunch together, Deacon Tesfa has thoughtfully offered to bring the right
food so that they need not break their observance as we share our meal.
That example brought to us by our Ethiopian sisters and brothers seems to me to show a
very good balance between the need Christians have to be distinctive in how we show our
trust in Jesus - as Paul urges us - and our desire for fellowship with others who have
different commitments. Celebrating the God-given creativity of everyone who uses our
building, we remember again the human solidarity of God's first covenant with Noah. Like

Mary Oliver in her poem Wild Geese, we have all experienced feelings of despair and
isolation, but also feelings of community with other human beings and the wider company
of all things living. We do not need to earn favour with God by ‘walking on our knees for a
hundred miles through the desert, repenting' - for Jesus' love for us and for all is not
dependent, thank God, on our goodness. But we do need to pay attention to the call of ‘the
wild geese, harsh and exciting' - the Holy Spirit's call to faithful Abraham, to hard-done-by
Hagar, to sceptical Sarah, to us all: to follow God's call, however hard a road that turns out
to be.
First Sunday in Lent
Service Date:
26 February, 2012
After John Heath-Stubbs' poem The Nails In the Ark, Mrs Noah retells the story of the Ark.
Hymns:
R&S 39 is based on a hymn supposed to have been written by Francis of Assisi. The tune
Lasst uns erfreuen (‘Let us rejoice' in German) is a seventeenth-century Catholic melody
from Cologne.
Rainbow on a stormcloud is sung to the warlike tune St Gertrude associated with ‘Onward
Christian Soldiers' and could be described, tongue in cheek, as a hymn for Christian
ecowarriors.
CG 134 comes from New Zealand, with words by Shirley Erena Murray, a Presbyterian
hymnodist whose hymns range from the seasons of the Church year to human rights, care
of creation, women's concerns and peace.
R&S 36 is a Gaelic hymn ascribed to St Patrick in the 4th century, though the earliest
manuscript is 11th-century. The hymn uses two Irish traditional melodies, St Patrick and
Clonmacnoise.
Sermon:
Genesis 9:8-17; Mark 1:9-151 Peter 3:18-22
The need to look after our fragile planet is taught in schools; it regularly comes into the
news headlines; we even have our first Green MP. In the church, however, we aren't always
too clear on how this great concern of our age ties in with our faith in God. In the past some
have pointed to our God-given dominion over creation as a sign that the world is there as a
huge larder for us to raid. Yet as far back as the story of Noah we see God's care for the
earth, expressed through God's covenant, symbolised in the rainbow, made not only with
the whole of humanity but with all life on earth.
What about Jesus, though? Did he care about these things? A while ago in Edinburgh, I set
up a series of Bible studies themed around the Five Marks of Mission - five themes
reminding us of the different ways we can work with God in the world. Tell God's good
news; Teach the faith; Tend those in need; Transform unjust structures; Treasure the earth.
I could easily find Gospel passages for most of those, but I really struggled with Treasure. In
the end, we looked at Jesus' sayings about the birds of the air and the lilies of the field; but
it didn't feel right: he was using them to talk about God's kingdom, not in their own right. It
felt as though I was imposing twentieth-century green notions onto a time that didn't have
them.
If I were to try that now, I might well use this morning's Gospel passage. For what I didn't
consider was that Jesus didn't have to urge his hearers to relate to the natural world. They
were peasants; they lived closely with nature without even trying. It's we in our vacuum-

packed twenty-first century world, where children may not realise that eggs come from
hens or potatoes from the earth, who are often alienated from nature. But the old sense,
ever since Noah, that the whole biosphere is bound together by God's covenant, God's
protection, has been there through the Christian centuries. Cuthbert and the Celtic saints
knew it. We forget it at our peril.
In contrast, we know Jesus' desert temptations, described in the Gospels of Matthew and
Luke, very well. Every year, they mark the beginning of Lent, that period which we set aside
to keep Jesus company, as far as we can, on his journey to the cross. But we don't always
consider their implications for the world beyond humanity. If we turn every stone in the
desert into bread to feed ourselves, using the wild world as an infinitely replenishable
treasure chest, we risk endangering other species as well as us. If we turn nature into our
adventure playground, risking our lives, we can ruin the very beauty we appreciate. And the
devil's promise that, if we worship him, we can rule all this world, is hollow. The world is
God's, not ours; from time to time natural disasters remind us painfully that ours are not the
greatest powers on the planet.
Jesus said no to the temptations he faced. And - a detail which we only find in Mark's
Gospel, which in general says much less about Jesus' temptations than Matthew or Luke we hear that as he struggled with them, wild beasts were with him: the creatures of the
desert which make their home in habitat that seems to us so unpromising. Jesus did not fall
into that other temptation which is so often ours, to pretend that only humanity counts:
that because we have the honour and responsibility of being made in God's image, we need
take no other species' presence into account.
But why was Jesus in the desert to begin with? He was driven there by God's spirit as a
result of his baptism, his public commitment to God. And what was the form of that
baptism? Immersion in water. In Jesus' day baptism was no new thing; it had traditionally
been part of welcoming non-Jews into Judaism. But here so many other levels of meaning
are added by Jesus' participation in the Jordan baptism John offered to all. For water
symbolises death, foreshadowing his own life given up for us, yet also life - since without the
water which makes up the bulk of our cells, we cannot live. With water, the desert can
bloom in an hour. Without water it is deserted indeed and lifeless. Fully united with God,
the springs of the Spirit gushing up inside him, Jesus did not need, as we do, to use the
water of baptism for its symbolic cleansing powers. But he did need water to be human.
Have the gardeners among you picked up on the news rumblings of a possible water
shortage in Britain this year, of possible hosepipe bans? That's not the only natural resource
that's running low: we know that gas, oil and coal are in ever-shorter supply. But how often
do we hear or read appeals to use less of them? Instead plans are being made to devastate
more of our scarce wilderness and run the risk of further pollution in our urge to use up
ever more of the earth's finite resources. All over the world, wars are being fought over
water, over oil. Yet we are bound to creation by God's covenant with Noah. This is a faith
concern, not just a question of politics or economics.
It would be too easy to paint a falsely positive picture of our relationship with the natural
world. Our Genesis reading carefully misses out the part where God tells Noah that every
living thing shall be food for him and his family - no more vegetarianism! And there is plenty
of waste and cruelty in nature without taking us into account. Yet when we break faith with
our fellow passengers in the ark and see the rainbow as a pretty picture to sing about, not a
reminder of our interconnectedness with the whole of creation, when we go on expecting
cheap resources to maintain our lifestyle, we have the capacity to make this planet into hell

on earth. Yet we need not despair. We are told in our New Testament reading that after his
death Jesus preached to ‘the spirits in prison' - those who had not, like Noah, taken heed of
God's warning but perished in the flood - and released them from their infernal punishment.
But with God's help we can still realise before it's too late what we're doing to our planetary
home.
How would we show it, I wonder, as a church and as individuals, if we were to take seriously
God's covenant with Noah? How might we do things? What might we buy? How might we
use what we have? How might we use our time? After the service we will be discussing our
Church Life Review document. As we talk, let's not forget the rainbow, or God's covenant it
symbolises, but keep the green strand of our common life in mind.
Last Sunday before Lent
Service Date:
19 February, 2012
2 Kings 2:1-12 retold: The diary of Elisha the prophet aged 21 and 3/4
* We came from Gilgal this morning - Elijah tried to shake me off from travelling alongside
him, because he's going to go to God today, and he thinks it may upset me. I said no. I want
to go with him just as far as I can. He's taught me everything I know about prophecy - I can't
leave him now! Besides, I want to see what happens. I can't imagine it.
* When we got to Bethel, the college of prophets there told me, ‘Your master is going to
God!' just as if I didn't know. They never take me seriously. I tell them very politely to push
off. I'm Elijah's disciple, not them.
* Then Elijah told me God's sending him to Jericho and for me to stay behind.
I said no, even though I hate the Jericho road. It's dusty and dangerous. But I'm determined
to stick with him and see everything there is to see. He can't protect me as if I were a child.
So we went to Jericho, and the road was just as steep and dusty as I thought it would be.
Sometimes being a prophet is just no fun at all. I'm developing a nasty blister on my heel.
* As soon as we got into Jericho, another bunch of professional prophets ganged up on me
to tell me Elijah's going today. I told them to push off, too. Maybe not as politely. That
blister was really getting me down.
* Then, just as I was about to unlace my sandals and do something about the blister, Elijah
told me God's sending him to the Jordan and that he really, really wanted me to stay
behind. I said no. He's not getting round me by doing a long walking tour! I'm really serious
about being his disciple. Can't he see that for himself?
* So we went to the Jordan. About fifty prophets followed us, but thank goodness they
didn't try to eavesdrop. Maybe the way I was fiddling with my slingshot gave them second
thoughts. King David was a fantastic prophet - he's one of my role models. But of course
Elijah's the best. The way he stood up to evil King Ahab and mad queen Jezebel was utterly
fantastic! I want to be like that. But twice as good, of course.
* I was thinking so hard about this that I almost walked into the river when we stopped on
the bank of the Jordan. Elijah took off his coat, rolled it up, struck the Jordan and it divided
to let us cross. Way to go, man!.
* Finally Elijah got around to telling me today's the day he goes - as if I didn't know! - and
asked me what I wanted him to do for me before he went. And it just came out of my
mouth: ‘I want to have twice your share of God's spirit.'
* Elijah went quiet, and I wondered if I'd blown it completely. Then he said I was asking a
lot. But if I noticed exactly what happened when God took him, it'd happen. If not, not.

Awesome!
* We went on walking and talking by the Jordan, but suddenly flames engulfed Elijah, and
he was taken away before my very eyes. I called out, Father, father! You're Israel's
protection! but he didn't answer.
* When he was out of sight, and my eyes stopped hurting, I tore my clothes to mark his
passing. Then I saw his coat, dropped on the riverbank. So I picked it up. I struck the Jordan
with it, and it divided. I crossed Jordan - same old river it's always been, but not any more.
Not now. Not for me.
Hymns:
R&S 380: Christ, whose glory fills the skies
CG 117: Spirit of God
R&S 80: Can we by searching find out God?
CG 21: Longing for light
Sermon:
2 Kings 2:1-12; Psalm 50:1-6; Mark 9:2-9; 2 Corinthians 4:3-6
I have no idea how old the prophet Elisha was when the story in our theme introduction
unfolds. In that briefing following the earthquake, wind and fire - you remember, the still
small voice telling Elijah which kings would rise and fall? - God had already told Elijah that
Elisha was to be his successor, so they'd had some time working together. But something
about Elisha's response when Elijah asks him what he can do for his disciple as a last request
before he is taken to God sounded to me very much like a teenage response on a good day:
I want to do what you do, only twice as much! There can be a confidence in youth that may
come over as arrogance, but actually it's enthusiasm for life, for God, for whatever's round
the next corner; an enthusiasm which those of us a bit longer in the tooth, who've been a
few times round the block and been awarded the cynic's medal, might do well to recall.
For life can be wonderful and amazing - that's one thing on which I do agree with Richard
Dawkins, the evangelistic atheist. In the middle of an ordinary day, doing routine things, we
can see glimpses of transcendence, of truth and beauty beyond the everyday - if we don't
close down the argument beforehand by assuming that such things couldn't possibly
happen, and even if they did, they'd never happen to us anyway, so why bother looking out
for them?
On Friday afternoon this week, I was walking up a Sheffield hill with two heavy bags,
because I'd forgotten when I did my shopping that I still had some visiting to do. It was grey
and drizzling slightly, I was feeling tired, my feet were sore and I'd forgotten my umbrella.
So to keep my mind off all this, I asked myself:
if you believe in God's transformation, if you believe in meaning beyond the everyday, what
might it look like if it really happened to you here and now? No tall tales, no over-the-top
miracles - how might the transcendent God grab your attention in this very mundane
setting?
As I stumped up the steep Sheffield hill, musing on this question, I started to think about the
person I was going to visit: someone who always sees and welcomes the newcomer;
someone who unobtrusively cares for others.
Then I called to mind people in the congregation determined to keep on loving heroically
through challenging family circumstances; and others within and beyond our church whose
creativity inspires me. And suddenly there I was at the top of the hill, not knowing quite
how I'd got there, but with a big smile on my face. Anyone watching me would have seen
nothing out of the ordinary. But at the bottom of the hill I was feeling fed up with myself

and the world; and at the top, I was feeling ready to meet whatever would come my way.
What made the difference? It seems to me that my mood and therefore my perceptions
were altered when I chose to pay attention to God's work in people's lives rather than to my
own irritations. I'm not saying that I could change my mood by willpower alone - if only! but that my choosing to look for God at work today gave God permission to get to work in
me.
Of course, thinking about God's work in people is by no means the only way for us to
transcend the everyday. People tell me golf is a good game to play because you have to
concentrate so hard that there's no room in your mind for anything else. Mountain climbers
experience a more extreme version of the same thing, where a lapse in concentration can
be deathly. Another thing both have in common is the possibility of natural beauty - a
sunset, a flight of birds - suddenly seizing our attention and reminding us that there's more
to life than the everyday, and that we are not the be-all and end-all of the universe.
I don't know any records of biblical golf. Right back to biblical times, however, mountains
are traditionally places where we may expect to encounter God - ‘thin' places, to use the
terminology of the Iona community, where the boundary between earth and heaven seems
but a hair's breadth - even if, like Peter, we can have a difficult time trying to make links
between our own past experiences and what's happening to us here and now. During our
reading it's the feast of Tabernacles or booths, reminding the people of their time spent
wandering with God in the desert. Moses represents God's Law; Elijah represents God's
prophets: both highly important people. So going by what he already knows, Peter's doing
his best to make the right response.
But God never sticks with what we know. With James and John, Peter sees Jesus in a
completely new light - literally - in a way which won't begin to make sense until after Jesus
has died and risen. In the meantime, all he can do, when he returns to the everyday world
at the bottom of the mountain, is to remember and act on God's voice from the cloud: Here
is my beloved son - listen to him! Paul too is clear, as he writes to his friends in Corinth, that
it is God whose light shining in our hearts makes sense of the good news about Jesus for us the good news that he, a human being like us, is the image of the transcendent God we
cannot see or understand. But it is our choice whether to open or close our eyes to the light
God gives us. If, like Dawkins, we are unshakeably certain that any trust in a reality beyond
the material world is as idiotic as an adult keeping their childhood imaginary friend - then
God will have a hard time getting through to us here and now. If, like Elisha, we are
convinced that God can renew and empower our lives, we are that much more likely to see
it happen.
The burning bush, a Presbyterian emblem to be found in this very sanctuary, is an example
of the same thing. Moses could have chosen to note its existence as a strange phenomenon
and to go on with his everyday responsibilities, looking after his sheep, rather than turning
aside to look at it. The poet Elizabeth Barratt Browning brings that story up to date:
Earth's crammed with heaven,
And every common bush afire with God;
But only he who sees, takes off his shoes The rest sit round it and pluck blackberries."
Maybe, though, our difficulty is not in accepting that the creator of the universe can
empower our lives, but that God wants to do so. Why should we expect God to take notice
of our little lives? We're not Hebrew prophets, performing miracles. We're not New
Testament disciples, walking with Jesus in Galilee. We walk up and down the hills of

Sheffield, we struggle with love and duty and creativity, like everyone else we know,
Christian or not. But like everyone else we know, Christian or not, God made us, God loves
us and God seeks us out to heal us, to forgive us, to give us life. Amazing but true:
transcendence in the middle of everyday life. Isn't that worth keeping an eye out for?
Holy Communion in Poverty and Homelessness Action Week
Service Date:
5 February, 2012
You'll remember that at our last church meeting we decided that at St Andrew's we
appreciate communion cards, and wanted to go on using them. Well, I've been thinking
about how we can better use this part of our tradition, and I've come up with a plan that we
can implement from the next time we celebrate Communion - I thought I'd share it with you
this time, so you'll be ready.
From now on, we won't just have communion cards - we'll have different colours of card, to
suit different sorts of people in our church.
To start with, we'll have a bright golden card for the really big givers in our church. You
know who you are, the people who have a lot of money and give us a lot, and soon
everyone else will know who you are too. You'll get served communion first, of course. And
if any of you who aren't big givers get excited at the idea, if you decide to give us over a
certain amount, you too can upgrade to a gold communion card for the deserving rich.
Of course, that's not saying that everyone with lots of money is automatically welcome in
church. It depends very much on what you do with it. If you decide that Sheffield in winter is
just too cold, and spend lots of money on winter cruising instead, I'm afraid you'll be
demoted from the gold communion card. But still, being rich must count for something, so
when you do remember to come to communion, you'll be given a silver communion card for
the undeserving rich instead. Don't expect such good seats though - you'll have to wait a bit
to receive your communion. Serves you right for not having your priorities straight and
supporting us first.
Since we're in an Olympic year, you'll already have worked out the colour of our next card.
That's right, it's a bronze communion card, and we'll be giving those out to the deserving
poor. It's not your fault that you've worked hard all your life but your savings are going
down and the cost of living is going up. I'm sure you give quite as much as you can afford to
the church, maybe more, even though that's not nearly as much as the gold-carders. So
you're still welcome in church. You'll sit much further back. As long as you can still hear the
sermon and have the offering bags passed round, you'll be close enough to the table. We'll
probably have enough bread and wine for you too, but if not, you'll understand why not.
Let's face it, given how expensive it is to run church, you're just not as important as the
others.
Gold, silver, bronze - you may be wondering what comes next. The answer, of course, is that
nothing comes next. If you haven't got a medal in the Olympics, you've come nowhere at all,
and might just as well push off home. And the same applies here. For if you're not the
deserving rich, the undeserving rich or the deserving poor, there's only one category left for
you. That's right. The undeserving poor. And there's no room for skivers or those who swing
the lead in here. So actually we don't need to provide them with communion cards - or,
come to that, with any support at all. After all, they've only got themselves to blame for
being in that situation to start with.
I'm sure you'll agree my plan's a good one. I've even found a Bible reading to back it up,

from the letter of James.
James 2:1-16
Ah. Maybe I haven't quite got it right yet. And I think I know what the trouble is - I've been
going by the rules of society instead of God's rules. For though we're very ready to favour
people who have succeeded financially - until their mismanagement impacts on our own
bank accounts - it's too easy to assume that people in difficult circumstances have only
themselves to blame. We don't put up barriers to keep people out, as communion cards
have done in previous generations of our tradition, but maybe, like me just now, we are
tempted to judge people's character by what we think they have, and thus put up barriers,
like a lack of welcome, that stop some coming in. So in our next hymn, let's pray that
instead of putting up such barriers, we'll become channels of God's peace, God's love.
Hymns:
CG 66: Jesus calls us here to meet him
R&S 629: Make me a channel of your peace
Break your bread with those in need
R&S 453: Let us talents and tongues employ
Sermon:
Mark 12:41-44; James 2:1-16
Look at your watch
(yes, it's five minutes later than it was five minutes ago).
Look at the sky.
Observe the flight paths of birds (hitherto of no interest to you).
Admire the architecture (you walk past every day).
Play with your jewellery, your spare change (your spare change).
Change your shopping bag from one hand to another.
Check your mobile phone is still the same one it was this morning.
Adjust your cuffs, your tie/scarf/toupee,
or find something really, really interesting in the middle distance
that no-one else can see.
But whatever you do DON'T LOOK AT THE BIG ISSUE VENDOR!
That poem, about what it's like to be ignored by people who just walk past you as though
you didn't exist, was written by a member of the Big Issue writers group. Maybe you've had
a similar experience, when you were collecting for a good cause. Some people stop and
give, or at least smile; others quicken their pace and rush past without giving you a glance.
After a while you may wonder whether in fact you really do exist or not, or whether maybe
there's an invisible barrier between you and the rest of the world.
After a few hours rattling collecting tins in aid of a good cause, most of us can go home to a
warm, comfortable house and food in the fridge. Some, however, have no money for food
and fuel at home, or no home to go to. This may seem like a mistake, or maybe laziness, on
their part. After all, many of us here this morning have lived through war and austerity, have
managed to bring up young families successfully, starting with few resources to call our
own.
But of course, as well as our own hard work and determination our resources may also
include other factors, like whether we learned life skills from a loving family, how rare our
talents, or how much we have paid others for their work. And in the same way, the
experience of poverty may also depend on factors like health, heredity or geography that
are beyond our control.

While in some cases poverty or homelessness may arise from mismanagement or personal
disaster of some kind, in many cases its causes are more structural.
Here's one local example. Back in 2008 I was part of a group organising a poverty hearing in
Broomhall. At the Broomhall Centre we heard one after another of the local councillors
admitting both that lack of social housing was a problem in Sheffield and that they had no
idea how to solve it.
Four years later, things are worse. It is not fecklessness making some of our Broomhall
Breakfasters queue up for years and jump through endless hoops to obtain housing. It is
scarcity.
Other factors putting up barriers between haves and have-nots have begun to bite more
recently, or are waiting to take effect. The pay gap in Britain between those at the top and
those at the bottom of society is the largest in Europe. The lowest-earning 10% of people in
the UK pay 39% of their incomes in tax, while the top 10% pay just 35%. And you'll probably
have heard about recent Government attempts to cap housing benefit for larger families though only one in eight of such benefit recipients are without work - thus forcing children
to move from schools and removing families from the support of friends and relations. Thus
the rich get richer and the poor get poorer. It can be hard for us to see how we can affect
any of this for the better, though Church Action on Poverty has some good ideas which I
commend to your attention. But you may be asking yourselves why I'm raising political
issues in a church context. Surely Jesus came for rich and for poor alike?
Certainly, Jesus' love included both rich and poor: Zacchaeus the chief tax gatherer and welloff women were friends of his, as well as people such as lepers, children and sick women
possessed of few or no resources. But those with money were not encouraged to spend it
on themselves because they had earned it - remember the rich young man? Jesus was
unimpressed by wealth or status in itself, but told those who had it to give parties for those
who could not pay back favours received, rather than for their cronies. And his stories of the
foolish man with barns packed full of wheat, whose riches will be useless to him on the
night he dies, and of the poor widow of whom we heard just now, who has given to the
Temple all she had to live on, tell us that it is the selfishness or the generosity which people
show in dealing with what they have, not the actual levels in their bank accounts, which
counts. (And by the way, this is not a veiled attempt to get you to give more to St Andrew's that's your decision to make, and I trust you to make it fairly!)
But in spite of Jesus' warning that it will inevitably call down judgment on ourselves, it's still
too easy for us to judge others. Like my ill-fated attempt to colour-code communion cards,
we are tempted to take on God's job and to decide who we would rather have as friends, in
church or in the rest of our lives; and, therefore, what sort of invisible barriers we will raise
against those we reckon are less deserving of God's love and our welcome.
If, going by their appearance, we see strangers as work-shy scroungers, and assume they
have nothing to contribute to our community, they will pick up the message they are not
welcome. If we do not look at newcomers, or greet them, but catch up with our friends
instead; if we make them sit on their own where they can't see or hear what's going on, we
are putting up barriers against them. And that is particularly ironic when you consider the
meal we are about to share. For Jesus came to live with us, to die and to rise from death for
us, precisely so that all the barriers we human beings put up - including between rich and
poor - could be removed. As our first hymn this morning reminds us: ‘Jesus calls us to each
other, vastly different though we are.'
Where does he call us? To his table: ‘where the church in earth and heaven finds a common

meeting place'. Coming to Jesus' table, we are all of us - housed and homeless, worse and
better off - hungry for welcome, for acceptance, for love that is not affected by what we
have achieved or where we have gone wrong. Here we will find it in abundance. And we
need not fear that, if we dismantle the barriers and invite others to join us, there will not be
enough for all; that the bread and the wine will run out. When we offer what we have to
God for sharing, however much or little it is, it is always enough.
Fourth Sunday after Epiphany: Leprosy Sunday
Service Date:
29 January, 2012
Mark 1:21-28
* I've been trying to visit Mary in hospital, but I've not been having much luck. This week
when I turned up, she'd just left the ward for a bone scan. But last week, her ward was
having major problems with the Norovirus, and only essential visitors were allowed in. I
reckoned that however much I wanted to see her, if I were to get the infection and pass it
on to you, I'd not be very popular.
* I was put off by fear of becoming unclean, and passing my uncleanness on to you this
morning. And that's the same sort of fear that people used to have of getting in touch with
someone who had leprosy. No one knew how it was passed on, but the results were nasty:
patches of skin where the nerves were damaged, and you couldn't feel anything, so if you
were hurt, you might not notice until it was too late to do anything about it. So there were
rules laid down in the Bible about what to do if you got leprosy, and one of the main things
to do was to stay well away from other people until and unless you were cured.
* But it's not just people with leprosy who find there are suddenly rules making other
people stay away from them. If someone you love has died, or something else very bad has
happened to you, people may not want to talk to you, because they don't know what to say,
and are afraid of making you upset. If you have problems with your mental health - if you
get very sad, or are very up and very down all the time, or have problems remembering, or
get very afraid, people may not understand what's happening to you, and it may worry
them.
* In Bible times, people thought problems in your mind came from spirits that were unclean
- sort of like being infected with germs, but it affected your mind rather than your body. But
it didn't matter whether it was your body sick with leprosy or your mind sick with demons people were still afraid, and people still wanted to avoid you. Except Jesus.
* We heard in our reading just now how Jesus went to worship, and someone there in the
synagogue had an unclean spirit. The man whose mind was sick was afraid that Jesus had
come to do something nasty to him. Jesus could have been afraid, like everyone else. He
could have ignored the man, or got him thrown out of the service. But instead, he
recognised the man had a problem, and God's power in him did something about it that
made the man well again, able to join in with everyone else. And Jesus was like that too
with people who had leprosy - he made people who were unclean clean.
* We may not have the power to make people well straight away. It took hundreds of years
to find out that bacteria carried in droplets of moisture on the air cause leprosy, and to find
ways of treatment that stops the disease, though it can't repair damaged skin - that has to
be done by surgery. But when someone has a problem, whether it's their body or their
mind, we can choose not to ignore them or tell them to go away, but to accept them and
include them in what we do as much as we can. For it's not just leprosy that can infect you.

The Gospel is infectious too - the good news that no one is outside God's love. And we can
be its carriers.
Hymns:
R&S 651: O God, by whose almighty plan (tune Melita, R&S 58)
R&S 646: Help us accept each other
R&S 653: We cannot measure how you heal
R&S 474: Brother, sister, let me serve you
Sermon:
Leviticus 13:2-3, 45-46; Psalm 119:33-40; Mark 1:21-28; 1 Corinthians 8:1-13
It's all very well, you may be thinking, being all touchy-feely - literally! - about hugging lepers
and including people with mental health problems. But sometimes things are declared
unclean for a reason. Certain wards at the Northern General have been closed in the last
few weeks because outside visitors came in with symptoms of Norovirus and left it as a
present to patients who were already ill for different reasons. Surely there should be a
boundary between health and sickness, between clean and unclean, so uncleanness has no
chance of spreading and doing more damage?
That was why there are very detailed regulations in Leviticus - we've only heard the edited
highlights! - about what to do when signs of leprosy appeared in people, in clothing or even
in houses. With their then state of knowledge, these conditions seemed united to the
compilers of Leviticus by the discolouring disfiguration that appeared out of nowhere;
obviously this menace was something that should not be spread through the entire
community. It was only in the 20th century that a cure for leprosy was found, so we can
understand people who, up to then, kept strict quarantine to avoid disaster for the
population at large. And, to be fair, later on in the book, the regulations in Leviticus do also
allow for the possibility of spontaneous remission and restoration into the community, with
the priests as gatekeepers.
Judaism has a strong focus on keeping God's laws as the way for people to live well and
happily. Look at our psalm this morning - again, we've only used edited highlights of the
longest psalm in the Bible! - which asks for wisdom and insight into God's law, and
expresses great confidence and delight in it. This is something which may resonate with
churches like ours from a Presbyterian tradition, given our unofficial motto from 1
Corinthians: Let all things be done decently and in order! Having regulations laid down
means we don't need to reinvent the wheel every time; it lets us put our energies into
dealing with new and unexpected circumstances. The snag, of course, is that sometimes we
would prefer to ignore such circumstances and carry on with what we know.
Ironically, this may lead to us mistakenly treating as unclean and to be avoided people
whose experiences or viewpoint are just different from ours.
We see this from the other side of the argument in our reading this morning from Paul's
letter to the church at Corinth, considering whether or not it's right to eat meat. This wasn't,
like much modern vegetarianism, a question of using the planet's resources well, or even
about cruelty to animals. Just about all the meat you could buy in the market - and that was
the only way most people, except the rich, could get it - came from temple sacrifices. Most
religions practised animal sacrifice, and the priests couldn't eat all it all, so the surplus was
sold. And now the question arose for Christians: did the meat's origin in the worship of
other gods taint it, make it unclean? Or was that superstitious nonsense, given that there is
only one God anyway?

Both sides could make out a good case. Jesus had told his followers that as long as their
hearts were clean, all foods were acceptable to eat. On the other hand, as Paul points out,
that was all very well for people who had taken that challenge to the old regulations on
board, but other, less sophisticated believers might feel that eating such meat did break the
rules, and honoured other gods - and that wasn't the right message to pass on, either.
Unless Christians stop dealing with the rest of the world altogether, keeping themselves
totally separate and pure - which a) is impossible and b) is liable to give them an acute
attack of spiritual pride - we are going to go on having to deal with such grey areas, where
people of faith and goodwill find themselves on different sides of the argument, and it's not
clear what's clean and what's not. The problem of meat offered to other gods has gone
away - I certainly don't feel in any way compromised if I'm offered hospitality by members
of another faith. But the question of pacifism was a live issue in churches leading up to and
during the World Wars, one which threatened to split some denominations. The Anglican
church is still struggling with the question of women in leadership. And hardly any of the
churches have resolved their position on including gay people, whether as Christians or as
ministers.
All these questions boil down into one: how do we deal with matters which seem to divide
people into right and wrong, saints and sinners, healthy and sick, clean and unclean? It's
relatively easy to answer that question from the top side of the equation. If we're right,
other people should listen to us. If we're saints, we're obviously doing God's will. If we're
healthy and clean, we want to protect ourselves from illness and uncleanness and stay that
way. But staying in that category is not as easy as you might think.
Hands up anyone here who has never had an illness in their life, right down to the common
cold! Somehow I thought there wouldn't be many of you. We all know what it's like to be
sick. And, though you may not be aware of it, you may fall foul of the biblical regulations
about being clean or unclean too. How many of us here this morning are women? I hate to
break it to you, sisters, but for at least a week every month, going by the book, we are not
counted as clean. Men, don't relax too quickly. If any of you have physical disabilities, you're
not clean either. But don't worry, you're in good company - everyone here whose mother
wasn't Jewish: as Gentiles, we're all unclean together! Of course, we could rewrite the
rulebook in our favour, and make the in-group those with Scottish grandparents - but then
the problem would just be shifted onto different people in our number.
Jesus refused to play that game. He touched unclean lepers and healed them; he spoke with
those whose minds were haunted by demons, and freed them. If we are to follow his
example then, like Paul we must refuse to demonise those with whom we disagree, and do
our best to understand their point of view, however misguided we believe them to be. One
of the Leprosy Mission's most successful projects in Mozambique is their community
volunteers: people with leprosy who understand the symptoms, look out for them in others,
and help them get treatment. For really there are not two categories of people in this world.
We are all in the same boat: sometimes wounded and needing healing; sometimes
considered unclean and needing to be restored to the community; or just isolated and
longing for friendship and support. We all need Jesus.
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1 Samuel 3:1-10
Sarah: What do you think the point of this particular story is? If we want to be like Samuel,
what should we always be ready to do? [Ask congregation - Listen to God] Absolutely.
Listening to God is the most important thing we can ever do in life.
God: Sarah?
Sarah: If we don't keep our ears open, we'll never pick up what God wants to tell us. And we
need to be ready at any time, day or night. After all, when Eli told Samuel it was bedtime,
Samuel never expected to hear God calling his name in the middle of the night.
God: Sarah?
Sarah: We may be at work; we may be having a conversation with someone; we may be
reading a book or watching TV - there are all sorts of ways God can speak to us.
God: Sarah?
Sarah: But the really important thing, whatever we happen to be doing, is not to rule out
the possibility that God may want our attention. Even, maybe, in church!
God: Sarah!
Sarah: Who's that?
God: Who do you think? It was me you've just been talking about, wasn't it?
Sarah: It's you, God? I'm so sorry. I was just so busy talking about you, I forgot to listen to
you. But I'm listening now. I'm really sorry. It won't happen again, I promise.
God: Sarah...
Sarah: While we're talking, and I must say how nice it is talking with you today, I should do
this more often, I'm really sorry I've not been nicer to people at church recently. It's this
cold weather. It makes me snap. And I do know that really I should have done more
paperwork this week. You should see my filing system! Oh yes, you're all-seeing - you have
seen it. Well, so you know how messy my study is. It really isn't good enough.
God: Sarah!
Sarah: Um, speak, Lord! Your servant is listening!
God: All I wanted to say...
Sarah: Yes?
God: When I can get a word in edgeways...
Sarah: Yes? Sorry. Yes?
God: All I wanted to say was: I love you.
Sarah: You love me?
God: I like being with you.
Sarah: You do? But you know what I'm like. Even the nasty bits. Even the embarrassing bits.
God: Yes, I do. After all, I did make you.
Sarah: And you still want to be with me?
God: Absolutely. And I have some interesting ideas I'd like to try out on you...
Sarah: Yes?
God: About some things we can do together. I can see you're a bit busy just now, but maybe
this afternoon? When things are a bit quieter? Can we have some time alone?
Sarah: Thanks, God. I'll look forward to that. I think.
Sometimes when we're little, we may get the idea that God only wants to talk to us because
we've done wrong and God is cross with us. And some grown-up people can keep the same
idea all their lives. Let's stay out of God's way, they may think. Let's not listen. God's only
going to tell us off for doing what we shouldn't. And as people often give themselves a hard
time anyway for getting things wrong, they don't want to be told off by God too.

But God isn't like that. God loves us. God enjoys our company. God wants to be with us.
That doesn't mean that being friends with God is a pushover. Sometimes God wants us to
do things that are really hard. When God finally got Samuel's attention, he had to tell Eli,
who'd brought him up, a message from God. The message was that Eli's own sons were
heading for disaster because of the bad way they'd lived their lives. Samuel couldn't have
wanted to tell Eli. But Eli knew and Samuel knew that it was the truth - and sometimes even
if the truth is hard, it needs saying and hearing. In a moment we're going to sing about
Samuel's ear, the way he listened to God. We're going to ask God to help us listen that way,
too. Because even when it's hard, being God's friend is worth it.
Hymns:
R&S 67 was published in the author W. Chalmers Smith's Hymns of Christ and Christian Life
of 1876. The tune St Denio is a Welsh hymn melody, named for a Welsh parish in
Caernarfonshire.
R&S 526 was written by J.D. Burns, minister of Hampstead Presbyterian Church in London.
The tune Samuel is regarded as one of the best written by Arthur Sullivan.
R&S 485 was written for the opening of an Industrial Exhibition at Parkstone, Dorset, in
1884, where the author was Vicar. The tune Chilton Foliat (the composer G.C. Martin's
birthplace) was originally written for a hymn commemorating Queen Victoria's nurses.
R&S 521 is a Charles Wesley hymn headed ‘Before Work'. The tune Angels' Song, by Orlando
Gibbons, was originally set to a carol beginning, ‘Thus angels sung, and thus sing we'.
Sermon:
1 Samuel 3:1-10; Psalm 139:1-6, 13-18; John 1:43-51; 1 Corinthians 6:12-20
I must admit that while I certainly need the gift of Samuel's ears - that little sketch was a bit
closer to the truth than I'd like - and a lowly heart is always worth while requesting, I'm not
so sure about the details of the last verse of that hymn. It gives us a saccharine picture of
the life of faith - sweet, unmurmuring, obedient, resigned - which is rather at odds with our
faith tradition, the Protestant reformation. Historically, we've done much more than
murmur when kings or bishops have tried to lead us in a way we don't think to be right, and
even today, we are well able to protest when we don't understand why something should
be happening in our church or in our world. And talking back is more biblically accurate, too
- just look at the prophets telling off kings for bad political and theological decisions, or even
the Psalms telling God to get a move on and save God's people before they all perish.
Yet I can understand why J.D. Burns - surely no relation to Rabbie - might have wanted to
highlight the sweetness of the story, as well as gaining a rhyme, by describing Eli the priest
as ‘the old man meek and mild' and teenage Samuel as ‘the little Levite child'. The words
remind me of the sort of pictures you used to see in Sunday schools of a blond-curled, blueeyed and very unJewish-looking Jesus dressed in white, carrying a snow-white lamb and
surrounded by happy, well-fed children. That sort of approach to faith highlights the real
comfort that can be derived from a personal relationship with God but airbrushes out more
troubling realities, such as execution, that can result from God's collision with the public
world of finance, politics and power.
Well, if I'm going to be so critical of one view of our Hebrew Bible reading, on the grounds
that it describes our relationship with God in a way that is unrealistic, what do I make of
other ways of describing that relationship to be found in our other readings this morning?
Our reading from the first letter Paul wrote to the church in Corinth certainly doesn't pull its
punches. Anyone who might have begun reading that letter in the happy belief that having a
relationship with God had nothing to do with the rest of life would be swiftly disillusioned.

Corinth was a port city with not one but two harbours, one each side of a narrow isthmus
between Greece and the Peloponnese, so there would be plenty of sailors looking for
fleeting relationships before their ship left port again - apparently calling a woman ‘a
Corinthian lass' was by no means a compliment to her morals. What's more, though the
temple to Aphrodite, the Greek goddess of love, standing above the city on the Acrocorinth
would have been ruined by the time Paul came to Corinth, prostitution was still a major part
of the local economy, and a big local employer.
Evidently, for some within the Corinthian church, this was so much part of the accepted
order of things that Paul had to point out what seems from our viewpoint to be a selfevident truth, that using women - or men, for that matter - as sexual objects is not
compatible with the Christian view of human beings as God's temples, homes for God's
Spirit. And yet, we can ill afford to look down on our predecessors in Corinth. Not only
within living memory was the area around this church a red-light district, but until a few
years ago there was a special police unit in Sheffield to try to counteract the trafficking and
sexual slavery of women and children. Moreover, it is pillars of local churches, and not just
atheists, who use prostitutes in Sheffield today, just as much as in Corinth two thousand
years ago.
Ironically, those Christians who choose to use prostitutes fall into a similar trap to the hymnwriter I was lambasting: the unwarranted assumption that our relationship with God has no
bearing on the rest of life. Yet those of us who have not resorted to sex for money may not
be immune from this criticism either. We are God's temples. God chooses to live in us, not
just on Sundays but every day of the week. But how do the decisions we make in our daily
lives, whether it's where we shop, how we use our leisure time or how we vote, relate to
that central relationship? Such a query can lead to feelings of paranoia, as we fear God's eye
resting disapprovingly on our choices, ready to condemn every time we set a foot wrong.
But that's not God, though occasionally, to my regret, it may be a trap ministers fall into
when they preach!
For God likes us as well as loving us. We can tell that from our Psalm this morning. I may
have been a bit rough so far on sentimentalised pictures of our personal relationship with
God, images that airbrush out the public implications of that connection, but the Psalmist
puts me right. Not only does God know us through and through, since before ever we were
born, but God's knowledge is that of a maker, tenderly knitting us together from birth to
death into the amazing mystery of body, mind and spirit that is each one of us - such a
mystery that even now, we do not understand everything about the way we are put
together, or how we tick. And the more we find out, the more we can marvel at the God
who made us, who knows us, and who calls us into friendship.
We get a clear picture of this calling as we hear our Gospel reading this morning. Nathanael
finds Jesus through Philip, who has already met Jesus and responded to his call to follow. He
is amazed at the knowledge of his character that Jesus displays, even, apparently, on their
first encounter. When it emerges that Jesus has already seen and assessed Nathanael from
afar, he goes into hyperbole about his new leader, in a way that would make any Victorian
hymn-writer proud. But Jesus' accurate, and possibly amused, response is: You think that's
impressive? You ain't seen nothing yet. And he makes a curious prediction to poor confused
Nathanael: You will see heaven opened and the angels of God ascending and descending
upon the Son of Man. Any Jew who knew his Bible would see John's words as a reference to
Jacob's dream ladder, joining heaven and earth. But any Christian who knows her Gospels
can take even more from them: how Jesus' incarnation, his life and death and resurrection,

have permanently connected our private relationship with God and our dealings in the
public world of politics and power. Sometimes we Christians try to separate the two again,
but it just can't be done. For God's Spirit dwells in the whole of us - not just in the Sunday
part, all tidy for the Minister's visit, but in the Monday to Saturday part, when sometimes
following God's will means making difficult or uncertain or unpopular choices. That is where
God chooses to live, not in a saccharine and unreal world; because God loves us, and the
whole of the world. Sacred and secular.

